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ABSTRACT
This narrative inquiry explores the process through which a combination of coursework,
field experiences, and experiential classroom activities engaged pre-service teachers with
opportunities to expand their perspective upon culturally normative conceptions of values, beliefs,
and worldview. Due to the current racial and ethnic demographic gap separating the professional
ranks of the teaching force and the increasingly diverse population of students in the United States,
cross-cultural awareness is imperative for both teacher education programming and membership in
a culturally pluralistic society.
Drawing on multiple data points, the narrative illuminates the participant voices, context,
and dynamic social process of teaching and learning. The findings comprise a heuristic portrait that
describes the process of how the instructor, students, and the researcher approached cross-cultural
awareness from within the walls of a university classroom.
The findings demonstrate how normative frames of reference in the class were meaningfully
and experientially contrasted through a purposive curriculum under the guidance of an exemplar
instructor. Findings included that cognitively dissociative cross-cultural simulations, with attendant
debriefings, were effective means for engaging students in reflecting on culturally normative
cognition and behaviors. This in part was due to the curricular decisions of an experienced
instructor – students for the most part felt comfortable in reflecting and challenging their cultural
assumptions and experiences. Not as effective was the engagement of guest speakers as a means for
students to reflect on their cultural selves and others. These findings help inform and guide
educators seeking to engage issues related to cross-cultural awareness, and offers new directions for
future research.
vii

CHAPTER ONE:
INTRODUCTION
I see the village of Notoue, on the northern islets of Tarawa in the republic of Kiribati. The
shallow shadows and bright light suggest a sun high in the afternoon sky. My hair is matted with
sweat, wet to the touch and limp across the rings of a salt stained pillow as I lie on my side.
I bend into a fetal ball and grunt from my gut as I try to clear my throat of mucous. The
white gauze of my mosquito net, its folds illuminated in the equatorial sun, hangs from the dried
pandanus leaf thatch of the kia-kia. It is this stilted open sided sleeping platform I lie on, a structure
framed with the gnarled beams of salt stained soft woods. A sulphurous low tide rot fills the air. I
squint my eyes towards the haze of horizontal blue pastel waters. Purple storm clouds gather above
the lagoon and intersect with the black bark of wet mangrove roots. Over the course of three days,
the inconvenience of a slight fever and sore throat grew to a semi-conscious haze of shivering chills,
hallucinations, and taut skin on my bloated throat.
The first morning, I woke and felt the familiar scratch of a cold. I traced the discomfort to
my activities the night before. I downed dozens of cups of Kava mixed with well water singing with
the village men, smoked a handful of ni moko, the island cigars rolled from shaved Irish cake tobacco
and dried pandanus leaf, and broke out in allergic reaction. As I pissed into the mangroves under
the full moon in a kava stupor, the itching began on the backs of my hands. Something was reacting
with my skin, and welts grew across my hands as I itched and eventually fell asleep deep in the night.
That first morning when I woke, my throat itched.

The pain at the back of my mouth and fever grew worse over the day. I tried to pass it off,
and swallowed my limited Tylenol to feel slightly better before the fever returned. That night at
dusk, I winced swallowing my can of mackerel and soured rice. On the second morning, I doubled
over in pain to swallow water. That afternoon I crushed the last two tablets of my Tylenol into a
sour powder with my molars, moving the paste in my mouth with my tongue.
On the third day, I could no longer massage saliva from my mouth into my throat, and spit
the liquid into a plastic mug next to my pillow. Without water or food, my body fell limp with sweat.
Fruit flies landed on my face and feet, probing without disturbance as my uvula pushed forward into
my mouth.
The afternoon of the third day I began hallucinating. I saw my damp pink pillow, ringed
with salt lines. The pillow presented a Harvard business school case study about Southwest airlines
to me. We talked about the possibilities of future strategies, and other voices offered their two cents
to the conversation. The shadows of scorpions ran below my eyes. In moments of lucidity I feared
losing my grip on reality.
During that afternoon my friend Tsimmy peered through the mosquito net. He frowned and
furrowed his brow. Tendrils of ni moko smoke rose from his hand as he waved his hands and spoke
in clear enunciation.
“Ko rangi aoraki Nikora… Karuoa Ibonga.” He was going to find Takaako, the local healer.
For three days I had been able to play it off, and I read into our shared guilt from the late night of
Kava drinking he had invited me to. On the third afternoon I was too weak to convince him to let it
be.
I shook my head in deliberate agreement, “Eng.”
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Tsimmy mounted my bicycle and set off towards the crushed coral road, under the bright
light and scant shadows of the mid afternoon sun. The green canopy of the palm trees mingled with
the reflective waxy leaves of the breadfruit trees, the winds rising as purple clouds gathered.
Tsimmy returned with an old woman propped side saddle on the rear rack of my bike. The
ruts of deep folds framed her sun-battered face. Her hair was long, to her waist, and completely
white. She both grimaced and smiled as she tied the mosquito net to the posts of the kia kia as I lay
on my back. I see her face in a dusty haze or setting island sun, her white hair rising in the winds.
She placed her bony fingers on my swollen throat, her finger pads gentle and soft. As she
massaged the area around my carotid arteries in widening circles, pain echoed in my head. I thought
to myself that there was no way this was helping me. By this time, a crowd of children gathered to
watch the healer. They crowded the kia-kia and hung on our movements and my winces. I smelled
baby powder as she spread talc on my throat in widening circles. Unable to clear the saliva that
gathered in my mouth, or move my head from her hands, the liquid ran down my cheek.
The healer’s voice rolled over me in discordant phonemes as she spoke to me in halting
Gilbertese. I didn’t understand most of what she said and turned my gaze to Tsimmy. He raised his
eyebrows and held up three fingers. I looked to the healer, who held up three sinewy fingers in as
well. She shook the fingers towards me and signaled to a child at her side to fetch water. The
children grew excited. I closed my eyes, winced as I attempted to clear my throat, and understood
that something was going to happen three times.
The child returned with a rusted can of well water and I turned my head to watch as she
poured the yellowish opaque well water over her right hand and wrist. She flung the excess water to
the dusty ground and formed the right index and middle finger of her hand into a claw. She moved
to steady my chest with her left hand as she rose above me. The healer placed her fingers into my
mouth and I shrank away from her, spitting her fingers out of my mouth. What the hell was she doing?
3

I turned my head to the side, closed my eyes, and pursed my lips in a grimace. She’s not a doctor…I
don’t even know who this woman is. I opened my eyes and looked to Tsimmy and the faces of the
children with wide eyes crowding the platform.
The healer took my head with her hands and looked at me, silent. She held her three fingers
above my eyes again. I wanted to get out of there. I needed to get real medical attention. I felt the
eyes of the children, of my friend Tsimmy, and the healer. They were not going anywhere until
something happened three times.
I dropped my hands to my side and gripped the smooth bark of the kia-kia frame. She
opened my mouth with her fingers and steadied my chest again. Her slight frame rose over me as
she reached her small hand further and further into my throat. I breathed deeply through my nose as
she pressed with the weight of her body, a force that surprised me, focused in her pointer and
middle fingers at the back of my windpipe. Her arm shook from the pressure she applied. Tears
filled my eyes and my lips shuddered in a gag around her wrist. I flexed, shook, and gripped the side
of the kia-kia with closed eyes and held breath.
She pulled her saliva-coated hand from my throat quickly and my stomach shuddered in dry
heaves. I turned my head to the side and gazed towards the dusty sand under the platform. Streams
of spittle hung from my mouth and nose. My heart thundered in my swollen throat in searing pain.
I held up my head again and looked to the thatch roof as I winced while trying to suppress painful
coughs. The healer shook two bony fingers over my eyes. I gripped the sides of the platform and
do not remember the next two rounds of the healer’s ministrations. When she finished, it was dark
and the dancing flame of the kerosene lantern outlined her face in the winds. Tsimmy handed the
healer a pack of Rothman cigarettes and a bag of dried fish and she walked into the darkness of the
night, before the rains pelted the thatch through the night.
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I did not hallucinate again, and after a night of pain and fever, I felt sure enough the next
morning to walk and ride three hours towards the nearest CB radio. I didn’t tell Tsimmy. I was
tired of everything, and told one of the children to let people know I had gone. I left and did not
return to the village for another two weeks. At the CB I was summoned to the local clinic across
the lagoon. That morning I held my throat and shuddered in the well of the one-engine wooden wa
as the narrow outrigger crashed across waves on the open blue water for three hours. I took five
intravenous bags of fluid and IV antibiotics at the clinic, afterwards, the attending doctor told me,
“You are lucky you didn’t have kidney failure. You are severely dehydrated.”
I told people the healer had nearly killed me. In the months that followed I did not hesitate
echoing this to my British, American and Australian friends, to islanders who spoke English, and in
letters to my friends and family in the United States. I pointed to the fact that the infection returned
again and again as evidence that her dirty fingers had pressed some bacteria deep inside my throat.
Many nights I gathered with westerners on the capital island. We would laugh and trade stories
about the backwardness and naiveté of island knowledge in our exchange. In our cultural echo
chamber I felt the familiar massage of a superior narrative that bound us and our developed
worldviews together.
Our stories of condescension, such as mine with the healer, worked to rationalize a certain
amount of guilt. My petty worries, unearned entitlement as a rich westerner, and lack of practical
knowledge were exposed in light of the profound poverty and existential marginalization on the
outer islands in the republic of Kiribati. In that foreign social field I was like a child, where my
largely academic knowledge was meaningless and practically worthless. The knowledge I possessed
could only be empowered through tales where I could denigrate the islands and double down on
what I knew to be right, and of value. The story with the healer was a stamp of experiential valor to
my western audience, an adventure story where I was both the victim and a hero, reclaiming the
5

superiority of my habitas and empowering my knowledge while at the same time undergoing the
dangerous indignity of island medicine.
The year that followed my interaction with the healer was characterized by recurrent
infection. Two weeks after cycling off of antibiotics, my throat would swell and I would curse the
healer while smoking ni moko and drinking kaokioki, the palm wine made from fermented toddy,
with my island buddies. The doctor in the capital would send more pills to the island for me to
begin taking, and the infection would die down.
After a year, the doctor called me to the capital, and I was diagnosed with tonsillitis. I would
need to have my tonsils, and the abscess within, removed. Travel was arranged for me to fly to
Australia where the nearest approved medical facilities were located.
My second day after arriving I sat with a nose throat and mouth specialist in a Brisbane high
rise to assess the swelling and recurrent fevers. He asked me to tell him what was going on, and I
told him the now polished story as we sat. I left out the Kava and smoking, but included the
hallucinations, the dehydration, the healer nearly killing me, and the cycles upon cycles of antibiotics.
He shook his head and smirked from behind the sheen of his wooden desk. He looked me
in the eyes and nodded, “I think she was right, you know.”
I was confused, “Who was right?”
“The healer” he said.
“What do you mean, right?”
The specialist raised his eyebrows and shrugged. “Well, from what you have told me and
from what I can see in your files here, she crushed an abscess in your tonsil in the village. That was
what all the pressure and reaching into your throat was. That woman knew what she was doing.
She didn’t almost kill you. She might have saved your life if you were an islander.”
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I listened, but found it difficult to swallow. Was he right? His tie, white medical jacket, and
knowledge seemed to validate what he said, we were on the same team. He had to be right.
He continued, “Frankly, I am amazed that the others did not see it.” He cocked his head to
the side and half smiled, “Did you tell them the whole story?”
I gazed out the window at other high rises, “I don’t know. I guess so.”
I was astonished. How could the healer know more than the doctors and nurses? For over a
year I had not been able to entertain that reality as a possibility.
Over the next months I reflected on the myriad socializing factors that dictated my
assumptions about Western medicine in relation to traditional healing. Although I knew there were
many cases in which Western medicine was advantageous to the skills and tools available to island
healers, my assumptions about what I knew as “true” were flawed. For over a year I perpetuated the
a false narrative of “witch doctor snake oil” to other Westerners, had even claimed the woman
harmed me, based upon my own hard wired assumptions. In those circles of Westerners, little to
no power or validity was assigned to medical knowledge outside of the Western tradition – it was
“developed” knowledge. The story I relayed during that year aligned with overt condescension
toward traditional I-Kiribati knowledge.
On reflection, the Australian specialist in this story is somewhat akin to a teacher. As an
arbiter of knowledge, and as a Western authority in matters related to the throat, his interpretation
of my experience with the healer changed my subjective reflection upon my position. The validation
of the healer’s knowledge was only “official” through the interpretation of the western lens. This
power, the ability to validate knowledge from this lens, parallels the role occupied by teachers
committed to teaching from a global perspective in American classrooms.
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The cultural and cognitive dissonance posed by the experience itself, and the specialist’s
interpretation, turned one facet of my cultural narrative on its head. The experience caused me to
reflect deeply, as continues over ten years later in the present.
In summary, I recall a disorienting experience taking place that I initially processed through
the lens of my socialization. With help of this specialist’s interpretation of the event, a validation of a
new perspective forced me to reflect on my assumptions about “what I knew”. The whole process
ended up changing my behavior. Could something akin to this take place inside the walls of the
classroom?
Why Global Perspective and Cross-Cultural Awareness
Over the course of five years as a member of the Peace Corps in Kiribati, Guatemala, and
China, the contrasting contextually-bound knowledge that I confronted on a day to day basis created
a rich lens by which I was able to assess what I had taken for granted throughout my socialization in
the United States. The process of iterative critical cultural reflection was unavoidable. After the
experience with the healer I began weighing the power of context in knowledge. Extended cultural
immersion made me aware of my own cultural narrative and presuppositions in ways that I had not
seen before. This lens afforded me a depth of perspective that cut to questions of axiology and
epistemology before graduate school taught me what those terms meant. From this place I began to
critically ask myself what a meaningful life was and what I truly valued. I began over time to weigh
the relative merits of different cultural understandings of values and knowledge with greater
appreciation and depth.
In cases such as the story above, there were guides and teachers to help me process the
experiences. After years, I began to wear the different lenses on the everyday. This dissonance and
conflict with contrasting understandings brought me to a place of reckoning. Some of the morals
and values I had sworn by were cast in a new light. This process added layers to most facets of life
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that I had not figured before. Through this my conceptions and appreciation of American culture
and my role as citizen were enriched, and I realized that moving forward I was changed for the
better.
Such stories, similar to those experienced with the healer, help inform my present by
drawing on the past. In the present, I am building the narrative I want to tell about myself in the
future. This is in part what this dissertation represents, building towards this ideal future, teaching
and researching about the tenets of a global perspective.
I want to look back and know I was conscious of my contextually bound sense of self and
knowledge, aware of how my actions impacted other beings and the environment, and that my
understanding at a certain place and time took into account its role amongst many interpretations.
Such a global perspective allows for greater understanding and empathy for the myriad
interconnected events that shape our lives, cognition, and behavior on a daily basis.
For me, it is imperative that my own narrative arc involves spreading the word. I want others
to expand the possibilities of global perspective through greater awareness and authentic reflection
as a means to greater consciousness. For me, global education is a vehicle towards a meaningful life.
Teachers As Cross-Cultural Gatekeepers
Teachers, such as the Australian specialist in my story, are arbiters and gatekeepers of
knowledge. Their conscious and subconscious choices affect how students think about the world in
profound ways. For example, a teacher can make the conscious choice to approach curricular
development through the lens of global education to present information through truly democratic
ways, but if their subconscious cultural narrative is unchecked, what types of information is tacitly
expressed in their classroom?
One place where this unchecked cultural narrative can be engaged, reflected upon, and
ideally changed is in teacher education programs. Through a combination of coursework, field
9

experiences, and professional development opportunities, pre-service teachers can be presented with
chances to expand their perspective upon culturally normative conceptions of values, beliefs, and
worldview. When these frames of reference are meaningfully and experientially contrasted through
a purposive curriculum, the creative possibilities of this tension can produce new comparative
insights that perhaps had not been fully realized before. It is from practiced reflection on these
insights that future behavior can be consciously engaged.
In thinking about why issues of cross-cultural awareness and implicit cultural narrative
matter for pre-service teachers, it is important to consider the current racial and ethnic
“demographic gap” separating the professional ranks of the teaching force and the increasingly
diverse population of students. As our country grows increasingly diverse, especially in terms of
mixed-“race,” Latino, and Asian populations (Colby & Ortman, 2015), the teaching workforce
remains predominantly White (Sleeter, Neal, & Kumashiro, 2014; U.S. Dept. of Education, 2016).
In accordance with the American Anthropological Association’s (1998) statement on “race,” the
divisive connotations wrapped in the social construction of the term will be signified with the use of
quotation marks throughout this proposal.
A Diverse Nation of Students
Following the Immigration Reform Act of 1965, the quota system to maintain ethnic
proportions in the domestic United States (US) populace was abolished, opening immigration
opportunities to groups whose numbers had historically been controlled. Since 1965, these changes,
along with higher minority and immigrant reproductive trends, have affected racial and ethnic
demographics in the United States, decreasing the proportion of the majority White population in
relation to minority groups. Since that time, the United States has grown increasingly diverse.
In 1960, 88.6 percent of the United States population was White (US Census, 2015). By
2014 the White population comprised 62.2 percent of the total population, a figure that is predicted
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to decrease to 43.6 percent by the year 2060 (US Census, 2015). According to United States Census
projections seen in Figure 1, populations for the Hispanic, Black, Asian and multi-racial
demographics are expected to grow (US Census, 2015). This population shift is most pronounced in
younger age groups, as the most recent US Census found that close to half of children less than five
years of age were of an ethnic minority and 20 percent of the current school‐age population lived in
homes where languages other than English were spoken (National Center for Education Statistics,
2016). These figures indicate a racially, ethnically, and linguistically diverse student population which
is projected to grow over the next decades.

Figure 1. United States Population Projections by “Race” and Ethnicity (US Census, 2015).
A Racially Homogenous Teaching Force
Those who comprise the teaching workforce have not mirrored this demographic shift in
racial and ethnic diversity (Sleeter, Neal, & Kumashiro, 2014). The most recent data indicates that
83.5 percent of teachers in the United States racially self-identify as White (National Center for
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Education Statistics, 2016). As seen in Figure 2, there have been slight improvements in the
diversification of the teaching profession over the past thirty years, but this trend does not mirror
how student populations continue to change.

Figure 2. Percentage Distribution of Public School K-12 Teachers by “Race” and Ethnicity (NCES,
2016).
Does This Matter?
According to the National Council for the Social Studies (NCSS), there is a need for
educators and students to engage in the study of culture and cultural diversity in an increasingly
interdependent global context (National Council for the Social Studies, 2018). According to the
NCSS statement on global and international education, “the human experience is an increasingly
globalized phenomenon in which people are constantly being influenced by transnational, crosscultural, multi-cultural, multi-ethnic interactions. Viewing human experience only in relation to a
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North American or European frame of reference is unrealistic given the globalized nature of
American society today” (National Council for the Social Studies, 2018).
Beyond NCSS, the need for considering cross-cultural awareness and issues of diversity is
addressed by national teacher education accreditation bodies. According to the Council for the
Accreditation of Educator Preparation (CAEP) and a number of educational scholars, it is important
for teacher education programs to develop and implement opportunities for pre-service teachers to
prepare for teaching to diverse school populations (Banks, 2008; Tucker & Cistone, 1991; HillJackson, 2007; Ladson-Billings, 1996; Mazzei, 2008; Merryfield, 1994; Sleeter, 2001). Critical
engagement and reflection upon cross-cultural experiences are imperative for teacher candidates in
understanding the diverse students and classrooms they will be asked to teach in the future.
Accreditation and Cross-Cultural Awareness in Teacher Education
The Council for the Accreditation of Educator Preparation (CAEP) is a regulatory body,
merging the former National Council for the Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE) and the
Teacher Education Accreditation Council (TEAC). The CAEP standards combine elements of both
these organizations in relation to addressing issues of diversity. However, issues of diversity now
cross-cut all accreditation areas as opposed to specific dimensions within the previous NCATE or
TEAC standards (Coker-Kolo, 2014). In relation to cross-cultural awareness, the Council
recommends that graduates of teacher education programs should display:
An understanding of their own frames of reference (e.g., culture, gender, language, abilities,
ways of knowing), the potential biases in these frames, the relationship of privilege and
power in schools, and the impact of these frames on educators’ expectations for and
relationships with learners and their families. (CAEP, 2013, p. 29)
Through weaving documentation of issues related to bias, power, and relationships into the
standards by which teacher education programs are accredited, greater accountability is required.
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How this standard is appropriated in post-secondary schools of education is another question. These
mandates require programs to document their efforts to address issues raised in working with
diverse populations.
Problem Statement
Therefore, the purpose of this study is to address some of these issues tied to cross-cultural
awareness. Given that the majority of pre-service teachers work in, are hired by, or are assigned to
schools similar to that which they graduated from, teacher education programs often provide a small
window of time in which future teachers live and learn outside of their communities (Quezada,
2004). In light of the shifting racial and ethnic demographics of the national populace, teacher
education programs can be a potential transformative space for addressing issues related to crosscultural awareness.
According to Quezada (2004), it is not sufficient for students in American teacher education
programs to solely take a class dealing with issues related to cross-cultural awareness, to read a book
about issues related to diversity, or to attend classes with students of other ethnicities, classes, and
“races.” She maintains that pre-service teachers must experience linguistic, cognitive, and cultural
dissonance in their lives to develop an expanded empathetic perspective which will benefit how they
engage and behave towards future diverse student populations.
A number of scholars in global education have documented the power of immersive field
experiences in developing greater perspective and cross-cultural understandings (Grant, 1994;
Merryfield, 1995; Wilson, 1993). Experiences such as field trips and study abroad experiences can
expand worldviews and deepen cross-cultural awareness. However, the obstacle of cost is
prohibitive for many, if not most, students. Many pre-service teachers do not have the means to
travel abroad for lengthy periods of time, and others study part-time while working in full-time jobs.
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So, how might one effectively expand visions within the confines of a classroom and
community without the cost prohibitions of travel? To a degree, these experiences can be simulated
through a variety of means available to teacher education programs. Through classroom-based
activities and assignments, pre-service teachers can be provided with opportunities to encounter
cognitive dissonance and greater perspective. Teacher education programs need to expand preservice teachers’ worldviews (by experiencing linguistic, cognitive, and cultural dissonance) to be
more effective with their diverse student bodies.
Instructional strategies such as cross-cultural simulations, guest lectures, and experiential
assignments might be able to change explicit and implicit perspectives about a variety of issues
pertinent to living and teaching in a diverse society. It is unknown how pre-service teachers create
narrative reflections when confronted with classroom-based activities that engage a degree of
cognitive and cultural dissonance.
Teacher educators need to know: How might pre-service teachers be affected in terms of
cross-cultural awareness if they observe and participate in global and multicultural learning activities
in a university course, gain lived experience in diverse field experiences, participate in cross-cultural
simulations, and listen to and interact with guest speakers? Do the differences among these activities
have differential impact on pre-service teachers? Do these activities relate to cognitive dissonance?
Cognitive Boundaries of Accessing Memory
In researching sensitive topics, and in inducing aspects of cognitive dissonance, certain
boundaries are anticipated. First, social desirability bias and the problematic nature of memory are
such cognitive boundaries that cannot be crossed. For example, my narrative with the healer is a
heavily edited and revised representation of disparate and incomplete memories. In my case I have
chosen, crafted, molded and polished this story to suit my purpose here and the audience reading it.
This story does not exist in a vacuum, and is a subjective creation suited for a certain purpose. I
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have downplayed my negative traits, added and removed certain details, and edited the timeline. The
story follows the conventions of a chronological narrative so as to ease communication. There is
plot, rising tension, and resolution. There is a moral.
Ultimately, I am not convinced in the verisimilitude of this memory, and I am positive that
the meaning I have taken from it in the present did not exist at the time of the experience. The
meaning is a product of hindsight, of making sense in the present. According to Freeman (2010),
the meaning I have attached in my story is an incidence of “moral lateness,” of imbuing significance
to a past event.
In this sense, I am willing to assign meaning to this narrative with the healer in a certain
retroactive way dependent on the context of the present. This retroactive assignment of meaning
plays into asking pre-service teachers to reflect on their memories as related to cross-cultural
awareness, as social desirability bias can also skew where meaning is assigned.
Therefore, the “told” narrative is limited. It is in some ways pre-determined, a product of the
social context in which it intra-acts with the participant. This intra-action means the narrative told is
a co-constitutive materialization composed by the participant within a bounded discursive system of
representation. These “conditions of possibility,” according to Foucault (1977), are the discursive
parameters that weigh heavily on narrative production. Many such stories and reflections, especially
those dealing with sensitive issues related to ethnicity, “race”, and power, are formulated under the
discipline of social desirability. These conditions should be considered in light of the research.
Other pertinent considerations are tied to this research as well. The design and findings
discussed in chapter three and four do not lend themselves to generalizable results, nor do they stake
claim to causality in regards to the found outcomes. This research is an exploration of the
relationship between the process of classroom activities and narrative reflections to highlight future
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research directions and investigate how cross-cultural awareness is addressed in the context of a
teacher education class.
Nonetheless, there is great benefit for participants reflecting on their past cultural
experiences and narratives to inform the present and plan for future direction. This is especially true
for pre-service teachers who will teach in classrooms where complex issues related to power and
culture are present.
Research Questions
I am interested in analyzing the narrative reflections of pre-service teachers when confronted
with classroom-based experiential activities that engage separate degrees of cognitive and cultural
dissonance. Given this, in concert with the demographic differential between K-12 teachers and the
student population, the CAEP mandate for addressing issues of power and its implications in the
context of teaching, my research is anchored in the following research questions:
1) How do student participants and the course instructor engage with experiential cross-cultural
activities within a global and multicultural teacher education course?
2) How does the course instructor of a global and multicultural teacher education course perceive
experiential cross-cultural activities within class over the course of a semester?
3) In what ways do student participants and the course instructor connect classroom-based,
experiential cross-cultural activities to their personal narratives and cultural worldview?
4) How do student participants’ and course instructor lived experiences in diverse field settings
impact their cross-cultural awareness?
5) How do cross-cultural simulations, interaction with guest speakers, and field experiences have
differential impact on student participants?
6) In what ways do experiential cross-cultural activities within a global and multicultural education
class lead to cognitive dissonance among student participants?
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Theoretical Framework
The work of French sociologist Pierre Bourdieu (1986) in his theoretical conception of
symbolic capital demonstrates how culturally embedded knowledge, beliefs, and values are tied to
power in the context of schooling. For Bourdieu, the interaction between habitas, field, and capital
help explain power relations in different social contexts.
According to Bourdieu, the field is the social context of the actor, a context with its own
rules, symbols, power structures, and culture. In the case of a diverse classroom, this field takes on
dimensions heavily influenced by the educational institution and the teacher placed in charge. The
teacher, as authority, assumes a greater degree of power in this field through symbolic capital. For
example, their teaching degree, knowledge, and age could all contribute to this status.
For teachers in diverse classrooms, the normative conception of rules, symbols, power
structures, and culture of the instructor may not align with the disparate familial and communal
contexts (fields) of the students. This clash in the classroom creates a power differential where
students are subtly forced to choose between assimilation to the norms of the teacher and the
institution or maintain the norms of their own socio-cultural context. Addressing cultural awareness
of students on the part of the teacher is a means to ameliorating this dissonance.
A real world example of how this phenomenon affects students in classrooms is outlined in
a meta-analysis by Tenenbaum and Ruck (2007). These researchers found that, compared to White
and Asian American students, teachers refer African American and Latino students to gifted-andtalented testing less and to special-needs testing more, and that teachers use less positive or neutral
language when addressing African American and Latino students.
Habitas
Bourdieu and Passeron (1990) labeled “habitas” as the worldviews and systems of
perceptions which guide action within the field. This worldview is constructed by the pedagogic
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authority – it is a result of informal and formal education, a historically entrenched pedagogic
process through which, according to Bourdieu, “history becomes nature” (Bourdieu, 2001, p. 102).
The vast majority of pre-service teachers, due to myriad historical factors, have been
socialized in the de facto schema and dominant cultural capital of American society. Pre-service
teachers develop preferences for certain student behaviors, symbols, and language as a part of this
socialization. Due to this historically entrenched and recognized cultural schema, combined with
limited interaction with other racial and ethnic groups, pre-service teachers may not realize the
differences that other worldviews pose to what they consider “normal”. This poses a problem, as
the privileging of certain forms of knowledge, speech, behavior, and curricular decisions over others
is not democratic.
Symbolic Capital
Bourdieu posited that capital referred to the exchange of power within the field, a form of
power gained through negotiation of approved symbols, rules, education and behavior (Bourdieu,
1986). Capital can take many forms of symbolism, be it economic (in the form of material
possessions), social (in the form of familial relationships or “approved” behaviors), and institutional
(educational degrees conferring status or knowledge). Education and media play a significant role as
pedagogic authorities on behalf of socially constructed cultures and power hierarchies (Bourdieu,
1986). For diverse students in schools, capital is negotiated through the lens of the teacher as
authority. If the teacher’s actions are unmitigated and culturally unaware, this negotiation of capital
can be an area of conflict. What may be seen as valuable symbolic capital in the field of their home
or community may not be seen as “valuable” in the field of the classroom. The most powerful
example of this is language. For speakers of another language or dialect in the home, the classroom
is an area where particular English speech patterns are valued above others.
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The capital a teacher values is one way to conceptualize their normative worldview. For a
teacher in a diverse classroom unaware of their own predilection for making certain decisions, this
can be an issue. For example, due to their unexamined normative understanding, a choice of
content, strategy, or management can effectively marginalize the symbolic capital of the students,
forcing an acculturation process to align with the habitas of the teacher. On the implicit level, bias
as related to the negotiation of capital can mean paying more attention to students who acculturate
to the norms and values of the classroom.
Narratives and the Forms of Capital
In the context of this study, the narratives generated by pre-service teachers are a reflection
of formal and informal education. These narratives are formed under the weight of powerful
entrenched conceptions of symbolic capital tied to the complex historical social construction of
habitas in the United States. For example, the expectations that teachers have for different groups
based upon their “race” or ethnicity may be explicitly expressed as “the same,” as part of the
institutional understanding that the classroom is a democratic space, but the narrative of their
personal socialization may belie this explicit expression.
How pre-service teachers personally view others based upon their ethnic and racial identity
speaks to a complex educational experience that has cognitive, environmental, and behavioral
repercussions in the classroom (Delpit, 2006). According to Banks (2008) unchecked cultural
narratives in an ostensibly democratic classroom are problematic. As curricular gatekeepers, this
could mean both unconscious and conscious choices made in relation to content, classroom
management, and actions that privilege certain students over others. And perhaps most importantly,
these actions can affect the degree to which students are empowered in their educational experience.
This theoretical understanding of cultural narratives, power, and its repercussions is an
esoteric exercise and is of little use without means to engage pre-service teachers in effective
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programming, experience, and reflection. To deconstruct this foundational schema to interpret
certain symbols, language, behaviors, and worldview in the context of diverse student populations is
a complex task, and an issue that this research engages. Is it possible to do this, to un-learn? A
multitude of scholars and theorists have posited that carefully designed educational opportunities in
the context of experience is central to how these complex issues can be addressed (Banks, 2008;
Darling-Hammond, 2010; Devine et al, 2012; Dewey, 1923; Hanvey, 1976; Zeichner, 2010).
Sociocultural Learning Theory
The story with the healer at the beginning of the chapter addresses a number of issues and
memories that bear influence on my understanding of a global perspective in the present. However,
does this intra-action of memory, context, and composing the story in text have implications for
behavior? My story of experience, feedback from others, and cognitive dissonance is a narrative of
informal education through experience in a social realm. By learning from the feedback of others
and reflecting on the cognitive dissonance, I was able to engage pieces of cultural bias. I perceive my
behavior changed as a result of the process.
In thinking about the interplay between context, cognition, and action, sociocultural learning
theory helps to clarify the abstract process of social learning. This theory assumes learning by direct
experience and the observation of others is the bedrock of cognition. According to Bandura (1977)
within the individual (cognition), the behaviors (actions) of the actor are dependent upon
reinforcement or punishment within the social or cultural context of the environment, as well as the
cognitive feedback from the actor. This complex interplay between the individual, the behavior, and
the environment are shown in figure 3.
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Figure 3. Reciprocal determinism (Bandura, 1977).
Conceptual Framework
Cross-Cultural Awareness As Facet of a Global Perspective
Discerning a specific moment when I embraced or understood the importance of a global
perspective is a moving target. I cannot pinpoint a pivotal moment, but the resonance I felt while
reading Robert Hanvey’s (1976) An Attainable Global Perspective during the beginning of my
doctoral program codified a number of personal experiences ranging from what I valued in teaching,
to my own experiences of cultural immersion.
Robert Hanvey’s (1976) An Attainable Global Perspective is a foundational work in the field of
global education and has informed how teacher education develops programming to promote crosscultural awareness (Merryfield, 1994). Within Hanvey’s five dimensions for attaining a global
perspective, the third dimension deals with cross-cultural awareness. This dimension refers to a
consciousness of how human societies around the world maintain diverse understanding of
knowledge and practices – but most importantly – how those from other societies are able to
recognize and accept this diversity in relation to their own worldview.
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Hanvey notes that moving from a topical understanding of the “other” to an emic
perspective is not a simple development. However, the process of developing a sophisticated
comparative perspective enables a culturally aware student or teacher to understand and validate
how other groups may perceive phenomena differently through their own lens. Hanvey states that
this personal and intellectual engagement with other cultures and perspectives also serves as a means
to re-evaluate or recognize the comparative differences between one’s own culture and worldview.
For example, through experiencing other cultures, one is able to contrast their own beliefs, garnering
a deeper and richer understanding of their personal worldview.
As seen in Table 1, awareness at the first level denotes a superficial and topical
understanding of other groups. Understanding is expressed in stereotypes interpreted as bizarre,
exotic, and strange. On the other end of the spectrum, at level four, a person may understand the
perspective of “the other” from the emic vantage of an insider due to their rich experience and
immersion within that culture. This phenomenon is described by Hanvey as “transpection,” when
for however briefly, a person is able to believe as the “other” believes. Hanvey maintains the goal of
effective cross-cultural awareness is not to solely to develop empathy for other groups, which he
states humans already possess as part of their nature, but to reach a cross-cultural awareness of
transpective proportions. As seen in Table 1 at the top of the next page, Hanvey describes what he
saw as four levels of cross-cultural awareness.
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Table 1. Robert Hanvey’s (1976) 3rd Dimension for Cross-Cultural Awareness.

The Hanvey framework for cross-cultural awareness serves as a general guide for assessing
student competence in gauging global perspectives of “the other.” Though dated within the
research literature, the flexible and adaptable nature of the framework remains applicable to both
domestic and global contemporary interactions, and provides a clear picture of the narratives I
analyzed.
Conclusion
There is no way to simulate a hallucinatory state of fever, pain, and treatment by an island
healer, or the slow accumulation of dissonance over time in a culturally immersive experience.
However, what are meaningful substitutes for the classroom – experiences that can create
productive cognitive dissonance and prompt future teachers to reflect on their own biases and
perspectives? How do students perceive of these activities? What types of narratives do pre-service
teachers imbue with importance when confronted with educational activities in which dissonance is
presented? How do these reflections relate to their cultural worldview?
The lens of Bourdieu’s (1986) forms of capital, Bandura’s (1977) sociocultural learning
theory and Hanvey’s (1976) dimension for cross-cultural awareness inform and frame this research.
How participants engaged with a variety of activities aimed at purposefully presenting situations in
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which cultural and cognitive dissonance was engaged, debriefed, and analyzed in written and verbal
reflection in presented. Over the course of a semester, I analyzed the narrative reflections of
participants and my own role in the research process. Together, these data provide a complex
portrait of participant cognition as they encountered classroom-based activities in which they were
confronted with cultural and cognitive dissonance.
Through analyses of these data in these various contexts, the findings and discussion
illuminate the rich contextually positioned voices of participants and their relationship to the course.
Definition of Terms
Cognitive Dissonance – what occurs when a person is confronted by an action or new
information that stands in opposition to their personal values, beliefs, and ideals (Festinger, 1957)
Ethnicity – a complex social construct, ethnicity is operationalized by the US Census Bureau in two
dimensions: Hispanic or Non-Hispanic (Unites States Census Bureau, 2013)
Explicit Bias – refers to the attitudes and beliefs we have about a person or group on a conscious
level (Staats, Capatosto, Wright, & Contractor, 2014)
Implicit Bias – refers to the attitudes or stereotypes that affect our understanding, actions, and
decisions in an unconscious manner (Staats, Capatosto, Wright & Contractor, 2014)
Narrative – “If defining narrative has any cognitive relevance, it is because the definition covers
mental operations of a more fundamental nature than passing global judgments of narrativity:
operations such as asking in what order did the represented events occur; what changes did they
cause in the depicted world; what do the events (and their results) mean for the characters; what
motivates actions and how does the outcome of these actions compare to the intent of the agent. If
a text confronts us with such questions, and if we are able to answer them, we read the text as a
story, or rather, we read the story told by the text, whether or not we are aware of what we are
doing.” (Ryan, 2007, p 33)
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Normative – based on what is considered to be the usual or correct way of doing something
(Merriam-Webster, 2016)
“Race” – for the purposes of this study, “Race” is operationalized through the lens of the US
Census Bureau, which uses five racial categories in data collection: White, Black, American Indian
and Alaska Native, Asian, and Pacific Islander (Unites States Census Bureau, 2013)
Schema – templates of knowledge that help the individual to organize specific examples into
broader categories (Piaget & Cook, 1952)
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CHAPTER TWO:
LITERATURE REVIEW
Introduction
Tracing the relationship between how sociocultural educational processes and cross-cultural
experiences are remembered, told, countered, expanded upon and productively carried forward is a
complex endeavor. Through the lens of Bourdieu’s (1986) cultural capital, this review of pertinent
scholarly literature contextualizes how student participants may have interpreted and made meaning
of their experiences in specific ways.
According to Bourdieu (1986), cultural frames of reference become natural over time, taken
for granted in many instances, and acted upon as “truth” without critical reflection. For students
and teachers from dominant sociocultural groups, the homogenous nature of the community and
schools can reinforce the cultural narratives of the “other” in detrimental ways. For a worldview
seldom cast in relief, these cultural narratives may come to be seen as canonical, powerful in shaping
truth, knowledge, and interpretation about the “other.”
These normative social understandings and constructions are carried into the college
classroom where they can be ignored, or carefully engaged and critically reflected upon through a
number of means. Underlying this review of the research is an interest in the interactions of where
cross-cultural awareness, internalized measures of cultural narrative, and narrative reflection cross
with experiential practices in teacher education.
This review contextualizes the complex social dynamics of narrative epistemology, higher
education classrooms, cross-cultural practices inside and outside of classrooms, and the problematic
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nature of researching sensitive issues and the threat of social desirability in research. Lastly, the
proposed scope of this research is contextualized in the greater literature to illuminate the scholarly
contribution of this study.
Summary of Literature Review
First, the philosophical foundation of narrative is reviewed as a means to analyze and
structure how students in classrooms may interpret and make meaning of cross-cultural activities
and coursework. The cultural narratives that students reflect upon and revise within a classroom
devoted to global perspective, cross-cultural awareness, and experiential education touches upon a
number of complex psychological processes framed by sociocultural context.
After this, the programming decisions made by teacher education to address these issues and
their inherent problems, frame the space within the greater literature to narrow the focus on
equitable solutions that can be used in classrooms regardless of prohibitive budget needs or access
to resources. These pedagogical narratives of researched experiential practices (study abroad,
simulations, and field experiences) are fleshed out.
Next, given the sensitive nature of these activities, the problematic nature of self-reporting,
social desirability, and image management in researching such sensitive topics is introduced. In light
of the powerful presence these factors play in reflections on prejudice and power, strategies to
mitigate these effects from the research are presented.
Last, due to the deep entrenchment of habitas, of canonical narratives, and of social
desirability, the question of how teachers can gauge the efficacy of cross-cultural activities is
discussed. Do these strategies help to make pre-service teachers more cross-culturally aware?
In conclusion, this research is positioned in the greater scope of the literature to provide a
picture of the areas where it contributes to original scholarly work.
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Narrative as Epistemology
According to Polkinghorne (1988), narrative plays an integral role in how knowledge is
formed and expressed: “The basic figuration process that produces the human experience of one’s
own life and action and the lives and actions of others is the narrative. Through the action of
emplotment, the narrative form constitutes human reality into wholes, manifests human values, and
bestows meaning on life” (p.159). That is, we organize, weave, encode and sift through the torrents
of information we absorb in the present to craft discernable stories of human experience. Through
the ordering of this information, meaning is created in fostering the “plot” of this evolving narrative
over the course of human life.
In thinking about the complexities of addressing how students conceive or revise their own
narrative in regards to cross-cultural awareness, the starting point involves the epistemological and
conceptual lens of narrative in concert with the greater theoretical framework of Bourdieu’s (1986)
forms of capital. For example, students carry conflicting normative cultural narratives into the
classroom as a product of socialization and informal education in disparate fields. Also, some
narratives may be more powerful than others. However, when confronted with different cultural
stories or experiences, are students able to overcome this dissonance and learn from the validity in
the cultural narrative and experience of the other?
As an epistemology, the narrative interpretation of reality states that one is constantly in the
process of filtering and assigning storied meaning to the myriad bits of information that inundate the
consciousness on a daily basis, and it is through the structuring of these bits that the inner self is
constructed, known, and represented (Gubrium & Holstein, 2009). The concept can be traced to
Aristotle’s Poetics, where the myriad pieces of information are arranged into meaningful experiences
in a perpetually emerging narrative. According to Ricoeur (1983), this “emplotment” of which our
narrative is composed leaves much on the cutting room floor, creating a tension between the
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concordance of a meaningful personal narrative and the discordant nature of human experience.
Our narrative, according to Ricoeur, is discordant concordance.
How a person engages, interprets, and appropriates meaning from the information of
everyday life is a perpetual process of reflecting on the past to provide context for the ever moving
present. These interpretations and frames of reference are a product of socially constructed
knowledge often reinforced and validated in the “field” of our socialization. In this way, how we
make meaning and order experiences in life are but “nodes” within a greater relational system of
representation, meaningful at one historical point in relation to the greater whole (Foucault, 1972).
It has been claimed by post-structural theorists that our narrative may seem original, but in fact is a
bricolage of appropriated narrative currents that exert power and perpetuate themselves the more
often they are told (Butler, 1997).
Narrative vs. Historical Truth
For students to reflect on the power inherent in the historical narratives they speak to
power is a form of increased consciousness of their personal narrative truth. As students reflect in
this manner, they are equipped to parse the abundance of understandings taken for granted under
the banner of unexamined knowledge toward a greater horizon of possibilities in new
interpretations.
According to White (1980), historical truth is akin to events caught on a surveillance tape, an
objective reality without interpretation. White traces historical truth through the differences
between annals, chronicle, and history proper. Whereas annals and chronicles are similar to
surveillance tapes, White argues that historians unite the objective (annals and chronicles) and the
subjective (their interpretation) to create history. However, White argues that as soon as these
objective facts are placed in narrative representation, the process of interpretation and distortion
begins, and any claims of objectivity are muddled. According to White (1980), “does the world,
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even the social world, ever really come to us as already narrativized, already “speaking itself” from
beyond the horizon of our capacity to make scientific sense of it?” (p. 27).
Muddled historical truth claims are certainly problematic within social studies classrooms
where reflections on experience draw from competing representations and distortions. These
historical truths are the basis from which narrative truth is patched together by the individual. To
wrestle with the process of critically engaging memories of experience in the social world
(purportedly historical truth) versus the stories constructed around that phenomenon (narrative
truth) is at the center of critical reflection and cross-cultural awareness.
Therefore the process of questioning our stories and personal conceptions of narrative truth
is one means by which cultural bias and awareness can be meaningfully engaged. Where did the
narratives come from that we “know” as true? What are the dimensions of these explanations, the
frameworks and themes around which they rotate?
Features of Normative Narratives
“I inherit from the past of my family, my city, my tribe, my nation, a variety of debts,
inheritances, rightful expectations and obligations. These constitute the given of my life, my
moral starting point. This is in part what gives my life its own moral particularity”
(MacIntyre, 1981, p. 119).
As stated earlier, we are situated in the present as we draw upon the past to inform the
future. These basics inform how “told” narratives are structured, in a semblance of this outline
(Crites, 1997). This temporal ordering of experience (past, present, future) is a feature of lived
human experience that has become the basis for canonical and sacred stories told for generations
across the world. Even the mundane aspects in our lives can be molded by our temporally ordered
day to day existence.
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According to Crites (1997), how we conceive of temporality in narrative is important to
think about in the form of narratives. For example, one may not want to hear stories that confuse
future hopes with the lived experiences of the past. That would be similar to “crying over spilt
milk.” On the other hand, to impose our past experiences onto the future is inevitable to a degree,
but we cannot lock ourselves into the future with our past experiences, negating the changing
context of our present experience. The future, instead, is contingent on a present engaged in a
dynamic interpretation of the past.
Features such as these illuminate aspects of normative temporal narrative structures. For
example, a person who tells stories that looks backwards in time with hope, or looks to the future
with entrenched narrative presuppositions, is operating outside the norms of this narrative structure.
For example, in my story with the healer, there is no use in hoping that I would have acted
differently. It happened, and to do this would be futile and of little interest. It is the interplay
between the hopes of a hazy, quasi-informed future and the narrative lessons we can cull from our
“narrative truth” that creates a “now” of interest.
MacIntyre (1981) expands upon this issue of norms, stating that narratives need to be placed
in familiar context to be intelligible. This context is determined as a matter of tradition, conceived as
part of cultural worldview and socialization. If a narrative or story steps out of a certain tradition, it
“baffles” others, who may seek to adapt to it or excuse it as wrong. According to MacIntyre (1981),
this is “When an occurrence is apparently the intended action of a human agent, but nonetheless we
cannot so identify it, we are both intellectually and practically baffled” (p. 209). A clear cut example
of this would be listening to a story told in a language one does not understand. Another example
could be conceived as listening to an ideologically oppositional narrative one may find bafflingly
“wrong.”
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“Baffling” narratives illuminate the problematic process of accepting stories from different
cultural contexts outside of our own, and the disciplining of the narratives that are told within our
own social field. This confluence of socialization and narrative in tradition influences the stories we
tell, and more importantly, according to MacIntyre (1981), the narratives we construe as “right” and
valid. To MacIntyre, these are “canonical narratives”, the internalized stories upon which worldview
and conceptions of morality are built. For example, teachers and students from heterogeneous
social fields carry varying conceptions of culturally informed morality into the classroom on a daily
basis. This is both a potential source of conflict and potentially educationally transformative.
Beyond these larger discursive influences, there are certain structural facets of stories that are
contextually bound. According to Hart (2011), there is a rhyme and a reason to the stories we pay
attention to and tell dependent on social field. The narratives we are comfortable with tend to
follow similar patterns because we are used to them. In general, Western narratives often offer a
plot revolving around setting, rising tension, conflict, and a resolution.
The presence of conflict in narrative is one place where structure varies dependent on
cultural context. In Western narrative, conflict plays an entrenched role, often an inevitable place in
the temporal ordering of events, the result of building tension (Rogoff, 2003). This counters, for
example, the Japanese, Korean, and Chinese tradition of narrative structures that rely on contrasting
exposition and reconciliation in narrative to build reader or listener interest.
Instead of building a tension to result in conflict, tension and conflict are inferred by the
reader or listener due to description of discordant scenes. For example, two descriptive scenes are
juxtaposed, and the reader is beckoned by this narrative structure to make inferences about the
conflict. One scene might describe a man in a turbulent sea, while the other scene would describe a
family hiding in a forest. The reader is subtly guided to infer the relationship between the two
scenes. In the final scene, the man and the family are shown together, inferring a resolution. In
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Japan this form of narrative structuring is known as kishōtenketsu, a form less textually descriptive,
a fact that is often interpreted by Westerners as “not imaginative” (Rogoff, 2003). To employ this
narrative structure communicating to a Western audience may be “baffling” because it does not
follow the same narrative structure or descriptive elements afforded more symbolic capital in
Western social fields.
Aside from structure, the stories we pay attention to and appropriate for greater cultural
capital are contextually based. One recent example of this is taken from research in the United
States as related to perceptions of “busyness” and overworked lifestyle as desired cultural narrative.
The authors looked to social media posts in the United States to trace how this narrative has gained
traction as socially desirable as opposed to the opposite narrative from Italian social media, where a
life of leisure is afforded greater cultural capital (Bellezza, Paharia, & Keinan, 2017). From this
example, the cross-cultural tensions relative to the narrative of “busyness” can be illuminated.
Following from this piece, it could be assumed that in certain social fields within the United States
disregarding this concession to structure personal narratives around “busyness” may indict one as
“lazy”.
Beyond the greater societal currents that inform our narratives, family also plays a central
role. According to Goodall (2004), this phenomenon can be thought of as “narrative inheritance.”
Narrative inheritance applies to the ways in which “rules” are established in the traditions of what
we talk about in our families, and what we tell of our families and our inner lives to others. Goodall
(2004) asserts that dialectical tensions permeate narrative disclosure in most of our everyday lives,
and even define most friendships, romantic connections, and family relationships.
He defines this dialectical tension as a conflicting space of anxiety separating what we
disclose to others and the need to keep our cards close to our chests. For example, while one may
want to tell others everything, one is at the same time afraid to have this narrative used against them.
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This idea of dialectical tension embedded in the choices we make in constructing narrative
speaks directly to social desirability bias and rational choice theory, which will be taken up later in
the review. For students addressing sensitive issues as related to Hanvey’s cross-cultural
development, this is a salient phenomenon as deeply entrenched worldviews are often countered
with new “baffling” possibilities.
Problematic Memory in Narrative
According to Kerby (1991), the contextual nature of how narratives are influenced, distorted,
and formed are further problematized by the issue of memory. Kirby cites Bourdieu’s concept of
habitus as a driver that tacitly shapes our narratives taken from memory. In this, the meaning we
assign to experience, and how we understand our lives is not completely up to us, but is a social act
comprised in relation to the field in which we live and/or were socialized and educated. To Kerby
(1991), what we think is our composed narrative is often an amalgamation of habitus and distorted
interpretations of images or understandings of memory. He beckons people to question their
narrative truth as a means to critically engage what was actually part of their lived experience. The
problematic nature of memory’s reliability highlights intersections of psychological processes at play
in recalling historical truth. Such problems include misinformation effect, social desirability bias,
source amnesia, and false memory.
Outside of issues with the reliability of memory, Freeman (2010) illuminates numerous parts
of the memory process that guide us towards interpreting our memories in certain ways. Freeman
(2010) claims we are biased on many levels and this filters into how we encode and decode
information.
He states that we yearn to make meaning of our lives, and so we narrate and make sense of
perhaps nonsensical pieces of information. Reflections are examples of this, where we are asked to
recall an experience from memory as meaningful because of what happened after, belying the fact
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that it was not meaningful in the pure “historical truth” of the experience. For example, we may
remember a final conversation with a loved one before they died as remarkably significant, but it is
only after the fact that this meaning is attributed to the moment. In the moment, it did not yet have
that gravity.
Therefore, many episodes are accorded significance that did not exist at the time, and it is
only through their relation to other memories and the present that this meaning is discerned. As
interpretation and subjectivity are retroactively applied to our memories, in part to rationalize our
present position, there is plenty of room for “revision” and a degree of confirmation bias. Freeman
(2010) speaks to this point, “We tend to be historical simplifiers, even reducers, who often skate
over the relevant facts in order to lay blame somewhere rather than everywhere or nowhere” (p. 40).
Aside from issues of interpretation, there are emotive aspects of interpreting memories that
place pressure on the present. Freeman (2010) describes this process of reflection as “moral
lateness”. This occurs when our past memories bear on our present in ways that perpetuate guilt and
shame, especially in the case of recollections that are “not good.” This “moral lateness” certainly
applies to reflections on sensitive issues that have to do with power, “race” and discrimination, as is
applicable to cross-cultural awareness.
Freeman (2010) suggests that people deal with moral lateness in a variety of ways. First,
people can forgive themselves for their past transgressions or they can live with the pain of shame
and guilt. However, Freeman (2010) states that some completely reimagine their memories to
rationalize their actions in the present, creating “the screen of willed ignorance” (Freeman, 2010, p.
83). For a student reflecting on past instances when they have witnessed or played a part in cultural
discrimination, the “screen of willed ignorance” may play a part in the process of dealing with moral
lateness. An example of this could be seen in the “color-blind” argument, whereby racial
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discrimination and its history are discounted through a screen of ignoring the narratives of the
“other”.
Perhaps the most daunting facet of narrative’s influence on behavior is cited by Freeman as
“narrative foreclosure”. In this phenomenon, people see their narrative in the present as
meaningless. This absence of meaning not only affects the present, but it also reforms the past. For
example, one in “narrative foreclosure” may interpret the present to be devoid of future narrative
possibilities, and so it retroactively taints the past as also meaningless. “All that might have been
truly worthwhile, or that had at least appeared to be, has gotten swallowed up by what has followed
in its path.” (Freeman, 2010, p. 135).
Changing the Narrative
“It therefore becomes evident that a conversion or a social revolution that actually
transforms consciousness requires a traumatic change in a man’s story. The stories within
which he has awakened to consciousness must be undermined, and in the identification of
his personal story through a new story both the drama of his experience and his style of
action must be reoriented” (Crites, 1997, p.. 43).
Changing the narrative as related to cross-cultural awareness involves engaging sensitive
issues of culturally situated knowledge and power in structured educational processes that take into
account the cognitive and sociocultural dimensions of narrative, memory, symbolic capital and
assessment. To critically analyze the stories that we tell, it is important to first think about why we
tell stories the way we do and what purpose they serve in constituting and reinforcing cultural
knowledge in social fields.
Given the CAEP accreditation mandates, the demographic gap in classrooms, and the
greater civic importance of fostering democratic in public schools across the country, the idea of
reorienting narratives is a process worth pursuing. How does higher education, and more
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specifically, teacher education, address “changing the narrative?” Next, how teacher education has
addressed reframing and becoming aware of the canonical cultural narratives for pre-service teachers
is looked at to provide an idea of what options students may have in their teacher education
coursework, and what has been seen as effective solutions.
University Coursework
For many students, courses dealing explicitly with issues related to cross-cultural awareness
can prove to be transformative, moving students from a topical understanding of themselves as
cultural beings to a more sophisticated intellectual engagement with themselves and the experiences
of other groups (Banks, 2008). The mandatory measures taken by many teacher education programs
provide an extrinsic motivation for pre-service teachers to engage with “the other.”
The underlying goal of many university courses related to issues of diversity is to develop a
deeper intellectual engagement with how other groups construct knowledge, ideally resulting in a
rational empathetic understanding for differing perspectives. A parallel process of these courses is a
deeper understanding of personal worldview, values, and beliefs. This is important in understanding
bias. For example, a student may not recognize their normative cultural schema until confronted
with a contrasting understanding from a different point of view. A powerful example of this relates
to how non-verbal communication differs amongst ethnic groups. For instance, it is quite common
for Saudi men to hold hands while walking down the street, something that seems anathema to
Western ideas of heteronormative male behavior.
However, students in multicultural classes are not always willing to engage with their bias.
Challenges posed by cultural and cognitive dissonance can create opposition, disbelief, and even
hostility. These reactions have been widely documented in the literature, as teacher educators
dealing with issues related to diversity face challenges. These range from obstinate silence and
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refusal to engage with other cultural perspectives, as described by Ladson-Billings (1996), to the
request of a posted police officer at the door of the classroom (Cobb-Roberts, 2012).
Other teachers have described the power dynamic in the classroom affecting genuine
dialogue, obfuscating whether students are really achieving metacognitive change or just chasing
grades (Mazzei, 2008). Issues related to resistance are highlighted in Robert Hanvey’s (1976)
framework for an attainable global perspective and are to be expected as cognitive dissonance
intensifies. An aspect of Hanvey’s cross-cultural awareness dimension addresses this phenomenon,
when normative beliefs and worldview are contrasted with what before had been wholly “strange”
and distant. Hanvey describes this as a “conflict” of cultures – a necessary step in the process of
becoming aware and ideally empathetic, but also a crucial point beyond which some do not move.
This process of cross-cultural development is shown in Table 2.
Table 2. A visualization of cross-cultural development (Hanvey, 1976, p 14)

Unfortunately, some pre-service teachers never move beyond this conflict during the course
of a semester. In the words of Hanvey, they never come to “believe” that the other has a valid
perspective. This phenomenon of not moving beyond this point was described as "multicultural
purgatory" by Valerie Hill-Jackson (2007), a place where certain pre-service teachers stall in their
development of critical reflection upon their bias, unwilling to acknowledge their position of relative
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power due to membership in the dominant racial and ethnic group, and in many cases more
obstinate in their explicit bias due to the mandated nature of the course.
However, resistance is not always the case; many students within these courses are able to
progress to a point where they have moved beyond cognitive dissonance and can develop an
intellectual understanding of themselves, their normative worldview, and how this affects their
behavior, actions and attitudes. This consciousness in dealing with students who do not share the
same cultural and cognitive schema as themselves is important for their future work in the
classroom.
A salient question in this regard that informs this research is brought forward by Mazzei
(2008) as related to the problematic nature of self-report data – are students in these courses
responding in socially desirable ways for the extrinsic reward of a grade, and if so, what happens
below the surface – is their cognition changed by activites, assignements, and discussions? What is
the relationship of their assignments and the pedagogical decisions of the teacher to their reflections
and cultural worldview?
Experiential Education
Finding the balance between didactic transmission of information and constructivist notions
of experiential education is pertinent to coursework within teacher education programs. As
educators seek to model democratization of the knowledge construction process, students can
observe and at the same time experience the benefits of carefully selected activities to reflect upon
and perhaps carry forward into diverse classrooms in culturally responsive and democratic ways.
Balancing didactic transmission of knowledge and holistic, transformative and meaningful
education has been at the fore of educational philosophy and research for many years. For Dewey
(1938), experience was tantamount for education, but equally important was the act of reflection.
The parallels between the epistemological nature of narrative and Dewey’s conception of experience
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and reflection are visible. “Reconstruction or reorganization of experience which adds to the
meaning of experience, and which increases ability to direct the course of subsequent experience”
(Dewey, 1938, p.45). This act of experience, and assigning additional meaning through reflection, is
the cornerstone of experiential education. According to Dewey this critical reflective process is how
we learn “to learn” well.
Dewey (1938) cites the confusion that may result when experience is not reflected upon
adequately. He cited this as a “miseducative” phenomenon. In this, a miseducative experience is
one that is not transformational, one that creates greater entrenchment of what was known before.
According to Dewey (1938):
...any experience is miseducative that has the effect of arresting or distorting the

growth of further experience…a given experience may increase a person’s automatic
skill in a particular direction and yet tend to land him in a groove or rut; the effect
again is to narrow the field of further experience. An experience may be immediately
enjoyable and yet promote the formation of a slack and careless attitude; this attitude
then operates to modify the quality of subsequent experiences so as to prevent a
person from getting out of them what they have to give. Each experience may be
lively, vivid, and “interesting,” and yet their disconnectedness may artificially
generate dispersive, disintegrated, centrifugal habits. (p. 13)
This phenomenon was seen in research of an Australian classroom where cooperative
learning strategies exacerbated cross-cultural tensions and prejudice between White and Aboriginal
students (Walker & Crogan, 1998). Similar to Freeman’s (2010) notion of narrative foreclosure, a
miseducative experience such as that experienced in the Australian classrooms may project a past
experience onto the future without critical engagement.
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Kolb (1984) furthered Dewey’s conception of experiential education, noting that
“…knowledge is created through the transformation of experience. Knowledge results from the
combination of grasping and transforming experience” (Kolb, 1984, p.41). According to Kolb
(1984), this experiential education traces the narrative arc outlined above, where the learner makes
sense of the current experience through the lens of their past, anticipating their future experiences.
Kolb (1984) visualized experiential education involving four different layered dimensions.
The first layer involved an actual experience of some sort, followed by a layer addressing reflection
and observation on the experience at hand. The third layer involved metacognition, or the thinking
about the abstract concepts addressed in the reflection and observation process. The metacognition
here involved thinking about the connections that these concepts might have to future action. The
final layer of Kolb’s model for experiential education involved visualizing the action needed to
change behavior in the future.
Roberts (2005) interpreted the dynamic interplay of Kolb’s dimensions as the “orchestrated
experiences that transform both the subject and the student” (p. 25). According to Kolb, it is
through this process that experiential education can prove to be transformational.
Though this experiential dimension of teacher education is addressed in clinical experiences
such as practicum and internship, oftentimes students end up observing dominant didactic pedagogy
in the field and are expected in many ways to emulate what they have observed from their
cooperating teacher (Au, 2007; Brown, 2003).
This is where teacher education plays an important modeling role, and perhaps may be one
of the few classroom experiences that students have where didactic transmission of information and
constructivist learning can be considered from a metacognitive place. Furthermore, how students
and teacher educators interact in these classes is an area in need of further investigation (Glazier,
Bolick, & Stutts, 2017).
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Field Experiences
To change behaviors, attitudes, cognition of habitas, and canonical narratives over the
course of a semester is not a simple task. For teacher educators to develop holistic and
comprehensive understandings of their own culturally framed decision making in relation to
knowledge construction, strategies, and content, a number of factors need to be addressed. This
involves programmatic paths to opportunities where students can develop their own inductive and
experiential understandings of cultural awareness. In many cases, this transformation is addressed
through specifically designed field experiences as part of the practicum and internship components
of teacher education programs.
The experiential aspect of teacher education programs has been widely documented in
providing pre-service teachers with means to become more acquainted with diverse groups which
they may not have interacted with before (Coffey, 2010; Garmon, 2005; Lowenstein, 2009; Vick,
2006). Students who have not had intercultural experiences tend to have negative perceptions of the
“other” (Pattniak, 1997). It is important for field experiences to address students’ racial and ethnic
bias and previous lived experiences with diverse populations, as these variables can influence what
students learn and reflect upon in the context of field work (Garmon, 2005).
Given the somewhat standard dimensions of field experiences in teacher education
programs, what are programs doing to uniquely address issues of cross-cultural awareness?
Experiential Education Exemplars for Cross-Cultural Awareness
One particular advocacy group, the Longview Foundation, has worked for a number of years
in advocating for such experiential programmatic decision making as related to cross-cultural
awareness. Teacher preparation for the global age: The imperative for change (Longview, 2010) was
the group’s most recent report. This foundation began with William L. Breese and has been working
to help students in the United States learn about world regions and global issues since 1966. The
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foundation’s mission statement addresses the need for knowledge of other peoples, economies,
languages, and international affairs for every child. “Today’s students need opportunities to gain
broad and deep global knowledge and the language and intercultural skills to engage effectively with
people around the corner and around the world” (Longview Foundation, 2010). Furthermore, the
Longview Foundation holds that in our increasingly diverse communities in the United States,
knowledge of other cultures is essential to strengthening our own democracy.
The report issued guidelines in relation to planning for cross-cultural awareness in teacher
education:
1) General education coursework helps each prospective teacher to develop deep knowledge
of at least one world region, culture, or global issues, and facility in one language in addition
to English.
2) Professional education courses teach the pedagogical skills to enable future teachers to
teach the global dimensions of their subject matter.
3) Field experiences for faculty and students support the development of pre-service
teachers’ global perspectives and contribute the broader research base of the aligned strategic
plan.
4) More teachers are prepared to teach less commonly taught languages and language
education pedagogy is updated based on current research and best practice. There are
incentives, not barriers, to faculty at all levels of engaging in this work.
A number of institutions are cited in the report for their work in this vein. The University of
Minnesota – Mankato begins the process of cross-cultural awareness before students are admitted to
the program. As part of the education program admissions process, a required “global experience”
is needed. For this requirement students are asked to develop a relationship with international
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students or other members of their communities, engage in a meaningful way, and write a reflective
essay to the admissions committee (Longview Foundation, 2010).
At Miami University in Oxford, Ohio, the entire institution is shifting emphasis in their
general education requirements to mandate six credit hours in globally themed courses. Though this
may only mean two classes, it is a step in the right direction, as this course load includes a mandatory
first year seminar with a global perspective and later a three-course sequence that includes one
semester of study abroad (Longview Foundation, 2010).
At the Ohio State University, pre-service teachers of social studies were paired with local
mentors in six surrounding school districts where the culture and teachers within the schools were
identified as globally oriented, and focused on cross-cultural awareness as a tenet of their practice.
Some of these local partners were later asked to team-teach in the University methods course with
Merry Merryfield, a leading figure in social studies and global education (Longview Foundation,
2010).
The University of Minnesota – Morris explicitly markets cross-cultural requisites as assets of
their program, requiring pre-service teachers to complete student teaching in a cultural setting
different from their own. As part of the program, recruiters and admission officers use this
requirement as a way to attract students through appealing to the idea of overseas studies, ensuring
that students are aware of the options available to them upon entering the program (Longview
Foundation, 2010).
The nature of these different programs is comprehensive and represents an integration of
cross-cultural awareness and issues related to bias, language study, and immersive cultural
experiences. It is this commitment on behalf of teacher education programs and institutions that
can guide a larger proportion of students towards greater consciousness as related to issues of crosscultural awareness.
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The problem remains, however, that many institutions do not have the means or the will to
approach their teacher education programs from this perspective. For those teachers within
institutions looking to advance experiential educational experiences from within their classroom,
what have been the traditional options discussed in the literature?
As transformative as a study abroad experience may be, the fact remains that studying
abroad can be prohibitive to students of lower socio-economic status (Quezada, 2004). This does
not mean that culturally immersive experiences need to be on foreign soil, as domestic programs and
local opportunities to expand cross-cultural awareness exist.
The University of Wisconsin, Eau-Claire offers short culturally immersive programs that
connect students to various cultural groups represented in the Midwest. Such programs include
“Embracing the Somali Experience in Midwestern Public Schools”, a course that includes 24 hours
of class instruction and a week-long field experience to visit schools which primarily serve Somali
youth in the Minneapolis/St. Paul area. The cost of the program is $90, plus meals, but is an
opportunity for pre-service teachers to gain an awareness of a growing cultural demographic in the
United States (University of Wisconsin – Eau Claire, 2014).
The University of Indiana teacher education program offers a choice to students where they
complete their teaching internships working in the Chicago public school system, requiring students
to also live in the neighborhood where they are assigned to teach (University of Indiana, 2015).
Study Abroad Programs
A number of studies have analyzed the effects of immersion into other cultures as a means
for pre-service teachers to foster understandings of cross-cultural awareness (Doppen & An, 2014;
Marx & Moss, 2011; Quezada, 2004). This is important given the demographic proportion of
students who study abroad - 76.3 percent are white, 65.3 percent are female (IIE Open Doors
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Report, 2014). Currently 10 percent of total undergraduates study abroad – approximately a 50
percent increase in total number from 10 years ago (IIE Open Door Report, 2014).
As Hanvey (1976) states, there are certain pre-requisites in the process of how cultural
immersion affects cross-cultural awareness. The essential motivation comes from an initial
willingness to study and learn in a foreign context on the part of the student.
The majority of higher education institutions in the United States offer programming for
study in a foreign country, and many teacher education programs include options for both shorter
and longer term study abroad and student teaching abroad programs. During the 2000-01 academic
year, a total of 6,783 education majors studied abroad, accounting for 4.4 percent of total number of
students studying abroad (IIE Open Door Report, 2014). Over the course of the decade, the
number of education majors studying abroad paralleled the larger increase in total numbers, as 11,
576 students, or 4.0 percent of the total study abroad figure left the country as part of their
education. In terms of where students studied, the United Kingdom was the most popular
destination for American students, followed by Italy, Spain, France, and China (IIE Open Doors
Report, 2014).
In assessing how these programs affect student cross-cultural awareness, researchers have
found statistically significant differences related to cross-cultural awareness when comparing
students who study abroad compared to students who do not (Chiefo & Griffiths, 2004). Further,
deeper cross-cultural awareness is garnered by longer term programs (Chiefo & Griffiths, 2004;
Ingraham & Peterson, 2004). However, as more students study abroad, the average length of the
study abroad experience has steadily decreased since the early 1990s when many programs lasted the
duration of an academic year (IIE Open Doors Report, 2014; Chiefo & Griffiths, 2004).
Between 1999 and 2002 Michigan State University endeavored upon a large scale assessment
of their study abroad programs and assessed two items related to cross-cultural awareness. The first
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items related to student’s ability to understand and adapt to cultures other than their own, while the
second item the students’ increased understanding of their own culture. The latter understanding
referenced a cognizance of personal worldview when comparing values and beliefs to the host
culture. The report highlighted responses to the second item paralleled the first item as students
were concurrently introduced to their own culture through being exposed to differences from what
they considered normative (Ingraham & Peterson, 2004). This phenomenon of understanding
personal cultural identity is cited by Hanvey (1976) and Banks (2008), as an essential aspect of cross
cultural awareness.
In the case of the Michigan State study, a mixed method approach sought to assess student
experiences. This methodology included surveys distributed to 1,104 participants from 295 different
study abroad programs covering around 40 countries between the years of 1999 and 2002. Of the
respondents, 74 percent were women and 89 percent were Caucasian (Ingraham & Peterson, 2004).
From the quantitative results, the mean response rates for intercultural growth varied
depending upon the length of the study abroad program. However, in relation to the other response
fields surveyed (personal growth, career development, language learning, and academic performance)
the intercultural growth scores were the highest. Furthermore, mean response scores increased
given longer study abroad program experience (Ingraham & Peterson, 2004).
During the 2002 academic year researchers at the University of Delaware’s Center for
International Studies (CFIS) set out to investigate whether short term study abroad programs, lasting
less than eight weeks, provided statistically significant differences in responses to intercultural
awareness. The researchers were interested in assessing these programs due to a significant decrease
in the average amount of time that students spent abroad as part of their programs. Between the
1993 academic year and when the survey was completed in 2004, enrollment in one-year study
abroad programs had decreased nationwide from 14 percent to 8 percent (Chiefo & Griffiths, 2004).
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During the same time period, the proportion of total study aboard enrollment in short term study
abroad experiences rose from 38 percent to around 50 percent (Chiefo & Griffiths, 2004).
A total of 2,300 respondents participated in the study, answering questions based upon their
recalled experiences. These perceived and recalled attitudes related to intercultural awareness were
cited by the researchers as a limitation to the study. The instrument was a one-page survey with 20
multiple-choice items on a Likert scale response system, including five demographic questions on
the back as well. The demographic questions related to gender, major, grade point average,
academic class, and current location. There was one open response question, which asked, “What
do you think is the most important thing you have learned in the past month?” In Table 3, mean
scores varied related to intercultural awareness comparing those who studied abroad to those on
campus.
Table 3. Intercultural awareness results (Chiefo & Griffiths, 2004).
Survey Item
A=never, B=1-2 times, C=3-5 times, D=6-8 times, E=more than 8
times

I read an article, watched a TV show, or spoke to someone
about how Americans are viewed by people from other
countries.
I watched a non-American TV station, news broadcast, or
television show.
I have consciously withheld judgment on a controversial
international event until I learned more facts.
I thought about the differences between myself and people
from other countries
I thought about the similarities between myself and people
from other countries
I thought about why other countries may have a different
perspective than the U.S. on global issues such as agricultural
production, trade, or the environment.
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Studied
Abroad

Studied On Statistically
Campus
significant
(p<.05)?

3.58

3.53

Yes

3.82

2.38

Yes

3.33

2.99

No

4.19

3.44

Yes

4.19

3.44

Yes

3.54

2.80

Yes in 2004, but
not significant
in 2003.

These results demonstrate an increased perceived capacity related to issues of intercultural
awareness described by Hanvey’s framework, though the methodology of self-reporting is
problematic due to the reliability of memory and social desirability bias.
Given the immersive aspect of study abroad programs, the experiential value of learning
cross-cultural awareness through an inductive process provides an authentic educational experience.
According to Hanvey (1976) and Quezada (2004), it is this multi-sensory immersion which yields
transpective potential. These immersive experiences provide a holistic understanding of other
cultures, especially linguistically.
However, the cost and commitment of such programs is in many cases prohibitive to preservice teachers. For students without the means to become immersed in a foreign context, how
can their cultural narratives be critically engaged from within the walls of the classroom?
Cross-Cultural Simulations
Parsing what “experiential education means” in the context of the classroom is where this
examination is moving next. Under the broad umbrella of “experience”, the rich immersion of
studying in a foreign context is hard to mimic. However, there is a long tradition of using classroom
based simulations to attempt harnessing the transformational dimensions of cross-cultural
experiences.
In a recent work, Wright-Maley (2015) narrows the focus of what “experiential” pedagogical
practices reference in the lives of students and teachers. Wright-Maley (2015) parsed the definition
of simulations from the greater concept of experiential education. For Wright-Maley (2015),
simulations are the “pedagogically mediated activities used to reflect the dynamism of real life
events, processes, or phenomena, in which students participate as active agents whose actions are
consequential to the outcome of the activity” ( p. 8). In this conception, there are four dimensions
of a valid simulation. First, there should be verisimilitude to reality and the conditions of the real
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world. Secondly, there should be flexibility in which the simulation can move in undirected ways
where students can make autonomous choices. Third, there should be active and inclusive student
participation. Lastly, the teacher should provide support in guiding the simulation towards specific
learning goals, often through a thoughtfully and well-designed debrief.
BafaBafa (Shirts, 1973) is a well-known cross-cultural simulation originally developed by the
military for enlisted people living and working abroad. Since that time, it has been used as an
educational tool in a variety of contexts to offer businesses, educators, and organizations working in
foreign contexts a brief (2 to 3 hour) glimpse of what cross-cultural experiences can entail in terms
of culture shock and associated cognitive and cultural difference (Cruz & Patterson, 2005).
Participants grapple with their normative cognitive schema as they interact and struggle to
understand a foreign culture in which they have no experience. The simulation involves participant
role play of two different cultures (Alpha and Beta) in separate rooms. After a session in which
participants in these separate groups learn and practice their culture, three rounds of exchange
commence. Small groups of participants visit the other “culture”, where they are encouraged to
participate and report back to the larger group about their observations and impressions. After
three rounds, both groups are brought together to debrief the experience, providing a space for the
facilitator to tease out connections between the simulation and its application to potential situations
in the lives of the participants. Materials for the simulation can run into the hundreds of dollars, and
the complexity of the simulation makes it difficult for applicability without training and practice.
In the lone experimental design testing how students were affected by Bafa Bafa, a sample of
undergraduate communication majors were analyzed measuring levels of dogmatism and
ethnocentrism. After comparing pre and post-test means to a control treatment of lecture, the
analysis showed significant increases in motivation measures related to engagement with intercultural
education for the Bafa Bafa treatment. However, researchers found that participants responded with
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significantly higher measures of both dogmatism and ethnocentrism (Bruschke, Gartner & Sieter,
1993).
Another such cross-cultural simulation is called “The Albatross”, where participants roleplay and analyze a simulated culture. The complete overview can be located in Beyond Experience
(Gochenour, 1993), but is less costly in terms of resources than BafaBafa. While two students from
the class are asked to participate during the demonstration, the remainder of the class is advised to
watch through an ethnographic lens in the hopes of discerning what they understand is “going on”.
Alternately, the entire class can participate if the total number of participants is not too large. After
the simulation has taken place, participants, teacher, and observers debrief about their observations
and impressions. During this time, space is provided for the facilitator to again guide reflection of
the experience to inform metacognition and action for the future.
For the most part, studies related to these simulations in the field of education are qualitative
in nature and practitioner oriented, speaking to its benefits in rich description of students growing in
holistic ways regarding cross-cultural awareness (Cruz & Patterson, 2005).
Given these strategies from the classroom and through programmatic decisions for crosscultural awareness, how can educators assess the outcomes of these activities?
Assessing Intercultural Competence
In her widely cited work involving research into the operationalization of the construct
“intercultural competence,” Deardorff (2006) cites Hanvey’s (1976) seminal An Attainable Global
Perspective as a foundational document in the field. Deardorff (2006) asserts that over the past
forty years, there has been little agreement on how intercultural competence, or its various iterations,
should be defined.
Given the myriad complexities of operationalizing cross-cultural awareness and intercultural
competence, Deardorff advocates a rich mixed methods approach to assessing learning outcomes
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for higher education programming addressing areas such as those put forth in Hanvey’s third
dimension for cross-cultural awareness.
Similar to Hanvey’s vision for cross-cultural awareness, Deardorff describes intercultural
competence as a continual educational process. In drawing from assessments directly linked to
classroom curriculum, as well as surveys, interviews, and analysis of transcripts, Deardorff’s model
emphasizes attention to the quality of cross-cultural educational experiences as an outcome.
This advocacy of multiple data points aligns with the proposed future directions of research
presented in chapter five. However, pertinent problematic issues related to narrative, symbolic
capital, and social desirability need to be considered in light of assessing self-report data.
Social Desirability Bias
As cited before in issues related to narrative inheritance, dialogical tensions, and other
contextually bound issues that shape narratives in social interaction, it is important to locate how
narrative truth and/or narrative reality can be a threat to researching how students reflect and
respond to experiential activities related to cross-cultural awareness. How can a researcher or
teacher know that what a student tells them is “the truth” (Mazzei, 2008)? As the research on
mitigating the effects of social desirability helps to show, there are strategies that researchers and
teachers can develop to lessen the pressures of responding to sensitive questions to encourage more
“truthful” responses.
Tracing the roots of training for mitigating social desirability bias leads to the Roman
Catholic Church. The act of confession involves the revelation of information that poses a social or
even criminal risk, and Roman Catholic priests were trained in their seminary to create conditions
which facilitated the act, effectively engaging penitents in the process of confessing sins (Lee, 1993).
In written manuals, these priests, much like modern qualitative researchers, were taught to “not
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show amazement, exhibit a contorted face, show revulsion (no matter what enormities are
confessed); rebuke the penitent; or exclaim ‘Oh, what vile sins!”(Tentler, 1977, p. 94).
Over time, these processes for eliciting admissions of sinful actions or thoughts were
furthered by Archbishop Borromeo, who in 1565 invented the confessional box as a means for
protecting anonymity.
This tension acknowledged by the church mirrors Goodall’s (2004) concept of dialectic in
narrative, where the penitent is torn between wanting to “tell it all”, but afraid what the fallout may
be. The Catholic Church acknowledged this, that to truly confess a great deal of trust was required,
or a veil of anonymity. Over time priests found the most efficient means to tease out these socially
deviant narratives was in the creation of private, confidential, and non-judgmental atmospheres.
For researchers of sensitive issues, such as those related to power, bias, and knowledge
construction based upon cultural difference, similar issues remain. How can qualitative researchers
know that the narrative truth of their participants is not cloaked by the “veil of willed ignorance” as
cited by Freeman (2010), or the tracing of a “canonical narrative” as cited by MacIntyre (1981)?
There have been inroads in developing these spaces for cross-cultural awareness by global
education scholars such as Merryfield (2003), who found that online environments, with their
asynchronicity and distance, enabled greater levels of comfortability in relation to cross-cultural
sensitivity in communications. However, this beckons the question, what is sensitive?
What is “sensitive?”
In operationalizing this term, Lee and Renzetti (1993) state that within the realm of research,
a sensitive topic is associated with a feeling of embarrassment and shame, where there is a greater
cost to divulging their own experience with the topic than there is a benefit. This cost could be
social sanctions, in the form of extrinsic stimuli, but the cost could also be intrinsic stimuli of
recollected shame such as discussed in Freeman’s (2010) moral lateness. Lee and Renzetti expound
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further, citing that the topic itself cannot truly be determined to be sensitive in isolation, but
depends on the social context. For example, a student may be far more comfortable in reflecting on
their lived experience through anonymity online as opposed to in dialogical discussion inside of a
classroom.
According to Tourangeau and Yan (2007), there are three dimensions in operationalizing
“sensitivity”. First, “intrusiveness” marks sensitivity. For example, perhaps in a certain culture there
are conversational taboos and questions that are simply not asked. Such examples of intrusiveness
in the context of the United States could be asking about an individual’s income or the age of a
female. These questions are generally seen as intrusive.
Secondly, there is the issue of ‘threat of disclosure’. This pertains to participant worries over
potential risks and negative consequences of divulging “the truth”. These consequences could relate
to their employment, relationships, and even prosecution. For example, asking participants to
report on illegal activities such as theft or tax evasion pose a purported legal risk if disclosed.
Lastly, there is ‘social desirability’. This refers to the participants seldom attesting to an
attitude or behavior that clearly falls outside of existing norms of the societal context. This often
results in the maximizing of socially acceptable behaviors, and minimizing or denying socially
undesirable ones. Students within the confines of a classroom reflecting on their cultural narratives
risk being seen as “racist” if they divulge stories that implicate their own past actions.
This tendency to provide socially desirable responses varies across cultural contexts’. For
example, within collectivist cultures, where individual expression of values, attitudes and goals are
tempered by respect for maintaining social relationships, social desirability has greater influence than
in more individualistic worldviews (Lalwani, Shavitt, & Johnson, 2006).
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Other Reasons Why People “Polish the Narrative”
One reason that people in general stretch their narrative towards social desirability is that
they are used to it. Studies suggest that lying is a common social phenomenon in everyday life,
something that is done with low cognitive burden (Depaulo, Kirkendol, Kashy, Wayer, & Epstein,
1996). The motivations for this behavior stem from a similar rationale as related to social
desirability. People lie to avoid negative consequences in social interactions. These include losing
face, shame, and embarrassment (Schaeffer, 2000). For these reasons, cognitive psychologists posit
that socially desirable responses to sensitive questions are at least partly controlled by the respondent
and not the result of an unconscious response (Holtgraves, 2004). This control over social
desirability is rooted in impression management, and one’s ability to self-deceive (Paulhus, 2003).
This self-deception mirrors Freeman’s (2010) “veil of willed ignorance” as a coping strategy for
repressing shameful memories.
In terms of what impression management would mean in the context of a classroom, the
student might craft their narrative for social approval by the teacher and other students, maximizing
positive reactions and perceptions, and minimizing negative impressions. This is a motivation
stemming from an extrinsic goal of behavioral reinforcement from the teacher and students alike.
On the other hand, the motivation for presenting socially desirable responses from the
position of self-deception is based upon the desire of the student to retain positive self-worth, selfimage, and to limit the internal cognitive dissonance resulting from the gap existing between social
norms, self-demands, self-perception and reality. For socially desirable responses that are motivated
from this place, the students are in fact talking to themselves (Paulhus, 2003). When working in
concert, these barriers to critical engagement with cultural narratives inside the classroom can prove
difficult to overcome.
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Rational Choice Theory and Privacy
Rational Choice Theory (RCT) dictates that participants are likely to answer a question
truthfully based upon expected risks and losses (Becker, 2006). Lowering the risk of shame,
embarrassment, loss of face, and social sanction can to a degree mitigate social desirability bias.
First, participants who answer questions alone tend to engage sensitive subjects more freely
(Becker, 2006). On the flip side of this, a lack of privacy, such as the environment of a classroom,
lowers the willingness of participants to report norm-violating behaviors (Becker, 2006).
Krysan (1998) found that the self-administration of questions, as opposed to an interviewer
administered question, decreased social desirability bias about racial attitudes. This seems to indicate
that within the classroom, privately constructed and anonymous reflections that are not to be shared
would be the ideal method by which to access the most “truthful” of narratives.
Aside from racial attitudes, self-administration of questions seems to mediate social
desirability for a number of sensitive issues, such as illicit drug use, number of past sexual
encounters with members of the opposite sex (men tend to overreport while women tend to
underreport) (Tourangeau and Smith, 1996).
From these collected studies, it can be seen that limiting the physical presence of an
interviewer can decrease some of the perceived social risks such as shame and embarrassment that
admitting to norm violating behavior may incur. This private self-administration of questioning may
garner more “truthful” responses. In terms of teachers seeking authentic reflections, these strategies
should be considered. Beyond the nature of the question, who is asking the question can also play a
part in the answers and the story that is told.
Interviewer Effects
There is a rich body of research on the effect that interviewer characteristics may have on
participant responses, tracing back decades. For example, Katz (1942) found that research
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participants reported greater pro-labor attitudes when interviewed by “working class” interviewers.
Schuman and Converse (1971) found variable reporting of racial attitudes amongst Black research
participants depending on if the interviewer was White or Black. Anderson, Silver, & Abramson
(1988) found that Black non-voters were more likely to lie about whether they had voted to Black
interviewers than they were to White interviewers. Fowler and Mangione (1990) attributed such
interviewer effects to similar motivations as outlined above. In responding a certain way, their
answers may have been embarrassing or shameful to the interviewer, while if they conformed to
cultural narratives, their answers would be socially acceptable.
Bystander effects
The effect of having peers, parents, or other bystanders present while answering questions
about sensitive topics is another place where social desirability can play a role. In their study of
teenage participants, Aquilano, Wright, & Supple (2000) found that participants were less willing to
admit to sexual activity, alcohol use, and violence in the presence of parents. On the other hand, the
students tended to over report the same behaviors in the presence of their peers at school.
Given the myriad social pressures felt by participants responding to sensitive questions, what
are methods for minimizing these threats in the research process and in critical cultural reflection for
future teachers and citizens?
Contribution to Scholarly Work
Though many teacher education programs address issues of student centered pedagogy, the
overwhelming method of instruction in teacher education programs remains didactic in nature
(Brown, 2003; Zeki & Güneyli, 2014). Following this, there is a call for contextually rich insights
into classrooms devoted to experiential learning in teacher education programs (Glazier, Bolick, &
Stutts, 2017). This research provides a rich narrative of a teacher education classroom engaged in a
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variety of experiential assignments and investigations as related to cross-cultural awareness and
global perspectives in education.
Beyond the exposition of what these classes look like, the experiential strategies and
assignments to be studied in this research align with what have been identified in social psychology
as reducing measures of implicit bias (Devine et. al, 2012; 2016). To bridge the research disciplines
of cognitive psychology, teacher education, and courses devoted to multicultural and global
perspectives echoes a call to action in Educational Researcher by Warikoo and colleagues (2016).
This future direction of research is taken up at further length in chapter five.
Conclusion
Throughout the literature review, several strands that play important roles in this research
have been woven into a narrative that helps illuminate the process of investigating cross-cultural
awareness within the confines of a teacher education classroom focused on global and multicultural
perspectives.
The rationale for this research, beyond a personal interest, addresses the demographic gap
within education and CAEP accreditation mandates. The epistemological gravity of symbolic capital
and narrative theory outline the ways in which knowledge pertaining to culture is constructed,
empowered, and perpetuated in social fields.
Within colleges of education across the country, strides have been made in relation to
addressing issues of cross-cultural awareness. What these pedagogical and programmatic decisions
in response to the demographic gap and CAEP mandates have tended to look like, and the
measurements used to gauge efficacy, are addressed.
Beyond this, the problematic nature of accessing sensitive issues, of altering Freeman’s
(2010) “veil of willed ignorance,” and the propensity of participants to craft reflections on sensitive
issues to be socially desirable is introduced.
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CHAPTER THREE:
METHODS
Introduction
Before my experience with the healer in the republic of Kiribati, I was raised in the racially
and ethnically homogenous contexts of northwest Montana and central New Hampshire. For the
first twenty-five years of my life, what I understood as normative conceptions of culture, “race”, and
ethnicity was largely reflected back to me in an echo chamber of homogeneity. This lived
experience informed the process through which I negotiated my adolescent identity, values, and
worldview. Any experiential exposure to “the other” was limited. The dominant discourses of
culture that circulated in this field comprised the bulk of the informal education I received in crosscultural awareness. I could have used some structured experiences and reflection upon my cultural
narrative and assumptions. However, as the years wore on the stories, representations, and
information I processed and internalized became my knowledge base. I did not really question it.
After 25 years, I was secure in what I knew.
However, through immersive cultural experiences in three disparate contexts, I was brought
to evaluative places where I questioned the cultural knowledge that I had not taken note of before.
These experiences afforded me a depth of perspective on a number of issues. Deeply entrenched
personal conceptions of individualism and family were turned upside down, the morals I had
internalized were cast in relief, and the foundations of a truly meaningful education took root.
From this place of comparative cultural awareness I was motivated to be a better person,
family member, citizen of the world, and teacher. This research continues my narrative rooted in
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those experiences, and draws upon my cross-cultural experiences of the past to inform the present,
guiding the narrative I want to tell in the future. For me, it is imperative that this trajectory involve
guiding others towards a global understanding of what Hanvey (1976) defined as cross-cultural
awareness. The question underlying the outlined research in this section is: what is the best way to
accomplish this goal from inside a classroom with few available resources?
Problem Statement
How might one effectively expand visions within the confines of a classroom and
community without the cost prohibitions of travel? To a degree, these experiences can be simulated
through a variety of means available to teacher education programs. Through classroom-based
activities and assignments, pre-service teachers can be provided with opportunities to encounter
cognitive dissonance and greater perspective. Teacher education programs need to expand preservice teachers’ worldviews (by experiencing linguistic, cognitive, and cultural dissonance) to be
more effective with their diverse student bodies.
Instructional strategies such as cross-cultural simulations, guest lectures, and experiential
assignments might be able to change explicit and implicit perspectives about a variety of issues
pertinent to living and teaching in a diverse society. It is unknown how pre-service teachers create
narrative reflections when confronted with classroom-based activities that engage a degree of
cognitive and cultural dissonance.
Teacher educators need to know: In what ways might pre-service teachers be affected in
terms of cross-cultural awareness if they observe and participate in global and multicultural learning
activities in a university course, gain lived experience in diverse field experiences, participate in
cross-cultural simulations, and listen to and interact with guest speakers? Do the differences among
these activities have differential impact on pre-service teachers? Do these activities relate to
cognitive dissonance?
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The purpose of this research design serves to provide a contextually rich, reflexive, and
robust portrait of a semester-long, experiential global education course. Outlined in this section are
the proposed activities, timeline, data sources, analytical perspectives, and methodological processes
I drew from in layering this portrait.
Summary of Research Design
Of particular interest is how participants in this global and multicultural perspectives
education course experience reflected upon and interacted with specific activities that sought to
reproduce in the classroom the transformative and transpective aspects of immersive cultural
experiences. Given that most teachers and students do not have the means to travel abroad for
lengthy periods of time, educators can try to simulate these experiences through a variety of means
available in local schools and teacher education programs, and this research helps provide practical
insights into this process. Thus, the relationship between the course, these activities, the reflection
process, andpther pertinent facets of global perspective are explored.
To approach these issues with verisimilitude, the context of participant perceptions of the
activities within the course was paramount. I drew upon class observations, written student
reflections and reading logs, and face-to-face interviews with the instructor to represent multiple
perspectives on the course. From these data, a portrait of the class developed through narrative
methods to contextualize how participants engaged in formal educational experiences aimed at
fostering cross-cultural awareness over the course of a semester.
In addition to this foundational portrait of the classroom context, focus was paid to how
participants assigned meaning to four experiential activities. Of interest was how participants
reflected on their lived personal experience and cultural worldview in light of these specific
experiential activities aimed at developing cross-cultural awareness. In addition to the reflections,
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weekly responses to readings tied to global and multicultural perspectives were collected and
analyzed.
Through a variety of analytical lenses, participant narrative reflections illuminated how the
activities drew upon lived experiences in relation to meaning making and cultural worldview.
Table 4. Research Questions and Data Collection Source Matrix.
Research Question

Data Collection Sources

Theoretical Framework to
Answer Question

1) How do student
participants and the
course instructor engage
with experiential crosscultural activities within a
global and multicultural
teacher education course?

•
•
•

Classroom observations
Reflection Logs
Reading Logs

•

Narrative
Theory

2) How does the course
instructor of a global and
multicultural teacher
education course perceive
experiential cross-cultural
activities within class over
the course of a semester?

•

Interviews with instructor

•

Narrative
Theory

3) In what ways do student
participants and the
course instructor connect
classroom-based,
experiential cross-cultural
activities to their personal
narratives and cultural
worldview?

•
•
•

Reflection logs
Classroom observations
Reading logs

•

Bourdieu’s forms
of capital
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Table 4 continued
Research Question

Data Collection Sources

4) How do student
participants’ and course
instructor lived
experiences in diverse
field settings impact
their cross-cultural
awareness?

•
•

Reflection logs
Written assignment
turned in for field
experience

5) How do cross-cultural
simulations, interaction
with guest speakers, and
field experiences have
differential impact on
student participants?

•
•
•

Classroom observations
Reflection logs
Written assignment for
field experience

6) In what ways do
experiential crosscultural activities within
a global and
multicultural education
class lead to cognitive
dissonance among
student participants?

•
•
•

Classroom observations
Reflection logs
Written assignment for
field experience
Reading logs

•

Theoretical Framework to
Answer Question

•

Hanvey’s (1976)
dimension for crosscultural awareness

•

Hanvey’s (1976)
dimension for crosscultural awareness

•

Bourdieu’s forms of
capital
Hanvey’s (1976)
dimension for crosscultural awareness

•

Research Design
As seen below in image two, this research design spanned the course of a semester, rooted in
the analysis of participant reflection. The reflections were based upon experiential in-class activities
that connected student perceptions to A) the activity, B) a lived experience narrated by the
participant that the activity reminds them of, and C) how this activity and the reflection on the lived
experience related to their cultural worldview.
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Experiential Activities
As noted in the multi-colored ovals in Figure 4, the experiential activities were spaced over
the course of the semester. The activities were ordered from least intense (guest speaker visiting the
class) to most intense (an assignment in which participants were asked to physically visit and interact
in a cultural context outside of their “comfort zone”).
The first experiential activity (dark blue) involved a guest speaker discussing her experiences
within the United States as a Muslim. The second activity consisted of the cross-cultural simulation
“The Albatross,” an activity where students were asked to observe a simulated culture through an
ethnographic lens.
Over the remaining course of the semester, a second in depth cross-cultural simulation,
Barnga, asked students to not only observe a simulated culture, but to participate in it as well.
Lastly, the field experience assignment asked students to visit and interact in a cultural “field” that
was outside of their comfort zone.

Speaker
r

1

Sim 1

Sim 2

2

3

Field

4

Classroom Observations/Reading Logs/Researcher Journal
August

September

October

November

December

Figure 4. Research Design.
Participants
Instructor
A key participant in this research was the course instructor. As the integral figure in how
this course was implemented and run, I initially sought informed consent to attach this research to
the course through her (see Appendix C). This consent included explanation and permission to
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observe the course, to ensure that the proposed activities could be integrated smoothly into the
planned curriculum, and that the researcher could access student participant data through the
Canvas online course portal. Further protocols for safeguarding student data were also explained
and secured.
Students
Aside from the instructor, participants were recruited to participate in the project from the
course. Of 23 students enrolled in the course, 19 consented to participate in the research (see Table
5 for portraits of participants). To effectively recruit from this convenience sample, on the first class
meeting I introduced myself, explained the research project and what it entailed (see informed
consent document in Appendix A), and also detailed my role as researcher during the initial meeting.
As part of collaboration between myself and the participants, and as a tool for recruitment, I
raffled two $50 Amazon gift cards at the end of the semester for those who chose to participate.
This incentive amount was not so high as to be considered coercive (Hatch, 2002).
By signing the informed consent document (see Appendix A), participants signaled that they
understood the research project and my role as researcher. Participant identity and data was
protected in accordance with IRB regulations through the assignment of psydonyms. 19 student
participants and 1 instructor participant comprised a sample of 20 total participants, as outlined in
Table 5 below.
Table 5. Participant Portrait Table
Name

Race/Ethnicity

Gender

Caucasian

Male

2. Anthony

African-American

Male

3. Bryan

Caucasian, Jewish

Male

4. Chris

Caucasian

Male

5. Christian

Caucasian

Male

1. Aaron
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Table 5 Continued
Name

Race/Ethnicity

Gender

6. Christine

Caucasian

Female

7. Dan

Caucasian

Male

8. Dave

Caucasian

Male

9. Garret

Caucasian

Male

10. Grace

Caucasian

Female

11. Greg

African-American

Male

12. John

Caucasian

Male

13. Joy

Korean/Caucasian

Female

14. Luis

Hispanic

Male

15. Mika

Hispanic

Female

16. Shondra

Caucasian

Female

17. Steve

Caucasian

Male

18. Will

Caucasian

Male

19. Xiomara

Hispanic

Female

20. Dr. Sharon Tripani

Caucasian

Female

Reflexivity Statement
This process drew upon my own memories, biases, emotions, and life moving in and
through the research process. The narratives of others intertwined with my own memories and were
interpreted through the lens of my experience. It was important to be mindful of this throughout
data collection and analysis. Checking my own assumptions and position as researcher was
imperative in maintaining respect for the lived experiences and narratives of participants.
In addition to these dimensions, I had taught this course three times in the past and helped
to develop the curriculum alongside the course developer, a member of the Social Science Education
faculty at the University. These past experiences influenced how I reacted in my notetaking and data
collection. I was cognizant of how this history played into the research process.
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This critical reflection of my position was especially pertinent during the data analysis and restorying dimensions of the research process. During that time I was the conduit through which
description of the processes, emotions, memories, and participants in the course were expressed.
Maintaining a reflexive critical gaze towards the performative “rules” of my role as
researcher was documented in my researcher journal through the process. I was not impervious by
any means to social desirability bias in my position as collector and interpreter of the data. A
question to revisited nermous times during this process was: How am I working within and outside
of what is the “canonical narrative” of myself as researcher, as interpreter, and ultimately as a
constructor of these stories?
Rationale for Narrative Analysis
As resistance to positivistic research methodologies mounted in social science research
throughout the 1970s and 1980s, a number of researchers turned to qualitative methods as a
response to the quantitative driven paradigm entrenched in many academic departments (Bochner,
2012). One of these directions in qualitative research is narrative inquiry, a facet of what some came
to call “the narrative turn” (Atkinson, 1997). For those committed to this understanding, narratives
provide the closest approximation of human experience available in social science research.
Bochner (2014) asserts that humans make sense of their lives through the creation and
dissemination of narratives and stories, terms that are often seen as interchangeable. It is through
this process of creating narratives that personal order and understanding can be applied to what are
discrete memories, images, and fractal pieces of information that make up our cognitive dimensions
(Bochner, 2014). According to White (1980), narratives are the register in which communication is
fundamentally rooted. To tell a story in narrative form is to make sense of the messiness of our lives
in an effort to inform a nebulous future from a constantly moving present.
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Narrative methods are also a reaction to the esoteric and jargon-heavy writing that has
characterized the academic tone as well. This phenomenon is described by Billig (2013) in his sendup of the academy, Learn to write badly: How to succeed in the social sciences. Beyond this linguistic barrier,
the academic voice of objectivism marginalizes the lived emotional experience of humans, devaluing
an essential facet of reality that is instead embraced in the crafting of narrative research (Franks,
2013 ; Tompkins, 1987).
Data Collection
Narrative analysis involves in-depth collection of data, but there is not a “lock-step”
protocol for how this is accomplished (Connelly & Clandinin, 2000). As opposed to the specific
qualitative approaches advocated in ethnography and grounded theory, narrative methods are more
generic and non-linear (Lichtman, 2013). The qualitative components of the research outlined in
this section draw from both narrative inquiry and narrative analysis.
According to Clandinin and Connelly (2000) a fundamental facet of the narrative data
collection process is spending time and developing relationships with participants. It is ethically
important to develop a relationship where one is not “mining” participant data for the researcher’s
ends. Given the heuristic dimensions of student reflections on experiential activities and the link
between the data collection and pedagogical processes in the course, I do not feel that this is
necessarily the case in this research. A teleological ethical rationale for the inclusion of participant
narratives is outlines in chapter five. However, this tension was certainly an important piece in this
study, an aspect important in decentering my role as researcher.
Reflection Assignments
Instead of direct face-to-face interviews with participants, I adapted the biographic-narrative
interpretive method (BNIM) developed by Wengraf & Chamberlayn (2006) for reflective assignment
prompts after in-class exercises. This was due to the methodological issues of social desirability bias
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that are especially pertinent in face-to-face interviews concerning sensitive topics. BNIM as a
technique asks participants to draw upon their own lived experiences, situations, and histories as
part of the data collection process. Within this method, the focus is on collecting anecdotes and
stories as a way to explore why people describe their experiences in a certain way and trace how a
polished narrative might be told in a certain context. This focus aligns with the theoretical
framework for the research, Bourdieu’s (1986) forms of capital.
The proposed assigned reflective questions outlined below related to the two interpretive
tracks of BNIM. The first prompt referred to an objective life event (the class activity), while the
subsequent prompt moved toward the telling of the “told story.” This relationship between the
perceptions of the objective life event and the “told story” was of interest to the research for later
analysis.
The final reflective prompt was motivated by a pragmatic pedagogical concern of these
activities and a more general ethical issue with the research – what and who is it for? In asking
participants to reflect on their cultural worldviews, they can begin to winnow the axiological
dimensions of what “narrative” they would like to tell about themselves in the future based upon
their interpretations and reflections on in-class cross-cultural experiences.
Sample Reflection Prompt:
1) Reflect and write a 250-word narrative about a lived experience where issues brought up
in this activity affected you.
2) How do you feel this activity, and your personal reflection on it, relate to your cultural
worldview?
In assigning these reflections, specific emphasis to providing stories and anecdotes from
their lived experiences was highlighted. Participants were asked to submit their reflection responses
through the digital software course platform Canvas as part of a class assignment. Participants were
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not able to view other responses before posting. Once they submitted their narrative, the responses
of others in the class appeared. To complete the assignment, they were asked to read and respond
to one of their classmates’ posts.
These stipulations about posting protocol were due my experience as instructor, where the
blinded process described above promotes the greatest care and interaction of participant response.
Without seeing other responses before posting, students in the past tended to reflect in depth. This
kept them from merely responding to other people’s posts in their own reflections.
The sharing discussion board dimension will juxtaposed the reading log data explained
below, where participants knew that their narratives were only to be shared with the instructor and
researcher. Beyond the social motivation to complete the assignments, participants were awarded a
participation point grade for each reflection, included with their professional disposition grade.
Beyond the online reflection assignments, the fourth and final field experience assignment
had a written component as part of the assigned course curriculum. In this assignment, students
were asked to reflect explicitly on their cultural worldview after ethnographically observing and
interacting in a cultural context outside of their comfort zone. This final assignment added another
layer of data to the other reflection components.
Each narrative reflection was collected and cleaned of identifiers. A pseudonym was given
to each participant, and the reflection responses were saved in a password protected data repository.
Interviews
I sought permission to schedule four interviews with the instructor of the course, each
occurring within 72 hours of the four respective activities (See informed consent document in
Appendix C). Interviews with students were not included as part of the research design due to
concerns about the threat of social desireability in the interview process.
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These interviews with the instructor were semi-structured and focused upon reflection (See
Appendix B), seeking the perspective of the instructor in this process. Once again, these interviews
drew from the biographic interpretive method developed by Chamberlayn, Bornat, and Wengraf
(2000). These initial prompts were delivered to the instructor before the scheduled interview so she
had time to reflect and mull relationships to lived experience for our interviews. I audiorecorded
interviews on a digital device and stored these in a password protected data repository. I observed all
in-class activities, aside from the field-based assignment where students were asked to visit locations
of their choosing off campus.
Sample Interview Protocol
•

What did you feel was effective about the activity? (objective life activity)

•

What would you change if you were to use this activity again? (objective life activity)

•

What is a lived experience that you could connect to something that was touched upon
in this activity? Could you describe that experience? (telling the told story)

•

How do you feel students reacted to this activity?

•

How do you feel students are changing from before?

Once the interviews were completed, I transcribed the recording with word processing
software and saved both the recording and text in a password protected data repository.
Data Beyond Reflections and Interviews
Observations
To document the classroom dynamics and to further understand the participants outside of
their reflections, I observed and transcribed the events of each class meeting (Connelly & Clandinin,
2000). Notes were written in word processing software and were supplemented by hand drawn maps
of the spatial dimensions of the class. These class notes helped to establish the “field” of the class
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environment in the re-storying process and help contextualize how the four experiential activities are
reflected upon by participants in the course.
To accurately document the context of the student narratives and expressed worldviews in
the reflections, I observed all class sessions as a non-participating observer. I sat in the rear of the
classroom near a power source for my laptop computer. Using timestamps, I transcribed a running
overview of student comments, non-verbal communication, instructor directions, and actions within
the classroom. All observation notes were cleaned of identifiers so as to protect participant
anonymity. All observation field notes were digitally saved in a password protected data repository.
Reflection Logs
As part of the course, students were assigned to reflect and engage with a variety of
practitioner-oriented, theoretical, and academic readings related to global and multicultural
perspectives. Each reading was tied in one way or another to cross-cultural awareness and education
and discussed at the beginning of the week’s class. Students were asked to reflect on their lived
experience in “reading with” the selected pieces, as opposed to summarizing or paraphrasing the
selection. Since these reflections are only submitted to the instructor, it was my experience that the
anecdotes, reflections, and observations on the readings were in some cases more personal and
sensitive than those shared during class.
Participant reflection logs were scanned, cleaned of identifiers, and saved to a password
protected data repository. In gathering these reflections, the reflected stories of participants related
to these the four activities dealing with cross-cultural awareness were further enriched (Connelly, &
Clandinin, 1990).
Researcher Journal
As someone who had taught this course, administered the activities before, and had a vested
subjective interest in the proposed research process, it was important to maintain a critical
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engagement with my role in the process as a way to reference my own ever changing position.
According the Connelly & Clandinin (2000), this researcher journal was a key data source.
Aside from this different data point, the journal served as a personal heuristic, enabling me
to learn about my pedagogical worldview from observing and reflecting on the course outside of the
role of instructor.
Qualitative Data Analysis
Given the interplay between the present, past, and future in terms of making meaning, data
through the lens of qualitative research is perpetually in the process of analysis (Glaser, 1965). This
tension was operationalized as a coding method put forth in grounded theory termed “constant
comparative” coding (Strauss & Corbin, 1997). Considering the constant comparative method,
there is an acknowledgement that the researcher is always making sense of the data, “building the
narrative” in their mind before any official analytical stage is broached.
Narrative methods are rooted in this non-linear and iterative process of data analysis
(Connelly & Clandinin, 2000). Similar to the layered data collection process described above, there is
not a proscribed approach such as those put forth in more positivist leaning qualitative methods like
those put forth by Maxwell (2012). That being said, specific analytical attention was paid to the
following pieces throughout the data analysis process.
Re-storying
To re-story, the data collected was arranged in chronological sequence and thematically
coded for narrative structure by the researcher. This involved arranging the collected data and
taking margin notes for initial coding purposes. From these codes, the bones of a narrative
“through line” were ascertained to anchor the re-storied narratives, provide character descriptions,
and also a discernable plot (Connelly & Clandinin, 1990). Aligning with “canonical” conceptions of
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a narrative arc, I re-storyed a narrative that involved a beginning, rising tension, a struggle, and an
ending (Conelly & Clandinin, 2000; Hart, 2011).
Through this process, I placed myself and my own data into the narrative. This interplay
between the researcher and participant data spoke to the collaborative meaning making process of
the project and also the innate subjectivity of the researcher’s interpretation.
Hanvey’s (1976) Framework for Cross-Cultural Awareness
A second analytical dimension beyond re-storying involved deductive coding of the
participant narrative reflections through the lens of Robert Hanvey’s (1976) framework for a global
perspective. By analyzing participant reflections through this deductive coding framework, greater
rigor and depth of interpretation experience was applied in the findsings and discussion (Reismann,
2008). Within the third dimension outlined for cross-cultural awareness, Hanvey described four
levels of increasing consciousness:
First level: Participant has a topical level of understanding “the other.” Ideas are
represented in things such as stereotypes, clothing, and food.
Second level: Participant begins engagement with the other, moving towards a deeper
understanding, but juxtaposing and creating a comparative lens. Participant does not yet see the
validity of the “other” perspective. It is moving between levels two and three that many experience
culture clash.
Third level: Participant demonstrates deeper analysis and understanding of the “other.”
The participant comes to consider the perspective of the “other” as valid. Beyond this, the
participant demonstrates an intellectual engagement with the culture, the rationale for the cultural
worldview of the “other” and is curious about similarities and differences.
Fourth Level: Participant demonstrates “transpection” – the ability, however brief, to see
one’s own culture from the vantage of the “other.” Hanvey describes this as when one is able “to
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believe as the other believes.” Hanvey (1976) stipulates that this may only occur after years of
immersion.
Dialogical Performance Analysis
Lastly, a final analytical lens was used, looking at the participant reflections and classroom
observations through the dialogical performative lens of Riessman (2008). This analytical approach
combined both the topical thematic coding elements described in the re-storying process and the
analysis of the linguistic and compositional structures of the collected data. Essentially, through this
lens I sough to analyze “who an utterance may be directed to, when, and why, that is, for what
purposes?” (Riessman, 2008, p.105).
According to Riessman (2008), dialogical performance analysis of narrative is rooted in
Goffman’s (1961/2017) anthropological notion of social performance. In social performance
analysis, the narrative is read to reveal the “preferred self” being presented. This function of social
performance is especially pertinent to narratives that deal with stories where participants are looking
to “save face”.
In light of this research project, this lens was certainly applicable. However, beyond this
notion of “saving face,” Riessman’s (2009) lens pays analytical attention to other factors informing
the narratives that participants generate. For example, if one is presenting a “preferred self” in
narrative reflection, what factors contribute to the preferability of this performance? To explore this
question, I propose turning to post-structural philosophical positions.
According to Gubrium and Holstein (2009), the “death of the author” meant that from a
post-structural paradigm, the intention of the storyteller in analysis was a moot point for
interpretation. In this, the narrative “told” is already a “node within a system of nodes” according to
Foucault (1972). In other words, for a narrative to enter into representation, the possibilities of the
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narrative are bounded by discursive knowledge in which the narrative functions. In other words,
these molding forces in many ways have already “told” the story before it is told by the participant.
These discursively bounded notions of stories is what Alistair McIntyre (1981) touches upon
in his work as related to “canonical” narratives and the socializing influence of “habitas” as
described by Pierre Bourdieu (1986). For both of these thinkers, it was difficult for stories to break
out of how the communal, familial, and national norms of one’s cultural worldview. It is exactly
these powerful discourses that implicitly and powerfully mold the narrative one tells (Macintyre,
1981).
McIntyre (1981) and Bourdieu (1986) align with Butler’s (1997) understanding of
performativity in this regard, casting the agential possibilities of the narrator in doubt. For Butler,
the agency attached to Goffman’s (1961/2017) social performance masks the deeper discursive
forces that inform the “choice” of the preferred self in the performance. For example, if a person
tells a story to “save face”, what are the disciplining discourses behind the notion of “face” and the
way “one saves it” in the first place?
Thus, to effectively and cogently analyze participant data of the class through Riessman’s
(2008) dialogic and performative lens, I circled back to my theoretical framework described in
chapter one. By lensing through Bourdieu’s (1986) forms of symbolic capital the various contextual
factors surrounding the production of participant narratives were analyzed.
Conclusion of Narrative Methods
Through critical interrogation and analysis of participant narratives, and my own, the
proposed qualitative dimensions of this research yielded a rich narrative portrait of a class engaging
with sensitive topics and experiential learning activities. The data analysis drew from several
perspectives to create comparative tensions exposing areas where participant narratives overlapped
and differed over the course of a semester. Through this interpretive lens of multiple data sources,
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the re-story process, deductive coding, and dialogic performance analysis, this portrait furthered the
understanding of how cross-cultural awareness was engaged inside of a classroom.
Ethical Dimensions of Proposed Research
From the qualitative perspective, Bochner (2014) raises interesting points in relation to the
ethical dimensions of narrative inquiry. Who owns the story once it is created? How should one
approach issues of representation when they are negative?
According to Rose (2009), not many participants like how they are represented from the
vantage of another. However, whatever the representation, it is important to provide evidence of
due diligence and to have scruples about issues related to accessing approval of the participants.
This again speaks to the fundamental importance of developing a relationship in which open
communication can be embraced, but also speaks to the monumentally difficult task of parsing the
preferred performance from the personal reality in depiction.
In weighing the ethical dimensions of this research from a utilitarian perspective (as outlined
in chapter five), the benefits of actively reflecting on cross-cultural awareness through the modeling
of experiential activities outweigh the minimal harm of experiencing cognitive dissonance due to the
sensitive nature of the subject matter.
Part of this research design, in its applied sense, is concerned with the fundamental question
– who is this research for? Ultimately this proposed research helps to model effective practices and
direct participants to reflect upon their own lived experiences in a new light, while at the same time
providing for the construction of this dissertation.
Validity
Narrative methods are not concerned with positivist assumptions of validity, but there are
problematic issues of verisimilitude as related to human memory that are at play. Given that
participants will be responsible for constructing their own narrative representation, the issue of
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validity was less due to researcher translation, but more related to the problematic nature of the
participants cognitive abilities.
For participants drawing from the complex mechanics of recollection, there are numerous
issues that are problematic to capturing “the valid story” in the vein of an objective surveillance
camera. As discussed in chapter two, Freeman (2010) brings up such concerns in relation to how
narratives repeated from memory and recollections are problematic in research. Concerns such as
fundamental attribution bias and hindsight bias are exacerbated by the sociocultural influences that
in part determine the narrative we build to make sense of our experiences. These influences force us
to gloss over certain details that may be pertinent, or to block out others behind a veil of ignorance
(Freeman, 2010).
On the other hand, we may overextend assigning meaning to our past lives from the vantage
of the present, something quite in opposition to the “blocking” phenomenon described above.
Hacking (1995) discusses this as important when critically assessing the validity or verisimilitude of
the stories we tell ourselves. For example, when we look back and attribute certain moral
dimensions or judgments taken from the present, and assign these to specific moments to make
sense of the past, we rationalize our actions that were of no consequence at the time. In such an
example we are placing meaning where there was none to help explain the present. Hacking (1995)
cites this as “moral contagion”, where in hindsight we place meaning in a narrative from our present
(and more informed) interpretation of the world.
Issues such as these are pertinent aspects to consider when thinking of validity in qualitative
research. Considering that participants make moral sense of their present through a murky and
perpetually revised past, validity through representation can only be approximated.
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That being said, critical engagement with these issues in this research is pertinent to
becoming cross-culturally aware, critically reflective, and cognizant of metacognitive processes.
These issues are unavoidable in the process of representing narratives and making meaning.
Anticipated Difficulties
The foremost anticipated difficulty was drawing sufficient participants to provide a rich
understanding to the activities, the participants, and the course. Mortality is another issue I
anticipated, as it was inevitable that some participants would drop out or not complete the tasks
(Creswell, 2012).
Another threat which obfuscated some of the results of analysis was self-selection bias. This
was pertinent to participants who had selected enrolling in the course due to their interest. In other
words, the research might have been “preaching to the choir”, where a self-selected group of
participants amenable to the global and multicultural tenets of the course did not mirror the realities
of typical courses. This dimension is discussed in chapter five.
Anticipated Benefits
There are a number of benefits that this study could pose. First, this research could benefit
educational programs address issues related to accreditation by the CAEP in terms of programmatic
evaluation measures. Through exploring specific activities that can be adapted for use in courses,
perhaps this research could also contribute to the literature of best practices.
Outside of the teacher education realm, cross-cultural simulations and field experiences are
conducted in a number of professional development areas and this study may contribute to the body
of work looking to address meaningful activities to engage such issues.
Lastly, and most importantly, this research will scaffold and model meaningful educational
experiences for future teachers. Be it a university course, a cross-cultural simulation, or an in depth
field experience, participants will walk away from this research with a better understanding of
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experiential pedagogical practices for teaching and learning about culture and its role in education
and society.
Conclusion

As future teachers and current citizens engage racially and ethnically diverse classrooms and
social fields, it is important to experientially grasp global concepts of cultural awareness and the
myriad forms of cultural capital that circulate in the social world. It is imperative for pre-service
teachers to effectively engage with these sensitive issues. However, thoughtful and careful
educational decisions are needed to evoke constructive critical reflection.
Through this research, the experiential means by which students are able to connect their
own reflections of cultural narratives and worldview to classroom activities was explored through
narrative methods.
As the racial and ethnic demographics of the United States continue to change, it is
important to continue research into issues of cross-cultural awareness. Through experience,
conscious engagement, and reflection, the dimensions of transpective cross-cultural immersion can
be replicated to some degree inside of the classroom. This research fleshes out what this process
entails and what narratives are created in the process.
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CHAPTER FOUR:
FINDINGS
Introduction
The process of closely reading, winnowing, and arranging a narrative that illuminates the
experiential nature of the undergraduate college course Global and Multicultural Perspectives in Education
during the Fall semester of 2017 was a complex process. The memories and interpretations I
applied to the observation notes, reflection logs, assignments of participants, stories, transcripts of
interviews, and memos collected over the past six months posed new questions in my analysis at
each turn, but also provided a clearer illumination of contextually rich answers to the research
questions.
Whatever portrait my interpretation of the class may present, I know that the narrative
presented here, at its root, is a heuristic device. This educative dimension is expressed in the
findings presented. This chapter is an enacted guide for educators engaging in and trying to develop
in their students’ cross-cultural awareness. Bearing witness to the class, and analyzing the activities
and discussions, is engaged in the re-storying process presented below.
In this chapter I provide a narrative of the class while addressing the research questions.
The introduction of the instructor and her perceptions of the experiential cross-cultural activities
within the course frame the greater narrative of the course (research question 2: How does the
course instructor of a global and multicultural teacher education course perceive experiential crosscultural activities within class over the course of a semester). Next, the process of student participant
and course instructor engagement with experiential activities and assignments is linked to the first
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weeks of class in community building. This section establishes the participant voices within the class
narrative while highlighting the best practices for instructors guiding students toward participation in
cognitively dissociative cross-cultural activities (research question 1: How do student participants
and the course instructor engage with experiential cross-cultural activities within a global and
multicultural teacher education course?). Following this, chosen examples of dissonance,
discomfort, and resistance are described from within the activities and conversations in the course,
as is the process of how these moments are used by the instructor for educative benefit (research
question 6: In what ways do experiential cross-cultural activities within a global and multicultural
education class lead to cognitive dissonance among student participants?). Next, the differential
impact of cross-cultural simulations, interactions with guest speakers, and field experiences are
demonstrated and discussed, as is the connections drawn from personal narratives in light of the
Albatross cultural simulation (research questions 4 and 5: How do cross-cultural simulations,
interaction with guest speakers, and field experiences have differential impact on participants? and,
In what ways do student participants and the course instructor connect classroom-based,
experiential cross-cultural activities to their personal narratives and cultural worldview?). Lastly, the
impact of participant lived experiences in a diverse field setting is taken up in relation to crosscultural awareness (research question 6: How do student participants and the course instructors lived
experiences in diverse field settings impact their cross-cultural awareness?). In conclusion, the class
narrative segues into further discussion of the findings presented here in the following chapter.
It should be noted that the research questions concerning engagement, perceptions, and
impact amongst participants are ecologically situated in the context of the class, relationally
meaningful in connection with the participants, the instructor, and me as researcher. This complex
dynamism is represented in the narrative depiction. For example, how participants engaged the
classroom-based, experiential cross-cultural activities is a matter of understanding process, not
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distillation. How this engagement is provided meaning can be found within the contextual
description of the participants, the curriculum, and the instructor. To parse the answers for these
questions out of the classroom ecology would be to remove an indiscernible part from a greater
whole.
Thus, the research questions of how cross-cultural simulations, interaction with guest
speakers, and field experiences yielded cognitive dissonance and greater cross-cultural awareness is
spread through the narrative description. The process of how of the participants, activities, and
dialogue interacted illuminates the research questions within the context of the class data. This
provides a holistic meaning in the narrative, approximating the lived experience of participants and
their reflective process, while serving as a practical tool for future educators, students, or
researchers.
A Cautionary Tale?
As researcher and interpreter, I found an unforeseen and important narrative beyond this
heuristic dimension of the class. The instructor’s narrative, presented as a case study to the class,
posed an ethical dilemma to me as researcher. I wondered if her case study was a cautionary tale. In
the narrative structure of folklore, such a tale begins with an introduced taboo, something that is
said to be dangerous or not desired. After that, someone or something violates the taboo. In the
end, the person violating the taboo is met with an unpleasant fate. Such stories reinforce the danger
of crossing boundaries. The experiences of the instructor Dr. Sharon Tripani illuminate the
boundaries where discomfort and fear resist cross-cultural awareness in education, where divergent
societal stances on power, knowledge, and schooling collide.
I met with Tripani in a formal interview during the summer to discuss the course, debriefed
class sessions with her on a weekly basis over, and formally interviewed her again as the semester
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drew to a close. Between these conversations, interviews, and classroom observations, I developed
an understanding of her story contextualized in the content of the course.
Dr. Sharon Tripani was the instructor of record for Global and Multicultural Perspectives in
Education during the semester. She is a self-described multilingual global educator with over thirty
years of teaching experience, a doctorate in curriculum and instruction, and who serves as the
department head of the Social Studies department of a large affluent high school in the suburbs of a
city in the Southeast United States named Sandydale. She currently teaches courses in Advanced
Placement World History. She prides herself on bringing diverse viewpoints into her classes. Over
five years ago she invited a Muslim Imam to discuss his faith with her high school social studies
class; the fallout from this singular event continues to the present.
Where I initially set out to explore the process of simulating and debriefing the cognitive
dissonance of foreign cultural immersion within the confines of the classroom, I found a narrative
thread of conservative resistance to such activities being practiced in the local community. Tripani
had, in the eyes of conservative forces, crossed a taboo concerning education and awareness about
Islam. I realized I had not fully considered the ideological and political ramifications of what
engaging certain understandings of other cultures may pose until hearing her story. The dissonance
I felt while listening and reflecting on her presentation to class guided me toward deeper reflection
on the tools needed by global educators in preparation for broadening student perspectives at this
historical moment.
In a way, the dissonance posed by her story forced a deeper reflection on my own crosscultural awareness of conservative forces. This helped me analyze my own idyllic assumptions, and
to begin seeking to understand a position that I found baffling. I found myself more than ever
trying to understand a culture rooted in xenophobia and nationalism. As the U.S. Supreme Court
begins debate on the constitutionality of the Trump administration’s travel ban from mostly Muslim
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countries, stories such as Tripani’s and those shared in class illuminate the human cost, fear, and
pressure felt by educators, students, and school systems across the country as they defend the tenets
of a culturally pluralistic society.
As I listened to Tripani and the participants engage in the experiential activities aimed at
developing cross-cultural awareness, her narrative of struggle against culturally conservative forces
reverberated in the periphery of my thoughts. I was torn at many points. Though I grasped anew
the imperative nature of the course in relation to future teachers and students, I wondered if her
story reinforced social taboos to these future teachers, if the conservative forces had “won” through
her sharing of the trying experience. Where she was strong and savvy, I know that many are not.
Was hers a cautionary tale?
Perceptions of the Global Educator
Tripani’s curricular choices in the course revolved around the legacy of this narrative with
the visit of the Imam. Tripani is an exemplary global educator, a teacher who leads students deeper
in their analysis of self and others in relation to history and the world, and her experiences over
three decades of teaching informed this process.
Tripani described the experiential cross-cultural activities over the course of the semester as
a valuable process that perhaps, though not definitively, guided students toward “ah-ha” moments
where they could frame events from their lives in new ways. She felt the activities and discussions
helped students confront and begin to negotiate the discomfort and fear that pressured teachers to
self-censor and avoid issues tied to inequity and injustice in society. When asked what she wanted
students to take away from the course, Tripani did not hesitate:
I want students to learn to deal with fear and discomfort. That has been my
experience as a teacher. Anytime there has been pushback it really has been out of fear and
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discomfort. So, how can you deal with that as the root of resistance? Many teachers, even
my colleagues today, have a great deal of discomfort and fear teaching about certain things.
Tripani paused in our conversation and collected her thoughts,
and that is where this course is good starting point. I think this is a course that
allows students to not just reflect on the practice of teaching, but you know, on their own
perspective, on what they are not comfortable with talking about or fearful of. It is more
than pedagogy, techniques, and strategies. This course is another layer of instruction.”
Most notably, Tripani’s challenging and consistent cycle of higher order questioning in
feedback on student work and in discussion brought students to these places of “ah-ha”, where
discomfort and fear could be guided towards greater reflective insight about personal assumptions,
culture, and worldview.
In guiding class discussion, her experience shined in the questions she asked, which are
illuminated in the narrative findings of the chapter. Her queries deepened and challenged student
assumptions at every turn. She rarely left a point in discussion to remain unexamined and I soon
found myself emulating her questioning strategies in the classes I taught.
To understand her position as the seasoned guide for students navigating experiential
activities, assignments, and discussions aimed at discomfort, fear, and cognitive dissonance, it is
important to understand some of her story and life.
First Meetings with Dr. Tripani
I met Tripani over the summer to discuss the course, readings, activities, and my proposed
dissertation. As the instructor of record for Global and Multicultural perspectives in Social Science
Education, I was hoping she would be open to my proposed research. Though I had heard her name
on the best terms before, I was nervous about whether she would be willing to let me camp out in
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the corner and analyze her every move. Perhaps, underneath, this was a projection of my own
apprehension to have someone analyze each and every one of my moves.
We met for coffee in a strip mall off a major suburban throughway north of Sandydale’s
center. We talked about our families, a bit of our history, and our impressions of the course moving
into the semester. She had previously taught iterations of the same course a number of years prior
at both the undergraduate and graduate levels, and I had previously taught the course three times
myself.
In our conversations that day she mentioned off hand a story about her that had gained
media attention, something that I could tell in her facial expressions that she found exasperating and
did not want to get into. She emphasized that she was looking forward to teaching the course again.
When I returned home I googled Tripani’s name and came to trace the different dimensions
of the story she referenced. Later, after her presentation to the class, the complex narrative covering
years of consistent threats came into clearer view.
Under the banner of a zealous conservative Christian community leader who was a former
pornography and cocaine addict, a broad resistance rose to her invitation of the Muslim Imam to her
classroom. There was national exposure and blowback on Breitbart news, protests at school board
meetings, paid billboards, and menacing calls to her home. Thousands of emails to the
superintendent and to the principal at her school from around the world demanded she be fired.
However, the day we met for coffee, I was not aware of any of this. We talked about the
course readings, of our travels, of power and knowledge in relation to social constructions of “race”,
ethnicity, culture in the American classroom, and of our shared admiration for Robert Hanvey’s An
Attainable Global Perspective. I nodded in agreement when she said that students needed to become
more aware of the world around them, and aware of their role in it. She told with a smile me she
would be happy to have me in her classroom.
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That day she spoke with a slight southern accent and listened intently, smiled often, and
carefully measured her words. She was attentive in conversation and speaking to her was easy and
natural; she was funny, witty, and drew upon interesting memories to clarify the points she made.
As a mother of two teenaged children, in combination with her position at the high school, and the
additional course she would be teaching on Thursday evenings for three hours at the University, I
was grateful for the time she was willing to sacrifice.
In conversation and interview I was drawn to her personal genesis as a global educator,
because in some ways our history was similar. We seemed to be on the same wavelength from that
initial meeting, as people who felt compelled by their immersion abroad to reach for greater critical
reflection on our cultural self in relation to others, and how this informed our understanding of
what it meant to be a citizen of the United States. Furthermore, we both saw this reflective process
figuring into meaningful social science education through experiential learning.
In our later conversations, I asked her to tell me of her familial roots and how they informed
her worldview. Growing up as a second generation immigrant in a historically diverse neighborhood,
Tripani recalled immersion in languages and cultural worldviews that differed from hers as a child.
Raised on stories from her Sicilian grandparents, Tripani smiled as she recalled later iterations of
these stories passed down by her parents.
My grandparents shared their experiences being immigrants in this country. Their
stories are powerful lessons. Their personal stories of how difficult things were, and how
things happened to them when they arrived here and as they grew up, I think that really
affected me. I think that shaped my perspective.
Her grandfather told her of his journey from Sicily to the southeastern United States through
Ellis Island via the deep American south. His difficulties began in rural Louisiana, where he worked
as an overseer for Black manual laborers. The memories of the conditions and treatment of the
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workers haunted him. He decided that he could not raise a family there, and he moved. Some
friends told him of work opportunities in Sandydale, “but he was haunted by those memories of the
treatment in Louisiana. It was horrible for him and he never forgot that feeling.”
Tripani’s grandmother, also Sicilian, grew up in the same neighborhood from birth. She
passed down stories of life in the cigar factories of Sandydale, of the lectures on the tobacco rolling
floor, and her immersion into Hispanic social circles. Immersed in the culture of this neighborhood,
her grandmother eventually became fluent in Spanish.
One story in particular from her grandmother stood out to Tripani, a story she remembered
as often repeated. There was a teacher that took special interest in her as a Sicilian youth. A prim
and proper woman, this teacher took her aside as a young student, and told her sternly to come to
her classroom after school each day to work on her English. Tripani’s grandmother never forgot
that teacher and the interest she took in her language development. She highlights the legacy of this
story as playing a role in her mother’s chosen profession as an elementary educator, and of how she
too came to the teaching field.
Moving into new fields
When reflecting on her 32 years as a teacher, Tripani credits leaving the Southeast for her
undergraduate degree in New York City as a major turning point toward understanding a global
perspective: “I think about how absolutely naïve about the world I was…thinking I wasn’t, but
realizing how naïve I was.” Her words resonated as I thought back upon my time with the Peace
Corps and of leaving the United States to discover the true profundity of my naiveté.
Upon graduation from New York University, Tripani began teaching at Norman Thomas
High School in the shadow of the Empire State Building before moving to the outer reaches of
Queens where she worked at Newkirk High School. After these experiences, she left the country
for eight years teaching abroad in an American school in Athens, Greece.
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Leaving Sandydale, living and working in New York City, immersion in Greek language and
culture, and the process of culture shock upon returning to the Southeastern U.S. were formative
experiences in Tripani’s understanding of cultural awareness of self and others. Each of these
experiences played parts in her current educational philosophy as a global educator, but when asked
if she defined herself in those terms, she furrowed her brow and hesitated,
Now I do…but it wasn’t always that way. I think even though I’ve always had a
curiosity and I have always been the one to embrace different perspectives. I grew into it
through experiences. When I moved back to the United States I thought, wow, things
haven’t changed here. There is so much out there that nobody knows about.
Tripani impressed upon me that she still considered herself a learner, that the process of
education did not have any type of end, and that integrating new realizations into her teaching and
thought process was something that anchored her educational worldview.
I found her focus on the experiential dimensions of her story as the taproots of her global
perspective and of interest given the ethos of the course, the activities, and my own history.
Engaging a Classroom Community
In considering the question of how participants engaged with experiential cross-cultural
activities within a global and multicultural teacher education course, engagement was contingent
upon the comfort of participants with both Tripani as instructor and their fellow students. To first
engage, it was important for Tripani to create a classroom environment where expectations and
boundaries were democratically discussed and chosen. The first aspect of engagement with
experiential cross-cultural activities was the creation of a classroom community, where boundaries
could be discerned, rules created, relationships established, and trust built.
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The Rules of Civil Discourse
In August, 23 students entered the classroom of Dr. Sharon Tripani on a humid Thursday
night in the College of Education at a large public University in the Southeast on the outskirts of
Sandydale. The students ambled into the classroom in which 40 seats perched behind grey tables
were arranged in rows.
Some of the students wore headphones, others looked up as the door creaked and slammed
as another student entered. Most scrolled on their phones in silence, facing the white board, podium
and pulldown screen at the front of the class. At the back of the room a 2’ by 3’ American flag was
positioned on the wall, as mandated by legislative statute for all higher education classrooms in the
state. Otherwise the walls were bare.
I eventually learned that 20 of the 23 students enrolled in the course were Social Science
Education majors in the College of Education, though the silence in the room gave me the
impression they were not familiar with each other. The remainder of the class was history majors.
Four of the students identified as Hispanic, two as Black, and the rest as White. Fourteen were male
and 9 female. The air in the room hung with awkward tension, of first night reservations. I was
seated at the back near the power outlet, watching and typing, feeling awkward as well.
Tripani entered and waved hello to me, setting her bag at the podium. We had been in
touch via email in the weeks leading up to the class. Brief introductions commenced, as students
rose and said their names and their area of study before being assigned to small groups. The groups
were tasked with operationalizing what civil discourse looked like within the context of the
classroom. Tripani asked for volunteers to share after five minutes of collaborative discussion.
Luis, sitting in the back of the class, was ready to tie in larger issues to the discussion,
We focused on civil discourse as working to increase understanding. For example,
there is Colin Kapernick and the protest with the national anthem. There are people
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who say he has freedom of speech and some say that he is disrespecting everyone,
but nobody is working towards understanding. This also forgets that his issue was
police brutality when he started, but the media took it away from there and now that
isn’t even the issue.
Luis, a 33-year-old man of Puerto Rican descent, has a short beard and relaxed demeanor.
He moved to Sandydale from Miami. He said the first eleven years of his life he grew up in a “not
so elegant neighborhood” where the houses have bars on the windows, suspicious groups of people
hung out on the corners, and police helicopters hovered above at night. His parents were strict he
said, and they broke their backs for him and his sister. His father delivered bread to grocery stores
while his mother worked as a receptionist in a law office. His parents took on significant debt to
move him and his sister out of their neighborhood.
After several years of struggling in Miami and making what he called unwise decisions, Luis
moved to Sandydaleto rejoin his family, where they relocated, in 2014. It was then that he joined a
church, met his future wife, had a child, and returned to school to become a secondary social studies
teacher.
Tripani continued,
Right, and so how do you continue the conversation, where the idea becomes the
centerpiece? We are going to come up with some ideas for not shutting down
dialogue, but to continue the conversation. What is a phrase that could be used to
counter this? What tools could we start talking about?
Tripani points to a raised hand; it is Shondra.
“I don’t understand your viewpoint. Could you restate that so I can understand it?” she asks
to present a hypothetical tool for furthering conversation.
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Shondra is the daughter of a high-ranking officer in the military. She acknowledges that her
childhood was laden with advantages. She went on vacations abroad, visited museums, took dance
lessons. The family moved around to different locations locally and abroad, and she has social
connections across the country and globe. She describes her childhood as “great.” She is involved
in the University’s color guard, tutors at a Title I school, and is a member of the Honors College.
Steve jumps in after Shondra, speaking in a southern drawl, “I was going to say we could say
we all have different opinions.”
Steve self identifies as a former member of the Marine Corps, and he is wearing a Marine
Corps hat on the first night of class. He is a father, a husband, and describes himself as a “middle
aged southern white guy, born in Georgia, who married a Tennessee girl”.
He self identifies as a nationalist who is conflicted by how “race” is given preference over
socio-economic status in understanding inequality, and who has difficulty swallowing “White
privilege”. After honorable discharge from the military and combat tours in Iraq and Afghanistan,
he briefly worked as a long-haul trucker in Indiana before moving closer to where he attended high
school on the rural outskirts of the city, returning to school to become a Social Studies teacher on
the G. I. Bill.
“Right, it is like the air temperature in here. It could be hot for someone, cool for another.
Not one opinion is necessarily right, and not one air temperature is right either,” Greg says from the
back of the class. Greg describes himself as an African-American of Southern heritage, a student
who attended high achieving middle and high schools in Duval County, outside of Jacksonville,
Florida. He cites an internal drive to pursue higher education “to be a living testament against some
of the stereotypes associated with people of color. Notions that I became aware of at a very early
age.”
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Tripani summarizes the points of the students, “Right, we want to continue the discourse,
facilitate respectfully, but to do this we will need agreed upon rules. I want you to turn to your
group and write down a rule that you can agree on that will help us maintain civil discourse. I will
collect what you all come up with and post this to canvas to help keep us moving in the correct
direction.”
Tripani collects the papers and moves into an opening night simulation. In their assigned
small groups, students are tasked with representing various world countries dealing with a zombie
outbreak. The simulation is provided by the Choices program and Brown University, a provider of
globally-themed simulation curriculum that Tripani feels is superior to any she has ever used.
Tripani tells me after class that she chose the low-risk simulation, with its fictional
undertones of zombie outbreak, due to the first night of the class, when students had not established
relationships yet. Beyond this, she wanted to establish from the start the experiential and
collaborative nature of engaging with global perspective through simulation. Walking out to the
parking lot that night, I hear a number of students talking excitedly about the course.
Before class the next week I open the Canvas online platform and see the four rules posted
on the class home page: 1) Be prepared and present. 2) Practice Civil Discourse. 3) Be a Good
Listener. 4) Respect One Another.
Discomfort, Fear, and Cognitive Dissonance
Reflecting on Tripani’s stated goals, that she wanted “students to learn to deal with fear and
discomfort,” cognitive dissonance became a weekly theme, a learning objective, arrived at through a
variety of means. The most effective harnessing of this dissonance was during class meetings, when
Tripani presented structured opportunities for students to reflect in real time on their thought
process, and to do this within the classroom community. For other participants, the processing of
the dissonance carried into the week after class where they were able to reflect on their behaviors or
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reactions to discomfort or issues brought to the fore in class through their reflection logs. However,
the palpable discomfort and fear dissipated as students developed relationships with one another in
class, and discussions grew increasingly personal and confessional.
Spanish Star-Spangled Banner
Tripani plays the Star-Spangled Banner, the United States’ national anthem, in Spanish from
National Public Radio over the class audio system, and has distributed a printed sheet of lyrics for
the students. The students follow along with the lyrics. When the song ends, Tripani asks the class:
“What do you think?”
“It’s garbage,” says Steve. A few students cast quick glances in Steve’s direction.
“I need to know the story behind this,” says Luis.
Tripani responds to Luis:
There was a time in 2007 when there was a big debate about immigration – and we
have been wrestling with this since our inception as a nation. There was a rally, a
pro-immigration rally in 2007 and this song came out as a result of that. There was
some fierce debate about this, as it really pushed some buttons. I thought; let me
test out our classroom culture here.
“I think it has more flavor,” says Chris. Chris is a white male who often contributes in class,
drawing connections between his experiences travelling in Peru to course content. However, he
does not reveal much of himself in course assignments, conversations, or reflections.
“I think the translation is fine, but the performance of it is not great,” says Christine. She
describes herself as being stubborn for the well-being of others, is a White female who rarely speaks
in class and is guarded in reflection.
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“It sounded a bit like a bit of a pop song, wasn’t formal enough,” says Christian, a youth
pastor, musician, and a transfer student from the University of Florida whose mother was an
educator.
“Weird, it was weird man,” says Luis.
Anthony jumps in. “I liked it, but I am sure there are people that wouldn’t like it. But I also
wonder if there are people who don’t like all of the other versions of the anthem.”
Anthony describes himself as very liberal, something that clashed with his upbringing in a
conservative agricultural community located a half hour east of the city center. When speaking of
his community and high school, he states: “For people like me it was very easy to feel alienated.
In fact, in some cases I would say it was easy to feel like teachers were attempting to prove me
and my opinions wrong.” He is Black, in an interracial relationship with a White woman, and
contributes often to class discussion.
Greg follows up: “Of course, people would prefer to hear it more formally, and now you
have Flea (bassist for the Red Hot Chili Peppers) performing it musically, everyone has their own
flair.”
“I think that it also depends upon how liberal or conservative you are,” Dave adds. He is an
Air Force veteran, a 28-year-old Social Science Education major who identifies as a middle class
White male. When asked about his culture, Dave replied “I don’t know what culture I belong to,
I’m just a White guy that lives with his cat and dog.” He has extensive experience living abroad as a
member of the military.
“I personally don’t like how they translated the lyrics. I imagine there is a better translation,
it seems disjointed. The values come through, but it is not poetic,” Shondra says.
“I think it sounds weird in translation because this is a literal translation,” Joy says. She
describes herself as a half-Korean, half-British Christian who is a middle class female. She is heavily
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involved in extracurricular activities at the University, including student government, honor
societies, volunteering, and tutoring. The connections she draws are consistently in relation to her
experiences at the University and the many international students she now considers friends.
Tripani steps in to deepen the analysis:
Can you think of an opportunity here to tap in about the multicultural makeup of
your classrooms? Some of you wrote about the lack of multicultural knowledge in
the classroom, is there an opportunity for students to add their personal input here
with this?
Anthony has his hand raised and says, “I feel like you could play a few different
performances, and then see which ones students like.”
Tripani smiles, “Oh man, I am going to steal that – that is awesome.”
“I was going to say take kids from different countries, and they could have their national
anthems represented in class,” adds Luis.
“Absolutely,” Tripani says while pointing to Greg.
“I like what Joy said, about the language difficulties. There are a large amount of dialect
differences.”
Steve steps in,
I would like to use it for children from other countries and find out if their anthem
means to them what it means to me here in the USA? It is near and dear to me. Is it
just us? Or is it worldwide that an anthem means that much?
“Our anthems represent battles, and I wonder what anthems represent for other countries as
well,” says Shondra.
“I think that is the piece, what does the anthem mean to them?” Tripani summarizes.
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“In my family, which is Latina, they are proud of the same things in the anthems, it is about
independence,” Xiomara adds. A female of Mexican and Uruguayan descent, Xiomara describes
herself as shy.
“What about the song, where did it come from, the music?”
Chris chimes in quickly, “Battle of 1812.”
Tripani was waiting, “but did he write the music? Let’s listen to the piece adjoining the
song.” The National Public Radio spot plays discussing the piece and the contentious nature of the
interpretation, and the political statement made.
Anthony says to no one in particular as the piece winds down, “Nor was that the last time a
person tried to make a statement out of the Star-Spangled Banner.”
In Steve’s reflection log, where reactions to class activities, course readings and outside
events are collected, he examined his initial reaction to the Spanish performance of the national
anthem in further depth:
After class last week, when we discussed the translation of the national anthem, and
of course I said it was garbage. I think my disconnect was that the words were
nowhere near the same. Not that I do not think the anthem should be translated.
After careful consideration, and understanding the uniqueness of America, I thought
that maybe the anthem could mean more to non-English speakers if there was a way
to translate it to where the translation was more accurate.
Through the introduction of this contentious issue, Steve felt a degree of discomfort and
cognitive dissonance expressed in his class comment. However, instead of leaving it at that, he was
able to process his own reaction in deeper analysis, an outlet offered him through the reflection log.
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Targeted Dissonance at the Alligator River
In this activity, students are tasked with listening to a story that plays upon ethical values,
and how they differ in groups based upon myriad factors, including socialization. Through the
process of ranking characters in the story with others in class who do not share the same ethical
values, a degree of cognitive dissonance and discomfort is introduced. Assumptions about universal
ethics and values can be engaged and unpacked through careful debrief. This process also
experientially engages cross-cultural awareness, as students reflect on their own ethical framework,
assumptions, and understandings in relation to the story and contrasting worldviews of others in
class. Tripani begins class by reading a story:
There lived a woman named Abigail who was in love with a man named Gregory. Gregory lived on
the shore of a river. Abigail lived on the opposite shore of the same river. The river that separated the
two lovers was teeming with dangerous alligators. Abigail wanted to cross the river to be with
Gregory. Unfortunately, the bridge had been washed out by a heavy flood the previous week. So she
went to ask Sinbad, a riverboat captain, to take her across. He said he would be glad to if she
would consent to go to bed with him prior to the voyage. She promptly refused and went to a friend
named Ivan to explain her plight. Ivan did not want to get involved at all in the situation. Abigail
felt her only alternative was to accept Sinbad’s terms. Sinbad fulfilled his promise to Abigail and
delivered her into the arms of Gregory.
Students react with ooohs and aaahs to the various parts of the story, shaking their heads
and making comments to their neighbors as Tripani continues,
When Abigail told Gregory about her amorous escapade in order to cross the river, Gregory cast her
aside with disdain. Heartsick and rejected, Abigail turned to Slug with her tale of woe. Slug, feeling
compassion for Abigail, sought out Gregory and beat him brutally. Abigail was overjoyed at the
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sight of Gregory getting his due. As the sun set on the horizon, people heard Abigail laughing at
Gregory.
Tripani lists the characters on the Whiteboard: Gregory, Abigail, Sinbad, etc. “Go ahead
and rank them on a scrap piece of paper in the order of who has the best behavior to who has the
worst behavior.”
“I feel like this is a trick,” Luis says, and the class laughs.
Tripani smiles and adds: “Also, next to the name of the person in terms of ranking, think
about the value that the person represents to you.”
“What do you mean?” asks Luis.
“For example, Ivan – let’s looks at Ivan. What kinds of values does he have?”
“He is the wise one, keeps to himself,” says Anthony.
“Selfishness,” says Joy.
Tripani writes these descriptors on the board next to Ivan. “Some say he is more rational
because he thinks about the repercussions of being involved. You got it? Okay, take a few minutes
to rank and assign descriptors.” Students focus on the task, and after three minutes reconvenes the
group.
“Let’s talk about these,” prompts Tripani.
“I put Slug as the worst,” says Christian.
“Sinbad,” says Steve.
“What about Abigail, what about her?” Tripani asks Steve.
“Two faced. She was all upset at first, and then is laughing as Gregory gets his butt kicked.”
“I had ‘naïve’ and ‘in the moment’ for Abigail,” says Christine.
“Desperate,” says Luis. Several students laugh and nod in agreement.
“Anybody have anything else for Abigail?” Tripani asks
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“Passionate,” says Christian.
Steve is shaking his head and frowning, “If my wife did that I would be upset.”
Tripani looks to Steve, “So Abigail’s behavior crossed a line for you.”
Joy responds, “More than her doing that with Sinbad crossed the line for me. When she had
her friend beat him up.”
“You can tell she is immature and emotional,” Tripani opines. “What about Gregory? What
are his values?”
Steve has his hand raised again, “Rational. If my wife had done that to me I would have
been upset. You need time for the emotions to calm down.”
“He was caught in a storm,” says Anthony.
Mika is next, “Bad timing. He really cared for her.”
“What made you think he cared for her?” Tripani asks.
Mika laughs, “I don’t know, you would think he would.”
Shondra jumps in, “Why didn’t he try and cross the river?”
Greg is quick with his comeback, “Yeah, you know, because Sinbad doesn’t discriminate.”
The class laughs and Tripani continues, “What about Sinbad?”
“He is the worst,” says Steve.
“He is horrible,” Luis says.
“If you know Sinbad’s character, you know he is not going to change. He is greedy,” says
Christian.
“Conniving,” says Grace.
Tripani continues, “Here is a twist on this assignment. We all come to this with different
interpretations, values attached that we read into this. You can see that in the variety of your
responses.” Gesturing at Steve and Joy, Tripani continues,
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For some of you, there are lines that should not be crossed, while for others of you,
it is different. There is one variation of this activity that uses gender neutral names.
This leads the discussion into the values that we ascribe to gender. What if all the
characters are girls? There are students who will say – what, a girl as a river boat captain?
It is fascinating to get these different knee-jerk perspectives. It raises the question
that I would like all of us to take up, and that is thinking about where our values
come from. If you can get students to reflect on these assumptions that they make
and get them in the habit of posing these questions to themselves, you are moving in
the right direction as a global and multicultural educator. Every once in a while you
get the students to say something profound. I think that this speaks to how we
frame our experiences; these knee-jerk perspectives that help us make sense of the
world. When I think about the experiences of my students, they are always seeing
their realities through their own experiences. But what do we have to do before we
can change the views of our students?
Tripani waits and the class weighs the question for a number of beats.
“We have to change our own view?” Shondra asks.
Tripani nods, saying:
Right, and we have to try to do this each and every day, we cannot be comfortable in
feeling that what we know or value is universal. We have to teach the students to be
able to do this. However, many of our students come to secondary classrooms with
entrenched conceptions of what is valued and what the rules are.
The Clark Doll Test
The Clark Doll test was a seminal study of how racial representations and discourse affected
children’s perceptions, regardless of “race” (Clark & Clark, 1950). In the study, children were asked
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to ascribe characteristics to the four dolls used – identical except for their skin tone, which ranged
from very light to very dark. Children tended to identify beauty and positive attributes with lightskinned dolls and negative attributes and characteristics to the dark-skinned dolls. The researchers
found that 67% of the children preferred to play with the White doll, 59% found the White doll
nicer, 60% chose the White doll to be the one with the nicer color, 59% chose the Black doll as the
one that looked bad, and 58% of the Black children chose the Black doll as the one that "looks like
you” (Clark & Clark, 1950). These findings were consistent among White children and African
American children. After orienting the students to what they would be viewing, Tripani played a
documentary video clip that showed the children’s reactions. The reactions of the children within
the video clip create discomfort, as African American children self-identify with negative traits when
prompted by interview questions. The clip is debriefed as participants discuss issues of
representation and discourse related to skin color.
After the clip finishes, Tripani she looks out and asks, “Any thoughts about that?”
“Why do these kids think that?” asks Christine.
Anthony responds to Christine:
I was often the only black student in honors classes. I was in a tough spot where I
had to be bigger than just my individual self. I had to represent all Black people.
For me, I have to confront that every day. When I was young, I felt a lot of negative
feelings from that, because I didn’t see that representation.
Anthony’s voice warbles, and he is beginning to choke up. The weight of the conversation
is revealed in his reaction.
Sitting next to Anthony in the back, Dave speaks up: “I have a bunch of black people in my
family, and I think that what occurs has to do with discourse and the media representations that
children see.”
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Joy continues the thread of media informing discourse:
I love Disney, but up until a few years ago there was only one princess of color.
Beyond that, there is only an embodiment of femininity in the traditional white
blonde ladies represented in Disney. The bad ones are fat, like Ursula in the Little
Mermaid.
Steve raises his hand, “Because I have kids, I know that racism is learned. I am peach
(alluding to his skin color) to them, and Black people are not Black, they are brown. The purity of a
child’s mind gets corrupted by society, by the television, by Disney movies.”
Mika raises her hand, “Piggybacking on what Steve said, kids this age making these
connections are being brainwashed, it is sticking with them.”
Tripani probes deeper, asking the class, “Do you think if they repeated this study there
would be a change?”
Shondra raises her hand, “I don’t think so. Children are sponges, and the information about
“race” comes from so many places.”
Tripani steps back in, commenting:
Or like Anthony said in the back, there is not that representation to take people
forward in their impressions. Okay, I have picked a few questions that I want you to
focus on that I think relate to the discussion we are having. These are taken from
one of these articles. First, why do you think we have to focus on “race”?
“Because if we don’t discuss it, students will not have the tools to analyze these things as
constructs, not as biological function,” says Joy.
Tripani nods, “What is it about “race” and ethnicity and culture that make teachers and
students want to go the other way?”
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Christine, raises her hand slowly, “You don’t want to say something that is too controversial,
as students will feel uncomfortable as well. They might think ‘what is my place to discuss something
that I didn’t experience?’.”
Tripani nods, observing: “Fear, fear of taking it on. It might not be in the lesson plan, so
there is that element of not wanting to offend someone, sure. We don’t want to look foolish as
teachers; we don’t want to surprise students.”
Steve has his hand raised and is shaking his head, “But if I went to an inner city school and
discussed racism with some African American students, I can’t relate to how they feel, and they can’t
relate to what I know. So what do I have to offer?”
Tripani looks to the others and smiles,
I think that avoidance is certainly a way that many people go. But right now I am
hoping that you will look at these pieces and think about your cultural context and
your own culture, what the rules are. I want you to take out a piece of paper and
reflect on yourself, what you identify with.
The students take our paper and pens, but are many are looking off into the distance, unable
to write. Tripani turns to the class, “Confused?”
Dave shakes his head and laughs, “Confused about myself.”
Students write and think through their cultural frame of reference, but continue to struggle.
Tripani notices and redirects the class. “Ok, let me ask you the opposite, where do you feel out of
your element, where you do not have any sense of the game and the rules? Give me a couple of
examples?”
Dan is first to raise his hand, “One place would be a homeless shelter for me.”
Mika follows, “Mine is a religious example. I am Catholic, and when I go to other services I
am out of my element.”
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Chris shares, “I went on a trip to Peru by myself, and I don’t speak Spanish. I was so out of
my element. I felt like a little kid being walked around by a little old lady.”
“For me, the suburbs are confusing, people say hello to you, and I hate neighbors,” Anthony
laughs and raises his hands while speaking, “I grew up in urban environments.”
Tripani brings in her personal experience returning from living abroad in Greece. “It
seemed to me moving back, that people seemed artificially nice. It almost seemed intrusive to me.
It was strange.”
Joy has her hand raised. She speaks quickly about a trip abroad with a program in the
College of Education:
In Costa Rica, they have a different classroom environment, it is very loose, and
students can do whatever they want. I was thinking about how those students would
be chastised in the United States because they might not know the rules.
Tripani agrees and pushes the analyses deeper:
Right, and think about the teacher in that. It is a good thing to examine when you
are comfortable and when you are not. My personal experience of uncomfortability
was in a kindergarten classroom. I wasn’t sure how to do that, to teach those
students, it was out of my zone. I didn’t have the tools to deal with the little ones. I
think this discomfort in other places, and the discomfort of the unknown plays into a
theme that I heard all of the groups discuss, and that was fear.
Tripani waits and scans the room. Several students nod in affirmation.
Tripani points to a group in the back, “I heard you all had an interesting discussion about
the ‘N word’ that dealt with this fear earlier?”
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Anthony smiles, but is looking at the table. The rest of the class is silent as he speaks, “I had
a lesson plan in sociology about the N word, in tenth grade, and we spent the whole period talking
about how the position of the word meant different things depending on the context.”
Chris gets his attention, “Could you say the word?”
“We had to say it. The teacher told us we had to not censor ourselves,” Anthony says.
“I would be so scared to have that lesson, I would be afraid of the administration,” Grace
joins in.
Tripani nods. “I agree. I imagine that teacher had some rapport or ground rules in place.”
Anthony continues:
That lesson was about trust and maturity and I remember there was a point where it
almost got lost. It was so awkward, and almost like – could you take this? It was in an
academic setting, and I can deal with that in an academic setting, but it was still super
awkward for 20 minutes.
Tripani nods and raises her eyebrows, saying:
Yes, and there are many topics such as those that are awkward and uncomfortable.
But the main thing I want to leave you in our conversation is that this is a deliberate,
reflective, and ongoing process. You need to make decisions. Transformative,
purposeful, and active decisions. I wrote down themes from your discussions
tonight. There was a fear, and there was also a concern about knowing where to
draw the line and what lines you personally felt comfortable with – to find the
comfortable amount of discomfort for all of your students. I want you to think
about what that personal comfort zone is, and what the rules are, as you reflect on
next week’s readings.
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Engagement, Dissonance, and Awareness in the Barnga Simulation
Before the class begins, students are checking in with others to see if they understood the
readings by Stuart Hall and Pierre Bourdieu. Hall’s piece ties Michel Foucault’s work with
discursive formations to cultural studies, specifically how power and language operate to create and
sustain truth. Pierre Bourdieu’s Forms of Capital is a dense translation from the original French that
outlines the concept of symbolic cultural capital and how this is operates to reinforce social
hierarchies in various contexts’. Both texts are challenging linguistically and conceptually. Luis is
shaking his head with his eyes wide open as he talks with Dave about the readings “I am not sure,
man.” Dave nods and laughs, “me either.”
Tripani enters the class, greets the students, and settles in. “We are going to play a game to
start class tonight, to have a Barnga tournament,” she says.
The game of Barnga (Thiagarajan & Thiagarajan, 2011) involves assigning students to several
small groups where they are instructed to play a simple card game as part of a class-wide
tournament. Each group is provided a copy of the rules and a deck of playing cards for the game
that they are tasked with learning in practice rounds. Students are not allowed to communicate in
verbal or written form during the simulation. When students are comfortable with the rules, the
teacher announces that the tournament will commence, with winners rotating clockwise amongst the
different tables, and losers moving counterclockwise. Importantly, the instructor removes the
handouts of the rules from the tables.
Unbeknownst to the students is that each group has been given a subtly different set of rules
to play by in the game. As the tournament commences, students are reconfigured and conflicts
quickly begin to occur as players move from group to group, simulating encounters in which
countering perspectives upon reaching an agreed upon objective (winning the card game) are
problematized because linguistic communication is not possible. Students initially believe they share
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the same understanding of the basic rules, but this conflict about the rules of the game incites a
variety of reactions that mimic real world encounters. Students display behaviors and expressions
connoting frustration, bafflement, confusion, and annoyance. However, over the ensuing rounds,
adaptation tends to take place as students grapple with the conflicts in the changing groups of the
tournament.
Tripani has randomly organized students into groups by counting off. She tells the class,
“You are going to have to rotate during the tournament. Please clear everything off your table to
make sure you can have a playing space. There needs to be four tables.”
Students are laughing, and talking about courses they are in while others look awkwardly
around as decks of cards are distributed to each group. Tripani guides latecomers into groups.
“You are going to move tables throughout the course of the tournament, so do not get too
comfortable. I am going to give you some time to read you the directions, but please don’t pass
these out yet.” Tripani hands out instruction forms.
“OK, this game is called Barnga.”
Tripani explains what the objective of the tournament; to move forward amongst the tables
as much as possible by winning tricks during timed rounds,
Is everybody with me? You should have 28 cards. Now, there are some very
serious rules. If you violate these rules, you will be removed from the game and get a
zero for participation tonight. There is not to be any verbal communication at all.
You cannot write, speak, ask a question, nothing. I am the only voice you should
hear during this. I am making this clear because I don’t want to give anyone a zero
for their participation.
She is stern and the students quiet down, “So, if you could, hand out the rules on the papers
I have given you for playing the game Barnga. I will give you a minute to read it over.”
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The class is reading in silence.
Christian starts to speak. Tripani glares at him and hits the table, “You can’t ask a question!”
The other students guffaw with muffled grunts and indecipherable sounds.
The practice round for the game commences. Students are watching the cards intently,
trying to win tricks. A trick is won as follows: Each player plays a card from their hand in a
clockwise order. Barnga is a trump game like spades, where high cards of the same suit win the trick
after everyone has laid down their card on the round, but the high card can be trumped by a
specified suit. Most students are focused in their looks, they are trying to take control of enforcing
the rules, or explaining if they have caught on, but they are not allowed to speak. There is muffled
laughter, smiles, serious scowls, and a number of hand gestures and furrowed brows.
Tripani breaks the silence, “You guys got it, right? That was three minutes. I want you to
play until your group can play it through and give me thumbs up of who was a clear winner.”
One group of students cannot figure the rules out and are having difficulty. They deal the
cards again.
Tripani stands over them. “Try again and see if you can win a trick. Go slow and read the
instructions.”
The students are still playing, having difficulty picking the game up.
“Ok, time to begin the tournament – and I need to collect your rule sheets.”
Students turn in their rules sheets in silence.
“You have four minutes right now.”
Students return to playing in their groups, laughing, much smoother in terms of gameplay,
with less looks of frustration.
“Minute and a half left,” Tripani says. Students continue shuffling and playing.
“You have thirty seconds. At that point we will determine the winners and losers.”
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The buzzer for the timer goes off. “Will the winners at the table stand up?” Tripani asks.
Four students stand up and there is clapping for the first round of victors. Those standing are
directed to rotate clockwise to the next table, while the losers are asked to move in the opposite
direction. When the players are situated, Tripani begins again.
“Ok, now you have three minutes. Now you should be pretty good, try and play as many
rounds as possible. Begin.”
Cards are dealt. There is confusion in the first twenty seconds, lots of head shaking at each
table. Students are slapping and knocking on the table. There is no smiling anymore. Students’ lips
are pursed with both frustration and confusion. Long sighs and furrowed brows are evident
amongst the tables. Steve is using frantic hand gestures and shaking his head.
“You have thirty seconds,” Tripani says.
“Time is up. Ok, those that have won the most tricks at the table are the winners, please
stand up. If you could move up a table. Now if we could identify the losers at the table. You will go
down a table.”
Students move to new tables
“Alright, everyone in the position? You have three minutes. “
The cards are dealt and shuffled.
Hands raised now, some students’ eyes are opened wide in surprise as the new players
attempt to grab tricks. Many of the groups have conflicts with their hands in the center, grabbing
for the tricks and arguing without verbalizing. Some are more forceful in taking the tricks, while
others draw their hands back in apprehension. There is more shaking of heads, some laughter, but
Steve is rapidly gesturing gimme gimme gimme sign with his hands while frowning and shaking his head
back and forth. Christian gestures that he wants to throw the table over on its side while smiling.
Greg gets up to look at the cards of Shondra, showing her through comparison that what she
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understands is wrong without verbalization. They refuse to let her advance to the next table as the
buzzer sounds, gesturing for her to sit down. She smiles and shrugs, sitting down.
“Okay losers, you know the drill,” Tripani says.
The winning and losing students rotate. Cards shuffle and are dealt.
Tripani announces as the round gets under way, “This is the final round. You have three
minutes. Let’s go.”
It is evident that some language patterns are emerging in terms of gesturing at a few tables.
Luis is signaling to the new players what the high card is at their table by moving his hand over his
head, and what the low card is by placing his hand close to the floor. To denote the suits, he is
pointing at the ring on Mika’s finger for “diamonds” and placing a heart shape with both hands over
his chest to denote hearts. Dave, also in the group, is nodding his head in affirmation, while Mika
and Grace look confused.
At another table, Joy is trying to give tricks to John who did not know he won. There is
confusion on his face as he accepts the cards. At another table, Steve and Christian are reaching at
the same time for the tricks, each under the impression they have won, looking at each other in
silence. Steve takes the cards and shakes his head, gesturing for the next round to start. The buzzer
sounds.
“Who moved the most spots from the beginning of the game?” Tripani asks the class as she
scans, “Did anyone move forward more than three spots?” Steve is the only student to raise his
hand, “Well, it looks like you are the winner.” The class claps and Steve raises his arms in triumph.
Tripani smiles, “So, you can talk now.”
Debriefing the Bargna Simulation for Cross-Cultural Awareness
In combination with higher order questioning in the debriefing session, students are able to
approach the second level of deeper awareness in Hanvey’s (1976) third dimension for Cross113

Cultural Awareness. In the sensations of the simulation itself, and in the recalling these feelings, the
debriefing process provides space for a dialogue in which student attributions of meaning in light of
their sensed frustration and confusion about the other can be fleshed out. When handled well, the
controlled nature of simulation and debrief are a pedagogically structured in ways that provide safe
reflection in modes that uncontrolled culturally immersive experiences abroad or in an international
context may not be. Hanvey (1976) cites the frustration, confusion, and cognitive dissonance of
encountering foreign contrasting cultural traits as a cultural conflict situation. In lived situations,
this conflict can reinforce value judgements and stereotypes about the “other” if not debriefed or
critically engaged.
However, in simulation, these conflicts can be critically engaged and discussed. This is
where the controlled environment of interaction with a simulation such as Barnga offers advantages.
There is real emotive dimensions conflict and dissonance, but it remains in the “safe zone” of roleplaying with fictitious groups and roles. This limits reinforcement of value judgements and
stereotypes, instead engaging these unconscious behaviors. In the debriefing, students are guided
toward greater awareness of their actions and the skills needed to thrive and understand in such
cognitively dissonant situations (such as the group overcoming frustration and learning to
communicate in the example above).
However, guiding student reflection and dialogue towards this deeper intellectual
engagement (noted as a level III awareness below) is a difficult task. This is where a practiced and
experienced educator such as Tripani plays a pivotal role. Given the dissonance encountered by
participants in the simulation, the moment of critical reflection requires careful handling to guide
students towards learning outcomes and deeper analysis of self.
After the simulation students are guided by the instructor to debrief the affective dimensions
of the tournament. Questions such as How did you feel when Student A took the cards that first round?
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allow for open ended response in group discussion. Follow up questions by the instructor can help
link these affective pieces of the game’s conflict to how students made sense of their actions
through questions such as What did you think they were doing? When students have exhausted their
impressions and links from the simulation, the instructor reveals the underlying set-up of the
tournament and the differences in rules (if the students have not found this out on their own). This
can lead to other higher order questions, such as How does this simulation relate to our readings or content
discussed in class today? Or How does what we have talked about relate to your lived experiences? Questions
such as these allow students to draw greater connections to deepen their intellectual engagement
(level III Cross-Cultural awareness) of self or others through the vehicle of the simulation and
debrief.
Tripani’s Debriefing of Barnga
A din of conversation erupts as students explain all at once their restrained confusion and
frustration after the silence. Students are smiling, laughing. Luis says, “wait…what?” Christian is
talking over Joy as they explain the rules and iron out the confusion of the simulation, saying,
“Every table has different rules….spades didn’t matter, everybody had different rules.”
Tripani settles the class down, “Are you ready to talk about it? When did you figure it out
the rules were different?”
Christine calls out, “Just now!” While Shondra says, “Maybe second round.”
Tripani is smiling, standing at the front of the room, “I wish I could do some impressions
here. There was some that guy is an idiot! faces during the tournament.” She demonstrates the
common look of suspicion and frustration exhibited during the simulation by wrinkling up her face.
She asks, “What were you feeling after that first round?”
Greg has his hand raised, “In the beginning I thought I might have this, and then in the
middle, I thought I might not have this…and at the end I just made it up. At the end I was done, I
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gave the tricks up.” Tripani probes deeper into the feeling he describes, “What did that feel like
when you realized that you didn’t have it?” The other students are listening as he speaks, “Well,
after I lost twice, I thought maybe I was wrong when I was playing because I obviously suck at this
game.”
Steve jumps in, the overall winner of the game, and there is some pride in his voice, “I was
using bully tactics, bringing my rules to the next table and taking tricks.” Tripani summarizes her
observations, “It was clear, those of you who thought they had it, were trying to take control right
away, take the tricks.”
Luis has his hand raised and says, “I had figured it out, and I was trying to communicate the
rules when I moved to that table.” Tripani nods, “What did that feel like? What does this emulate?”
Luis responds,
That dominant culture kind of thing. Like being put in another place or unfamiliar
situation. If you come from a dominant perspective, and then you realize you were
wrong if you moved. It sucks because you don’t know what is going on. But we
started to get it, to communicate after a few rounds of moving.
Shondra follows up on Luis, “Or the opposite, I came in feeling like I was wrong. I didn’t
really want to play.”
Tripani nods her head and asks, “What was the main problem you encountered?”
“Different perspectives of what you were supposed to be doing,” says Luis.
“Communication was a challenge,” says Anthony.
“Right, it is so hard not to verbalize,” Tripani says while nodding, “We are all used to that
mode of communication.” She gestures to Christian who says, “Once the rules became unwritten, it
became a problem. Once it was just hearsay, there was a major problem.”
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Tripani brings the conversation back to the affective dimensions of the experience while
looking around the classroom, “Was this stressful?”
“Yeah…it was stressful, but in a fun way,” says Joy.
“Some of you handled that differently, some laughed and made a joke, some of you were
dead serious. What is a takeaway?” asks Tripani.
“I think it forces you to use collaborative skills. You might have to work with people you are
not accustomed to working with, who do not have the same rules,” says Dave.
Tripani is looking at Dave, “Right, and you were forced to play this game. What might be
the outcome if you were not forced to? Say this was a real world context like a classroom?”
“I don’t know, people might turn their back on each other,” Dave says, “perhaps a student
that isn’t learning the language quickly, or if they couldn’t learn, they would become discouraged.”
“Right, and that type of take-away is important to reflect on.” Tripani points to Chris’s
raised hand. Chris offers, “I think one thing that I saw, when it comes to this, is patience. You can’t
just move on, you can’t assume that you know everything about the game.”
“Right, there is a degree of patience that is needed in these types of situations.” Tripani looks
around the class, summarizing:
From what I hear, there was a process for some of you, of an initial frustration that
played out in a variety of ways. For some, the frustration was discouraging. Some of
you were able to adapt and communicate to reduce the frustration, and then some of
you took control through exercising power, set on winning the game. These are all
fascinating points that I think connect to our readings for tonight. Take five minutes
and we will reconvene to discuss the pieces.
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Classroom Cultural Frameworks tied to Barnga Simulation
Upon return from break the students separate into small groups to discuss the readings for
the week with pre assigned roles and questions for each member. In his small group, Steve reflects
on the simulation first, “I can compare the game to Foucault, how we were able to believe that the
rules were a certain way because the others said so when we moved.”
Joy jumps in, “Right, like how in the one place there was one set of rules, that we all
somewhat just came together and made the rules as we rotated.”
After each member has shared in the small groups, the class returns to a Socratic discussion.
Tripani is impressed, “Some of you were doing the culminating activity already, and I am so glad
that it came about naturally. That being said, what I would like you to do is to connect this back to
the game that we played today.”
Steve is first to raise his hand to summarize his groups connections, “We did a combo of
Foucault and Bourdieu.” He gestures with his hands as he says,
Main point of the story, and it relates to the game. The first group you were in, you
knew the rules. The second time, there was confusion. You had two choices, strong
arm or be passive. When one of my initial teammates caught up to us, we actually
changed the rules on the group that we were in. With communication we can
change the meaning of something. If you communicate you shape knowledge.
Christian is next, “Right, and I had the example here in our group that discussing and
speaking of something makes it real. For example, saying a racist joke makes racism real.”
John, a junior from Cincinnati who seldom speaks, has his hand raised. “Not being able to
communicate took away the means for civil discourse, and you either became a bully or became
passive and gave up.”
Joy jumps in,
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The way we connected it was, that there are so many varying interpretations to what
we are addressing, like in the game. It is our job as teachers to not push one
narrative or set of rules, but allow students come to their own interpretation, kind of
like when we were playing the game.
Tripani points to Dave with his hand raised, “If everyone comes to a consensus, these are
the rules, these are true,” he uses air quotes around the word true, saying:
But that this is not an absolute truth. As a teacher you can sway an opinion, but you
should facilitate openness to what others believe and vice-versa. Even though the
rules were true at this table, they were also true at a different table.
Tripani nods, “Wow, I like that.” She points to Xiomara, with her hand raised.
“Reflecting on the game, first round, we were going to do it our way. We had to make a
decision after that, to impose our rules, or to play by the other rules and try to figure it out.”
Tripani follows up, “So what did you do?”
“I let them do what they wanted when I moved, they seemed to know more. I decided to
adapt to the changes when I arrived.”
Greg raises his hand,
What we took from the reading, and from the game, is that everybody is a somebody
and nobody is a nobody. Everyone brings something to the table in terms of
understanding, and in a classroom setting, you have to respect or understand the
differences and similarities that each person is bringing. And we will also bring
differing levels of willingness to the table.
Tripani seems to have heard this response before, and is not satisfied, she continues to
probe, “What if there is no place at the table?”
“Make a place,” Greg quickly retorts.
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“But how would you know that? What would that place look like?”
“I don’t know!” Greg is shaking his head and chuckling.
Tripani pauses, and looks around the classroom waiting. The tension builds as she waits.
Christian looks away as she scans the far side of the room. Eventually she breaks the silence,
You have to make the place at the table. It is a conscious choice you have to commit
to as a teacher. I want to reiterate that global and multicultural education is a
conscious choice; it is something you choose to do. It is not there at the table, and
there may not be places at the table where you work in the future, so you have to
make the decision to do it as a teacher.
The Albatross Simulation
In this simulation, participants role-play and analyze the fictional Albatrossian culture
(Gochenour, 1993). Two students from the class are chosen ahead of time, and trained in the script
of the simulation, taking between 15 and 20 minutes of time before class begins to go over any last
minute details. When the simulation commences, the two students step into their roles at the center
of a circle of arranged chairs where they, as the Albatrossian couple, invite individuals to sit. The
remainder of the class is advised to watch the proceedings through an anthropological lens in the
hopes of learning about the culture from observation. (Note: the Albatross simulation is very
flexible and can be conducted in a number of ways, including having the entire class participate in
the simulation. In the class under study, a variation of the simulation was conducted by randomly
selecting a subset of the students to participate directly in the simulation.)
After the simulation has taken place, the teacher leads participants in a debriefing of their
observations and impressions. Similar to the higher-order questioning discussed in relation to
Barnga, the affective dimensions of the participant experiences provide gravity, immediacy, and
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relevance in the discussion of the simulation. This lived experiential memory of participants
provides a baseline for the deeper connections students are prompted to explore later.
After the initial debriefing of student experiences in the simulation have been discussed,
students are asked to explain what the Albatrossian culture was about from their perspective. The
vast majority of the time students make sense of the culture from their normative cultural
perspective. After the class has exhausted their understandings as observers, the Albatrossian
couple is asked to reveal the rules and meaning behind the symbols and language of the simulation.
The symbols and customs of the culture are designed to be diametrically opposed to an American
frame of reference. In other words, what many students thought they were seeing was in fact the
opposite. This provides an opportunity to further the discussion and guide students through
questioning to think about the course content, lived experience, or similar situations that takes place
in the local context of the school.
This combination of affect, debriefed dissonance, and reflection through higher-order
questioning prompts students to deeply engage with their cultural frame of reference, a level III
Cross-Cultural awareness in Hanvey’s framework. This space once again engages metacognitive
processes and can frame student thinking about their actions and behaviors in the future.
Connections to Lived Experiences
Participants wrote reflections after they engaged in the Albatross simulation, and are denoted
in specific locations in the narrative, referencing which pieces of the simulation that were analogous
to presented participant lived experience. Through embedding participant reflections in relation to a
narrative detailing the simulation, different contextually rich perspectives demonstrate how
participants assigned meaning and personal connections in this activity.
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Engaging in the Albatross Simulation
Tripani cues music from YouTube over the speakers in the classroom and dims the lights.
“Are you ready?” Tripani asks. The Albatrossian couple, Dave and Joy (they were selected because
they had already previously participated in this simulation in another course), nod standing to the
side of ten empty chairs. Tripani opens to classroom door. Students saunter in, making their way to
the chairs arranged in the circle. Some have furrowed brows, confused by the dim lights and
Polynesian music. There are muffled laughs as the students take in the expressionless faces of the
Albatrossian male and female as they stare at the back wall in stoic expressionless silence. As the
two representatives of the fictional Albatrossian culture, they are cloaked in a fluorescent orange
fabric. The initial whispers and laughs of the students dissipate to awkward quiet as the ten chosen
students wait in the chairs placed in a circle.
The Albatrossian male and female enter the circle they have arranged. The Albatrossian male
eases into the central seat and the Albatrossian female kneels on the ground to his left, staring at the
ground. The Albatrossian male clicks his tongue at the Albatrossian female. She looks at him and
clicks back. This takes place a few more times. Participants are smiling and looking skeptically at
each other. It seems the Albatrossian couple is communicating.
After the last round of clicks, the Albatrossian couple stand and begin to circulate amongst
the participants sitting in the circle. They are inspecting the shoes of the students, clicking back and
forth to each other in dialogue. The Albatrossian female points at Shondra and The Albatrossian
male points at Christian 1. The Albatrossian male then points at Chris. The Albatrossian female
points at Shondra and begins clicking rapidly. The Albatrossian female gestures for Shondra to take
off her shoes. Luis is laughing as he watches the interaction between the Albatrossian male and
In reflection, Christian connected the simulation to the discomfort he felt entering into religious ceremonies that he did
not understand: “this made me think of a religion based on sign language”.

1
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Christian. They are looking at each other in the center of the circle, both not smiling as they stare
into each other’s eyes at a distance of six inches.
Xiomara is taken from her chair and seated on the ground by the Albatrossian female.
Shondra is escorted to the center of the circle by the Albatrossian female 2. At this point, all the
females are seated on the ground, and have removed their shoes. The Albatrossian male puts his
hand on Greg’s shoulder and gestures for him to stand. He begins dancing with a serious face and
Greg laughs, and begins mimicking the dance. The class laughs, but the Albatrossian male has not
smiled. They finish and Greg sits down.
The Albatrossian male sits in his chair at center of the circle again and the Albatrossian
female kneels next to him on the ground. They both stare at the ground for ten seconds in
concentration. All the participants watch them, and it is quiet. The Albatrossian male gently pushes
on the top of The Albatrossian female’s head and motions her head downwards. After this, the
Albatrossian female stands and places a small bowl of liquid from the side table in her hands 3. She
presents the bowl of liquid to the Albatrossian male, who dips his fingertips in the water, waving his
fingertips and sprinkling water gently into the air. The Albatrossian female carries the basin to each
male participant, and they mimic the Albatrossian male’s motions with the small bowl. The class is
laughing as Albatrossian female finishes. She places the bowl back on the side table and kneels next
to the Albatrossian male and both stare at the ground again with their heads down. The participants
at the chairs in the circle begin to stare at the ground in mimic. The Albatrossian male places his
head on the Albatrossian female’s head and again moves her head as if nodding “yes.”
Having travelled abroad, Joy connected the simulation to her time spent working at a school in Costa Rica. In
reference to her travels and the simulation, “in both situations, you don’t really know if you’re going to do the right thing
until you do it and you rely on the people who are familiar with the culture to show you how to fit in.”
2

Luis connected the simulation to the feelings he had upon participating in a Catholic Church ceremony for the first
time where “the ceremonies felt a bit overwhelming because I did not understand the significance of each step.”
3
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The Albatrossian female then stands and grabs a tray of small edible squares from the side
table. She feeds the Albatrossian male first. He eats one square, and says “mmmmm” while rubbing
his stomach. The Albatrossian female presents each male participant with the tray of cookies, she
waits briefly, and each participant mimics the Albatrossian male’s motions and utterance. Halfway
around the circle, Christian says “mmmmmm” in a different intonation. The Albatrossian couple
begin hissing at him. Luis is doubled over in laughter as the rest of the participants say “mmmmm”
after eating the square.
The Albatrossian female takes the remainder of the squares for the females, but only feeds
Shondra. The Albatrossian couple returns to their position in the circle and stare at the ground
again for ten seconds. The majority of the class is now staring at the ground with the Albatrossian
couple.
The Albatrossian couple look up and begin clicking. The Albatrossian female gets up to pour
a red liquid into paper cups at the side table. The Albatrossian male takes this, drinks, and says
“mmmmm” while rubbing his belly. The Albatrossian female provides drinks for the men one at a
time, they drink, and again repeat the Albatrossian male’s “mmmm” while rubbing their belly. The
class starts laughing again. Xiomara says “mmmm” without drinking, and she is hissed at by the
Albatrossian male. The class is watching and laughing at the tension. The Albatrossian female
returns to her kneeling position at the Albatrossian male’s side. The Albatrossian male pushes the
Albatrossian female’s head down, and Shondra and Xiomara mimic the motion. the Albatrossian
male then motions for all the women to leave the circle with Joy.
The Albatrossian female leads all the women to face the wall in a line outside of the circle.
The women are inspected by the Albatrossian couple. They click to each other back and forth, and
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Shondra 4 is chosen. The Albatrossian female takes her by the hand and places her kneeling to the
right of the Albatrossian male, while she assumes her place kneeling to his left. The Albatrossian
female motions the other women back to the circle with clicks, directing for them to sit. The
Albatrossian couple looks at the ground along with Shondra. The Albatrossian male then motions
the Albatrossian female’s head with his left hand and Shondra’s head with his right hand towards the
ground. The Albatrossian couple then stand up, motioning for Shondra to join them and leave the
room.
After the Albatrossians and Shondra have left, Christian says “mmmmmm” and rubs his
stomach to break the silence. The class erupts in laughter.
Debriefing of the Albatross
Dave 5, Joy and Shondra return to class. Tripani starts in after the simulation: “So what did
you all take from this experience, what was going on?”
From the side, Greg is quick to respond, “I saw unquestioned conformity.” The class
laughs, and Christian nods with his hand raised as the discussion turns to him.
“When we first walked in, I wasn’t sure what was going on,” he smiles and points to the side
table, “I saw a tray of cookies so I took one, but then I put it back. I figured to do as they did.”
Christian looks toward Joy and Dave, the Albatrossian couple.
“No one was taking the cookies!” The class laughs again.

Shondra compares the experience to her childhood memories of being paraded around at military functions with her
father, as an exemplary child, specifically at the point being sized up as the women were at this point in the simulation.

4

Dave, a military veteran, reframed some of his past frustration with the traditions of Islam’s Ramadan celebrations
during his time in Iraq and Afghanistan in light of the simulation in written reflection. “through my cultural lens, I felt
uncomfortable and I did not feel that it was fair that I couldn’t eat when I wanted to. Fast forward to 6 years later, I
recognize that my “uncomfortableness” was due to my narrow and closed-minded perspective. Wouldn’t I want visitors
to my country to show respect for my culture?”
5
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Amongst the talk, Shondra raises her hand. She is still seated on the floor. Tripani nods for
her to respond as the class quiets and Shondra says, “Woman are second class citizens in this
culture.”
Tripani is interested in Shondra’s observation about the status of women, “What made you
think that?” Shondra responds: “They are lower than them, literally. Look, I am sitting on the
ground.”
Tripani looks to the class, “What about you gentlemen, do you agree: were women second
class?”
Christian raises his hand and is called on, “Yeah, they were fed second, and I felt
uncomfortable with that actually.”
Greg laughs, “Oh yeah?”
Tripani shifts the discussion to the emotive aspects of the simulation, “What about you
women, how did you feel?”
“I was pretty impatient,” Shondra replies. “I was uncomfortable.”
Tripani opens the discussion further by probing deeper into the participant perceptions,
“Where there any other observations that you made about this culture?”
“Women didn’t wash their hands,” says Grace.
“They seemed rather religious,” replies Xiomara.
“The meal was a ritual,” says Christian.
“There is some serious reverence going on,” laughs Greg.
“I didn’t know if there was an actual language,” John says.
Christian jumps in on the use of language, noting, “I noticed that the man had three clicks,
and the woman two.” He looks at Tripani: “I definitely think the male had the dominant role, like
she was his pet. He didn’t do anything, she did everything.”
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Grace follows Christian, “Yeah, we had to take our shoes off.”
Mika enters into the discussion of gender, “Everyone got served individually, but we had to
wait.”
Greg is shaking his head about the shoes, “The women are second class, and they are that
close to the ground,” he points at Shondra sitting below him. “They are oppressed as much as
possible, they can’t even have the material of the shoes!”
Dave, who understands the rules of the Albatrossian culture, cannot contain himself. He is
red in the face, “No, the earth is sacred to the Albatrossians, man!” He is pointing towards Joy, who
is smiling, “That is why the women don’t wear shoes, and why they sit on the floor. They are closer
to the sacred earth, the provider!”
Greg leans back in his chair, exhales loudly and throws up his hands, “So, exactly the
opposite of what I just said,” the class erupts in laughter.
Dave is laughing, “Women are pure, men are dirty, and that is why the men have to wash
themselves.”
Tripani continues probing, as she looks at Shondra, “Why did you immediately assume
women were second class citizens?”
Shondra thinks for a minute and then says, “Well, I guess from the Western perspective,
thinking about how people are positioned in seating arrangements, people are higher up with more
power. Like a judge.”
Grace nods her head, “I think I assumed second class because we are here on the floor.
And we were fed second, where I think if we were valued highly we would be fed first.”
Bryan, who has not spoken in class during the semester, has his hand raised. The son of
immigrants from the Soviet Union, Bryan identifies as Jewish, but is not religious. His written
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assignments focus on the centrality of family. Tripani points to him, “Men have to wear khifas in
Judaism, to be closer to God, but females don’t because they are already closer to god.”
Tripani is nodding and continues questioning, “I have a question for you all.” She rubs her
chin thoughtfully while posing a question, “How do you know when you are not interpreting things
correctly?”
“You don’t,” says Xiomara, “You can perhaps figure out from other people, but you don’t
know.”
Tripani follows up, “How might you bridge that lack of knowledge?”
Christian signals he has an answer. “It might be to hold off, until the people you are
interacting with tell you actually what you are doing.”
Joy, one of the Albatrossians, enters into the discussion,
In the Hanvey article, I think this speaks to understanding ourselves before we can
understand another culture. If we can understand how we see things, we can be
aware that we might be missing something or projecting our own assumptions.
Steve 6, who has been somewhat silent to this point, interjects in an urgent tone: Well… my
question is – how do you train the American brain to do that?” His eyes are wide as he looks
around. “We assume we are right all the time, everyone else is wrong. How do we train our
students to do this? We have always been taught that we are the winners.”
Luis has been waiting in the back of the group, “I think you have to spend quality time with
those other cultures, not vacation time, real time. Or even spending time with other people. That is
a starting point.”

Steve reflected upon a dining experience In Japan during his time with the military, where he offended the hosts by not
knowing customs as related to chopstick placement.
6
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Dave is still wearing a florescent orange tunic, and he speaks, “I think that starts with the
educator. If you as the teacher explore, you can bring those real experiences back and teach
students that their world views are not unique.”
Christian nods his head, “In most schools abroad, they have the bilingual approach to
learning a second language. Imagine how many bridges would be torn down if you had this here.”
Tripani senses a moment to step in. “Right, and language is important, and what comes with
it.” She looks around, “We don’t teach it the way they do in other countries; we do not approach it
for fluency here.”
“Right, we teach it to check the box,” Steve says.
Tripani shrugs, “Well, sometimes you have to create situations where students experience
that breakdown of language, like we had here.”
Greg, who has been waiting to speak, says:
You have to show students how to know when you are in the wrong. You have to
create the discomfort for students – that is the only way for them to know when they
are walking on a glass or on a tile floor.
Christine has not spoken yet, and responds to Greg: “But it is hard without that experience,
you don’t know unless you are experiencing it hands on. Like here, you have to experience it to
understand it.”
Dave raises his hand, “I think as educators, you can look at what you like from different
perspectives. You don’t have to have all White friends, all male friends.”
“Preach!” Luis yells through cupped hands, and the class laughs.
“That’s right, sounds so simple,” says Greg.
Joy speaks rapidly:
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Right, and college is a great place to do that because we have some many
opportunities to have conversations with international students. When we get out
there, it can be easy to be in your bubble, but we have these opportunities now.
Shondra looks around at the class from her position seated on the floor. The look in her
eyes is serious and her tone has gravity. “I want to remember this… This should be something that
is done in every class.”
Connecting Lived Experience to the Simulation
Students made meaning of the simulation in a variety of ways, borne out during the
debriefing and in written reflection later. Overall, participants drew connections to participation in
religious ceremonies they did not wholly understand. This, in concert with the emotive dimensions
of discomfort, embarrassment, perceived victimization, and confusion provided rich experiential
grist for analysis of the simulation. This process was imperative for deeper analysis of the simulation
in relation to take-aways to be applied in lived life and in future classrooms for these pre-service
teachers, but also provides direction for future place based assignments for developing cross-cultural
awareness, such as participation in unfamiliar religious ceremonies.
Under the guidance of Tripani, these unpacked experiences led students to inductively reflect
on some of their assumptions as related to making meaning, and the connections they felt in relation
to their lived life both for better or worse.
Guest Speakers for Cross-Cultural Awareness
Over the course of the semester, a number of guest speakers presented to the class. These
speakers included a female representative from the Center for American Islamic Relations detailing
her story of conversion, an Iranian male teacher from a local high school discussing an overview of
Iran, an anthropologist presenting on racial representation in elementary classrooms in Puerto Rico,
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and a female representative from a nonprofit organization advocating plant-based diets for
improved environmental outcomes.
Overall, each of these speakers provided a formal presentation of their cause in lecture
format, leaving little room for participant interaction or discussion. Aside from one evocative story
shared by a representative of the Center for American Islamic Relations, and a later general
resistance to the plant-based diet by most males in the class, the engagement and reflection of
participants with these outside speakers was minimal.
No Place at the Table
Tripani brings the class to attention, saying:
Remember our discussion about places at the table when we discussed cultural
capital and your role as teachers in classrooms? Well, our guest speaker tonight is
from the Center for American Islamic Relations. She has a story that will illuminate
what not having a place at the table in a classroom might look like, and what the
repercussions of that are.
Tripani signals for the slight White woman dressed in slacks and a blazer wearing a hijab to
come forward. She walks to the front of the class.
Thank you, Dr. Tripani. I do have a story that I want to share with you all that I
recently encountered. In the work we do at CAIR, we often have to advocate, aid,
translate for, and in general help, our refugee population. This story breaks my
heart, as a mother of three.
Her voice trembles, and I feel an ominous dread weigh on me as I transcribe. As a parent, I
swallow and continue typing. She continues:
We got a call a few weeks ago from the mother of a new immigrant family. They
have been in the country for three months. We needed an Arabic translator because
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they didn’t speak English on the phone. I grew up as a child in Bosnia, and do not
speak Arabic fluently. So we found a translator. He relayed that a mother was calling
about a situation with her son that she needed help with, with her 12-year-old boy.
The mother had received a call on a Friday afternoon from her son at a local school.
He was on the phone saying that he had been hurt, but that he was fine, and that he
would be okay. She thought this was very strange and was worried. The child
comes home, and the mother sees that both his eyes are black and swollen. He has
been beaten.
The class is hanging on her words and the gravity of the story is amplified by the affect of
the presenter, who is clearly upset:
That afternoon, his head begins to hurt. He falls asleep at their apartment but wakes
up and starts throwing up. The boy and his parents went to the hospital, and after
hours of waiting and working to finding translation, the doctors did a CT scan. They
told the parents that the boy had a severe concussion.
Mika is frowning as she listens, and the speaker continues:
Now, I found out more of the details of all this later when we visited their
apartment. I can say that when we visited, the mother had obvious signs of posttraumatic stress disorder. She was constantly cleaning, even when we were there,
and she doesn’t look you in the eye. The dad has symptoms of depression, is
disengaged, sad all the time. They have seen things that we can’t imagine. The
family is from Syria, and don’t speak English.
She pauses and drinks from her water bottle, then says:
When we visited their home with the translator I asked the boy what had happened
at school. He said there are two boys in his class, and they live in the same
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apartment complex that they do, and they have been picking on him since they
arrived. They call him a slave, they call him a terrorist. He says that he didn’t mind
the words, but they started poking him, and then pinching and punching him. He
showed me on his body where at school they started stabbing him with their pencils.
He said he tried to communicate to the teacher, but she ignored him. On the Friday
he was beaten, the students tripped him and punched him in the classroom while the
teacher was there.
The class is silent as she swallows, then continues:
The administration did not tell the parents, the police officer at school did not do
anything, and the school relied on this boy to relay all of this information to his
mother. If that was not enough, the following week after recovering from the
concussion, the boy returned to his classroom and was seated right next to the same
kids that beat him. The kids are still there, and he is starting to show signs of PTSD
now. We are working with the family and the school to find solutions, but the
parents have already dealt with so much.
She scans the class and continues:
What really touched me was something that the boy’s father had told me when we
visited. He said that this kid, his son, was the reason that we came here, the reason
we ran from bombs and left behind everything. We lost our other two children in
Syria, and he is all that we have left, we came here for him, and he ends up in the
hospital with a concussion after three months. Not from bombs, from people.
The room is quiet, and I feel a great deal of emotion hanging in the air. Thinking about this
family tests my emotional restraint. I am moved listening to the story; the images conjured by the
situation of this family.
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The speaker continues: “I know this is morbid, but I wanted to tell you that this is
happening out here in the schools.”
The speaker does not debrief or take questions, but moves on in her presentation detailing
her role with the Center for Islamic American Relations.
Fear and Discomfort
Sitting at Tripani’s dining table at the end of a cul-de-sac in suburban Sandydale, I watched
her teenage daughter play with my 9-month-old son. Her daughter demonstrated warmth that I
could recognize in Tripani as well. It was towards the end of the semester, in the latter part of
November that I asked Tripani if she had held back in telling the class about the fallout from
inviting Nawaf Alsulami, the Imam and representative of the Council on American-Islamic Relations
(CAIR) to guest speak in her classroom over 5 years ago. She hesitated, thought for a minute, and
replied, “I genuinely had so much fear and anxiety at that time, and I never knew what was going to
be said in the media or in the articles.” She paused to look out the window, and said:
I don’t do a good job at saying how sad I was that people could still conjure up that
much hate without knowing, you know, facts. That they were willing to write emails
and wage a campaign based on things that are proven not true.
Speaking with Tripani that day and meeting her family, I caught glimpses of what was at
stake in her choices as a global educator. The depth of the fear and sadness she alluded to was
reflected in the joy of her household – because of her principled decisions as a public teacher, her
private life had been threatened.
Ignorance of Islamic Cultures
Tripani is grinning at the front of the class the next week. She begins:
Before I tell you about my story, I think it is important to outline how little most
people know about Islam and many cultures of central Asia. I have a story from my
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experience here in Sandydale that helps illuminate this. There was an incident with
two Saudi students who were studying here at the University, waiting for the
University bus right after 9/11 happened. The students didn’t speak much English,
were new to the country, and living in nearby apartments, waiting to get to campus
one morning. A bus pulled up to the corner and they got on thinking they were
headed to campus. Unbeknownst to them, they had boarded a school bus heading
towards the high school where I worked at the time. The bus driver was attempting
to talk to them, but they could not communicate with her due to the language
barrier. She freaked out. She called the radio dispatch, and explained what was
going on from her perspective: that these men were on her bus and that she did not
know why. Meanwhile, the dispatch calls the district security, and the police descend
on the parking lot at the high school waiting for the bus to arrive. A helicopter is
called in, following the bus. The administration and police are all yelling for my
Iranian co-worker to get to the parking lot, that they need him pronto. Everyone on
campus was looking for him, and I was his department head. Now, he was someone
who was chronically late, even though at the time he lived across the street from the
school. I had no idea what was going on, but the tone of the administration’s
urgency was, you know, palpable. I got him on the cell phone, and he was able to
come to the bus ramp. We didn’t know what the police or the administration
wanted him for. When he gets to the ramp the administration asks him to translate
to see what is going on with these men on the bus.
As Tripani pauses, there are some murmurs from the class. Then she continues:
Neither the police nor the administration had any idea that Iranians don’t speak
Arabic, they speak Farsi. This blew the minds of the administrators and the police
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that morning, and they couldn’t wrap their heads around the fact that he couldn’t
translate for them. I think this story goes to show you how little people understand
about Islamic cultures, and the assumptions that people still make in certain
situations, the fear and ignorance that frames our perspectives at times.
“Wait…what happened to the Saudi students?” Chris asks.
“Oh, pretty sure they never mistook the bus again,” says Tripani, “but after this incident, I
began bringing in a number of religious leaders as guest speakers to my World History courses at the
high school.”
A Cautionary Tale?
Outside of the research questions addressed in the narrative of the course, Tripani’s
narrative of resistance in the wake of the Imam as guest speaker was an unforeseen finding of this
research. Tripani’s description of resistance to the Muslim Speaker affected the class due to the
relationship they had established. Her experience, and the reactions of students in learning of her
story as a global curricular gatekeeper, spoke to numerous research questions – including how
students were engaged in the course, cognitive dissonance, and the perceptions of the instructor in
regards to experiential pedagogical strategies such as guest speakers.
The Blowback
Tripani begins her story:
I invited an Imam to speak to my class of seniors at my high school. The Imam,
Nawaf Alsulami, is an attorney and the executive director of the Center for American
Islam Relations here. He came and presented on what the articles of faith in Islam
were. Mind you, in the past we had a Rabbi present, had a Tibetan Buddhist
monk…
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Tripani pauses and looks around, “and I will tell you, by the end of the presentation with the
monk, I wanted to sign up for Buddhism.”
The students laugh, and Tripani is smiling. She says, “So, Nawaf Alsulami comes in and does
his presentation, and it lasted about thirty minutes.” Tripani walks away from the podium, and she
loses her smile, saying: “Two days later, a parent comes in, and they want to talk to me. The parent
wanted to know why I had allowed a known terrorist organization to speak to vulnerable high
school students.” Tripani expresses a quizzical look, and some of the students in the class have their
eyebrows raised in surprise. She continues:
I did, to the best of my ability, tell the parent that the speaker was an attorney, a
member of the bar, and the head of a legal organization. I spoke about how he was
recommended by the top leaders in the community, and that he spoke about the six
pillars of faith, and then he took questions, and that was it.
Tripani holds her hands up, suggesting that was the end of the issue, and says:
The parent then demanded a meeting with me and my APC, and said the same thing
to her, about the terrorist organization. At that point I got upset. I said, this is just
straight up wrong, this guy is getting his information from the wrong place.
Tripani furrows her brow and pauses. She exhales,
I said to him, sir, I don’t know where you are getting your information from, but is it from one of
those Islamophobia blogs?” He got angry; I could hear it in his voice as he reacted to me.
I thought oh my god…I have never been in this situation before with a parent, or with
anyone. I was a little afraid at that point, it was uncomfortable. I looked at my APC
and wondered…am I in trouble? After the parent left, my APC told me, “No, you are
okay.”
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Tripani walks to the computer keyboard at the podium in order to project a slide. Then she
continues the story:
Nothing happens for weeks, and Christmas break comes. I pretty much forget about
the scene with the parent, and my classes continue in the craziness leading up to
break. On the first day of vacation, I start getting emails from all over the country,
from Canada.
Tripani points to the screen behind her, where an article is projected on the slide,
Terrorist High School
By Sandy Smith
Why is a representative of a terror-linked organization, a defender of jihad terror groups and an apologist for
Islamic supremacism welcome to speak in public schools?.... I strongly urge readers to contact Mattingly High School
and politely request that the children be given balanced lessons on this crucial subject matter. I would be glad to come
and speak at my own expense. Or they could invite Islamic scholars such as Robert Spencer or Ibn Warraq. My
organization, the American Freedom Defense Initiative (AFDI), will even pay all travel costs to send a truth-teller to
Mattingly High. Anywhere CAIR speaks, freedom's defenders must be given a platform as well. We are not an
Islamic nation in which truth is blasphemy. This manipulating of the young must be stopped. It evokes the Hitler
youth -- they poisoned young minds first, too.
Tripani tells the class: “Now this lady, Sandy Smith, happens to write a blog.”
Aaron raises his hand and asks: “You said the parent said that the speaker was from a
terrorist organization, which one did he say it was from?” Aaron is someone that has not spoken all
semester, but in his reflection journals, he states that he does not believe in white privilege or safe
spaces within schools. He sits at the front of the room and is quiet in class discussion, and describes
himself as growing up poor. “He cited all of ‘em, Hezbollah, Hamas, etc.,” Tripani answers. She
continues:
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In this situation, you start to doubt yourself, and what you know. They kept coming
back to one particular piece of language as the basis of their accusation, that the
national CAIR organization was an un-indicted co-conspirator of organizations that
supported terrorism.
She pauses to emphasize “un-indicted co-conspirators,” then continues:
I had to go look it up, to see what they were talking about. I had help in researching
this, and there was never any indication that CAIR as an organization was connected
to what they were accusing, that they were supporters of terrorist organizations.
That is why they were never indicted, they had been accused for any number of
reasons, but it was never found to have merit. So, for them to claim I was abusing
children through indoctrination was ridiculous. Beyond that, the blog called for
everybody in her blogosphere to email the principal, the superintendent and to get
me fired. My email exploded over break.
I look around and the class is hanging on the words of her story.
“I will share this with you, a few of the emails I received. These are all in the public record,
as I had to turn over all of my emails because this is public information under the Freedom of
Information Act.”
Tripani clicks the next slide to reveal some of the email messages received in the wake of the
online postings,
“What the fuck is this…I am sure you will be terminated soon and this makes me happy. You should go to
the Middle East and die.” Students’ eyes are wide, and some are shaking their heads as she reads this
from the screen.
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Tripani explains her rationale for the selection of the emails: “I picked these particular
messages to show you the progression of these emails, as there are hundreds. This went on for
almost a year and grew particularly personal.” She clicks to the next slide to a different message.
“If I was driving my pickup and saw you my foot would slip off the pedal and I would run you over.”
Tripani looks out to the class,
So, there are a number of these messages, but I want to turn to the people who were
behind all of this. It was certainly Sandy Smith, the Blogger. But further, it was
Randy Deegan, the founder of the Sandydale Family Association and Chris Dennen,
a wannabe school board member who ran [for office] and lost. But before I
continue, do you all have any questions so far?
Steve raises his hand,
As someone who has been on the ground and been shot at over there – it ain’t
Muslims. People are so hung up on Muslims. I still have some problems with it all
for sure, but Christian bought up something good – What about your interpreters?
And he is right; my interpreters went out there each day with us. So I agree there are
some great people out there that are Muslim and they are great. But for you, my
question is, how did you go to work each day? With all this Sandy Hook,
Columbine, in this day and age?
Tripani considers the allusion to school violence and adds: “Right, and I was lucky it
was over the break. I could somewhat try and gather my thoughts and emotions about it
before returning to the classroom. But the story did break locally into the media. This was
something that was charged by Randy Deegan.”
Tripani clicks to the next slide describing Caton and explains:
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So, Randy Deegan is the leader of the Florida Family Association (FFA). He has
spearheaded the organization that he claims has 35,000 members to protest legal
protections for LGBTQ rights, and in 2011 targeted advertisers of the TLC show,
“All-American Muslim,” a reality show based in Dearborn, Michigan. Deegan
claimed that the show advanced Islamic fundamentalism through the absence of
radical Muslims on the show, citing the fact that the show did not portray Muslims
as terrorists as evidence. This absence of evidence as evidence argument was mocked
by John Stewart on the Daily Show. In the wake of the controversy, All-American
Muslim sold out all their advertising time slots. Deegan has been derided locally by a
local newspaper columnist as a “biblical bully..a plague of boils on the community’s
spiritual life.” There is much more about this man, but know that he represents a
real group of people out there who read the Sandy Smith blogs of the world, the
Info wars conspiracy theory stuff.
Tripani looks to the screen and grimaces, saying:
He was someone who had led many protests and boycotts of businesses through his
association. His strategy and campaigns are organized to hit the money behind those
who clash with his values. I had never experienced anything like this. As part of
this, I learned very quickly, as a teacher, that everything you put in writing is part of
the public record. A very wise person here at the University told me to keep my
mouth shut, because whatever you put out there in words, you do not own anymore.
If you comment, that soundbite can be easily taken out of context and turned on
you. These people are savvy, and I found over time, irrational. It was hard to stay
silent publicly as this campaign against me gathered steam. The other man involved
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in this is a bit more dangerous to me, and his name is Chris Dennen. He almost was
elected to the school board.
She clicks onto the next slide and describes Dennen’s role:
Dennen was a school board candidate, a conservative Christian who led antiLGBTQ campaigns in the past and was on board with Randy Deegan’s SFA in this
case. Together, with the exposure on a number of websites like Free Republic,
Breitbart news, American Thinker, all of these outlets spread this story and its call to
action.
Tripani takes a deep breath and continues:
So, just when I was feeling really low, I started to get some support from students in
the community. It was nice to know that my students and the parents of these
students were willing to stand by me and my decisions. Like I said, it was really hard
to gauge what I knew and did not know at this time. To have that support was
important.
Tripani pauses on this positive note, but then adds:
But then they kept coming, the attacks. It seemed relentless. My principal got 2,500
emails. My superintendent got 3,000 emails. The internet spread things
exponentially, nobody in Ontario, New York, or California would have known about
this local news story before the internet. There was a cluster from Texas, Canada,
and California. I know because I started to place pins on a map in the staff room
where the messages and emails had come from. We started to see how information
was spread and created.
Dave has his hand raised “How long had you been in the school district at this point?”
Tripani replied:
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Well, I had been around for a number of years at this point. I had back up from a
number of folks in the district. They interviewed students, did their due diligence.
Still, the school board was entertaining having CAIR banned from the school
district, of banning all guest speakers in classrooms. I kept thinking of how these
irrational forces were pressuring the district to change their policy. It was hard to
have this all going on while I was teaching.
Dave nods and raises his eyebrows, “wow” he says. Tripani returns to the podium to access the
audio projection system, saying:
We finally had a venting day with the students. They knew what was going on. That
day, there was a sentiment to all of this, and they said what do you think we are, stupid?
That we are going to be converted to Islam in 30 minutes? The kids were spot on, they were
supportive, and we tried to go on while everything happened outside. But every day
that I went to school for months, my voice mail was blinking. I will play some of
these now. Once again, these messages ranged in their intensity.
Tripani plays a digital recording of messages left at her at school. One woman pleads into
the phone, “they (Muslims) want to destroy civilization, to achieve a global conquest of the world. I am so stressed
out you would do such a dreadful thing. You owe America an apology.”
Tripani plays the next message:
“As the director of women against Sharia I appalled that you have invited Hamas to speak and indoctrinate
students in your school. Have you done your research? It is an unindicted co-conspirator in the Hamas funding trial.”
Tripani plays the act of deleting a number of voicemails in a row. She plays another clip,
from a woman who grows increasingly angry over the course of the message, ending with nearly
screaming “I think you are scum of the earth, that you do not represent women, you have obviously never lived in a
Muslim stronghold, you FUCKHEAD.”
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“That sounds scripted!” says Greg. Tripani points at Greg and confirms:
Right, and they were reading from the statement on the Blog, and as the story
progressed it became more demeaning, vulgar, threatening and awful. If you can
imagine, staring at your phone, thinking to yourself oh my gosh. What do I do. How do I
respond to this? This goes to show the increasingly irrational steps that people can take.
Tripani clicks to the next slide, titled Anti Islam statements at Sandydale school board meetings
between Jan 24th and March 28th ,
So, they bussed them in for the school board meetings, every meeting, bringing folks
from their organization in to denigrate me and Muslims. I mean, I wondered at the
time - If something is irrational, there is no civil discourse, and how do you fight
that? I figured the best route was to just let them speak, to be patient, and maybe
they would run out of words.
Tripani plays a video of clips and different testimonials against Islam being taught in schools.
There is a steady stream of different testimonies, claiming specific accusatory facts about the Islamic
faith, CAIR, and what education should entail. At the end of the clip she resumes,
There were many white folks that claimed to hold specific knowledge about these
things. There was a clear fear for me at that time that these folks were going to win
this, that they were going to bar guest speakers in the district. I felt that this would
reflect poorly on my profession, and I would be held accountable for this. After
these sessions, the SandydaleTimes ran a piece calling for me to invite speakers to
counter Nawaf Alsulami’s message, and I felt that this also catered to the pressure
from these groups. A bunch more articles came out and protestors from Deegan’s
group arrived at the school on September 11th of 2012. At this point, it had been
about ten months since Nawaf Alsulami spoke in my class.The questions that I had
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around this time centered on how to undergo the business of teaching Social Studies
under this mass flow of ignorance? Parents, students, and colleagues were asking
me, how do I respond? Do I speak out? What is the appropriate forum? Should there
be a response at all? Should it be through the School district spokesperson? To me
it felt like a system under attack, that the educational profession, the school district,
myself and of course the content were in the crosshairs of these concerted efforts.
So, just when I thought perhaps everything had reached its worst, they went
further,”
Tripani clicks to the next slide, and it is of her standing below a billboard,
Right there on the Central highway, a big huge billboard sponsored by Randy
Deegan and SFA went up. The billboard stated there was a $3,000 reward for any
student that turned me in for having a Muslim guest speaker in my classroom. The
day that sign went up, I did invite a speaker to come in, and she sits on the board of
CAIR. They said they were going to protest, but they did not.
“Wait, did the students turn you in?” Dan asks.
Tripani responds: “You know, I never knew. I don’t think so, but I actually joked with some
of them that we could split the three grand if we all worked together.”
Tripani turns back to the class and continues,
Just when I thought things were over, and by now it was 2016, I had a phone call.
That summer, during the Olympic Games, a call at my home. I knew it was Chris
Dennen, the man who had by that point lost his bid for school board and was in
alliance with Randy Deegan and the Sandy Smith’s of the world. He told me you
have not heard the last of us, you are going to get fired, I know people. On the phone that night
I called him a coward. I then headed to the police department and filed a report. I
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knew it was Chris Dennen, though he never said his name. It was a process of years
that resulted in me taking those steps with him.
Greg is shaking his head in disbelief. “How could you go to work every day? Go to Publix?
Go to sleep?”
Tripani inhales deeply and proceeds:
I don’t know, and now I can somewhat reflect on it from a bit of distance. I will tell
you something that happened with the process, and it was quite venomous. As
things that went on, the attacks became less about the schools, and more personal. I
think about this now, and remember wondering how can you direct that much venom and
hate towards somebody that you don’t know? Many of the people were from all over the
country. I wondered, What are we doing to let this happen?
Tripani pauses and shrugs toward the class,
I waffled on this. I thought initially that it was about the organization, about the
specifics, that it wasn’t islamophobia, etc. But then I realized, it was Islam. It wasn’t
about the organization; it was clearly a bias against Islam. And the more this became
clear to me, the more I was resolved to not quit, that I was doing the right thing. My
husband is a teacher, too. He told me you cannot reason with irrational people, you can’t
engage, their responses are emotional, just take the advice and not say a word. It felt like
the right thing to do. In my own mind, I preferred not to speak during that time to
any news folks or give interviews.
Tripani turns of the slides on the screen and looks the class,
I want you to think about your own work, to think about what you can do as
teachers in your work to battle Islamophobia. Like I have said before, these are
conscious decisions you need to make. Hopefully my story will help you think
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through the choices you are making so you can respond to parents, to students, and
to administrators with a rigorous rationale.
The students have wide eyes and are moving in their chairs as her story wraps up. Tripani
asks: “Do you have any questions about my experience?”
Greg raises his hand, “Do you ever get any one late to the party? Like they google it or
come across the blog and send you something?”
Tripani nods, “I had one this year, in September.”
Greg follows up while chuckling, “I imagine that if you have persevered this far, this is
laughable…like some idiot.”
Tripani smiles, saying:
Yeah, I think you are five years late. One thing is that these people never have anything
productive to say. Not long after my incident, there was a large controversy in
Volusia County where they wanted the textbook removed because there is a chapter
on Islamic empires and there is no equal addition of Christian or Hindu Empire
Tripani looks around the classroom, “I don’t know, what do you think?”
Shondra raises her hand, “Well, most textbooks are from a western European perspective,
so that is just where they are coming from in terms of perspective in general.”
Joy has her hand raised and answers next, “They are saying it’s bad because in their mind
they have lumped these Muslim groups together, that they were one and the same, and that there
was no difference between.”
Tripani nods,
Exactly, and so there are these distinctions that need to be brought out. They didn’t
win in Volusia County, it was a political battle, and they settled down a bit. There
have been other incidences of this as well across the country.
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Tripani looks toward the back of the room and breathes deeply,
For me, I found that the most important facet of battling Islamophobia was human
interaction. For example, I went with my mother in law, a from-Italy Italian, and we
went to the open house at the Islamic center together. As soon as we pulled up and
saw the women in veils, she was really uncomfortable. I could tell as we walked in
that she would have preferred to leave, but she sat down and listened. At this open
house they mentioned the articles of faith and the virgin birth. These parts appealed
to her, and she had never been told about how figures from Christian doctrine were
woven into Islam. She was very interested at that point, because they discussed that
Jesus was a prophet, and that they believed in the virgin birth. She found similarities
and something foreign was given that humanity.
Chris raises his hand, “For me, I had neighbors from Jordan, and they changed my
perspective on Islam.”
Right, and for those that don’t have this opportunity that is the role of the global
educator to provide these. Students need a point of reference to stick something
to.” Tripani looks at her watch. “So, take a five minute break and we will come back
and continue the conversation about the countervailing arguments you read about
for tonight.
Steve turns to me at the break and says with wide open eyes, “Can you believe that?”
Debriefing Tripani’s Story
After the break, the class settles in and Tripani asks, “So where are these countervailing
forces? Where does resistance and protest against global and multicultural education come from?”
Anthony raises his hand, “Probably from people who don’t know what it is.”
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Tripani nods, “lack of knowledge, ignorance, sure. Where else? I agree with you, it could be
lack of information.”
Dan raises his hand, “it could be that people are just in general ignorant to it. They might
not see the use.”
Anthony jumps in again, “Yeah, like, traditionalists. People who get it and understand it, but
are going to say this is the way it has always been done.”
“Those folks might find it un-American, un-patriotic,” says Tripani.
Chris jumps in next, “Right, they might say if it is not “American” it is not for our country.
Sometimes when you study other people’s perspective of the country, it is not always the best light.”
Tripani calls on Christine, who is raising her hand: “Older generations, such as my family
members, tend to disagree with me in these terms. They want to go back to the good old days when
we didn’t have these controversies.”
“What about plain old racist beliefs? That there are people out there who believe some are
inferior?” asks Tripani.
Anthony speaks up, “People in general just don’t like conflict, and that is one of the driving
motivations to maintain the status quo.”
“That is so true; they do not want the discomfort of conflict,” Says Tripani.
Shondra says, “And I think that is very much true for those in power. For the other
unflattering information to seep in, it covers up their idea of what should be.”
Tripani says,
This one I mentioned to you, about the Volusia county textbook. They raised a big
stink on the chapter about Islam. Nawaf Alsulami was there, with other Muslim
groups, trying to provide a counter to the protest. It was a big stink again about
equity, about the division of text devoted to various religions. This was very heated,
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it was a very emotional controversy laden in defense of values. It was not a dialogue,
and more of an argument. There was no reconciliation. It is alarming to see in
relation to education. So what can you do?
Greg raises his hand and says, “You have to reflect on who and what you don’t know, and
then seek them out I guess, you can build that understanding and gain that relevance to teach to a
more diverse class.”
Tripani pushes students to reflect deeper while smiling, “Ok Greg, but how do you know
what you don’t know?” The students look around with wide eyes. Tripani picks up the silence,
For me what I know is rooted in what I learned from my family. Many people never
ask themselves about how their family informs their worldview; you can go your
whole adult life without doing that. So what I am going to ask all of us to reflect
here, to consider how we engage in critical practice.
Tripani grabs a paper clipped stack of paper and begins handing them out.
You all are young and impressionable people, you have time to think, time to reflect.
Once you are in the classroom, you are not going to have that time. And no one is
going to be telling you to reflect. That is why this is important to do this now. What
kind of teacher do we want to be? This is great intellectual stuff we are reading, but
you are going to be worrying about a lot of things, so we are going to reflect now.
Please take these sheets I have printed and try to answer the questions to the best of
your ability.
1) How frequently and what types of interactions did I have with individuals from racial
backgrounds different from my own growing up?
2) Who were the primary persons that helped to shape my perspectives of individuals from
different racial groups? How were their opinions formed?
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3) Have l ever harbored prejudiced thoughts towards people from different racial backgrounds?
4) If I do harbor prejudiced thoughts, what effects do such thoughts have on students who
come from those backgrounds?
5) Do I create negative profiles of individuals who come from different racial backgrounds?
Tripani lets each student write for fifteen minutes, then asks: “If I could get a few folks to speak
to this?”
Dave speaks first,
On my first deployment, we were taking 12 Middle Eastern prisoners back from
their trial, and they were “not guilty” and I thought they were guilty, and I didn’t like
taking them back to freedom. I am sure they had a fair trial, and everything, but it
was certainly prejudicial in terms of my thinking.
Mika follows,
I feel like in airports, and I see people, and Middle Eastern people. It is hard to
remove yourself from that mindset. Not that it is instilled in you, but the media,
movies, don’t do a good job of countering that.
Shondra raises her hand, “I will read my response to number 5.” She looks around and then
begins reading,
Not all of people from the same racial background have the same profile in my
mind. So while yes, there are negative profiles in my mind of certain races, it has
more to do with how they speak or dress that completes the stereotype of a negative
profile. 1 can see an African American guy as a successful businessman just as easily
as I can see them as a criminal depending on the clothing, behavior, and language
they use. While I do sometimes jump to negative profile of individuals of certain
“races”, it’s much more complicated than just the skin color. While all of this
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sharing of my thoughts has made me extremely guilty, it is also kind of liberating. In
a world where it is so important to be politically correct all the time, it is refreshing
to just say what I am honestly thinking instead of try and deny it. Only by exploring
and acknowledging my thoughts on different “races” and such can I truly find out
what I need to fix and grow as an educator.
“Wow, that is honest,” Says Christian.
From the other side of the classroom, Steve joins in, “when I first got out of the military,
when I saw someone of Muslim descent, I would say “oh that terrorist”. Now, looking back on
that, I was so ignorant. He could just be a tanned dude for all I know.” The class laughs. “I mean, I
have met Indians that are Christian now.”
Joy begins speaking at a fast clip,
I went to Martinez Middle School, which is White. Then I went to Hillsborough for
IB. But there was a tension between the traditional students and the IB students.
The IB students would look down on the traditional students. There was one group
of students that was White and Asian, looking down on the students that were
predominantly minorities.
Tripani nods, “that is an excellent example, the way you explained it. I have heard that
before, those working in the Sandydale IB area.”
Shondra responds to Joy,
I went to a school with an IB program, but couldn’t be in it because I got there
halfway through, and that was very much the issue at Robinson too. It was
perceived as less than, and then this painted us all as “not IB” and the IB kids were
all White. It felt like two separate schools.
Anthony is nodding at Shondra’s comments,
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I feel like Socio-economic status is not bigger than “race”, but I went to Peach City
High School. There is a big difference there, the upper class kids would
automatically look at me and think I was an angry guy, and then I would look at
them and think they are soft, that they don’t know anything about the real world.
That is still a negative comment, cutting both ways.
“I went to Washington, and it was pretty much middle class. Even though I had exposure to
a diverse group of friends, I harbored different thoughts about different groups and I really didn’t
know why.” Grace adds.
Dave responds to Grace’s comment, “I have family members with different skin colors, and
I still harbor different feelings about those things.”
Tripani scans the classroom “It isn’t easy to step back from these thoughts.”
Anthony raises his hand again, “it could be the different time you have with people. I have
had hundreds of interactions with White people, but I have had about four experiences with Asians.
And these four experiences color all of my perceptions.”
Tripani steps back into the discussion,
I think the first question is especially pertinent to social studies. How frequently and
what types of interactions did I have with individuals from racial backgrounds different from my own
growing up I think you are going to be teaching about the world, so you need to
critically reflect on your interactions with people. You need to delve deep, talk to
somebody, not just take pictures. Like some of you said in your papers, you made
some great comparisons with yourselves in the field experience.
Dan raises his hand. “We talked about having the actual conversation, and having it all out
on the table the first day. You put it out there, that we can’t empathize with your perspective, but I
can give you historical facts.”
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“It could be a rather uncomfortable conversation, and it should be about that,” Tripani says.
“Shondra and I had a conversation,” starts Steve,
And to me, it was more getting away from “Race”. More and more families are
caring about their kids’ education, and it goes back to SES. To me, this seems to be the
bigger concern than “race”. I go out to nice schools, and there are all kinds of cultures, but
there are problems related specifically to poorer kids.
“Point well taken,” Tripani says.
“I have a question,” asks Chris “is it better to say that you haven’t been there in terms of the
racial experience, but that you are trying to, or to not say anything at all?”
Anthony is quick to respond, “I would not say anything at all. If you looked me in the eyes,
how would you know?”
“Yeah, you can spot a poser,” adds Greg.
Tripani agrees, “Yes, the kids are good at that, they can watch and spot someone who is not
genuine, someone trying too hard.”
Xiomara raises her hand and says:
We made a comment on the first question, that if you are talking about “race” in
class, I can be perceived as White or as a pale Spaniard. There are different
interpretations made about the content given how I am presented.
“Yeah,” Anthony says, “my example is similar. Think about if you go back to the years
between 2008-2012, when someone White said anything about Obama.” He pauses. “And then
think about when any Black person said something about Obama. The meanings were different; the
interpretations of what people heard were different.”
“We don’t like to think about the bias, and that is why this is a good practice,” says Tripani.
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Field Experience Assignment
As a major component of the class grade students are asked to individually complete a field
experience assignment (See Appendix D) in which they are tasked with visiting a cultural context
outside of their “comfort zone.” The assignment is structured for students to encounter a situation
in which their normative understanding of social rules, language, and symbols are contrasted. This
assignment is supposed to build upon the simulations and move outside of the controlled nature of
the classroom to provide experience for later analysis. This assignment is aimed to provoke a degree
of discomfort and cognitive dissonance, as ultimately their definition of “comfort zone” is a
personal definition. Students are asked to reflect on what they encountered in the interaction, the
conversations they had, and ultimately how this context compared to their own understandings of
cultural self and worldview.
This process of dissonance and discomfort, followed by critical analysis and reflection on
self and others, ideally guides students to Hanvey’s level III cross-cultural understanding in a realworld situation. Outside of the controlled atmosphere of the cross-cultural simulations and the
didactic presentations of guest speakers – without the immediate guidance and tutelage of the course
instructor – the field experience assignment is a largely dependent on the process and approach of
the individual.
What Was Learned In the Field?
The responses, quality of reflection, and depth of analysis within the assignments varied
greatly, but there was one commonality. Everyone reported learning something about a location,
culture, or concept that they had not considered before. The validity of such claims is another
matter, and will be taken up in a general sense in the next chapter, but is certainly encouraging given
the assignment’s goals. While a number of participants did not reflect on their cultural frame, or
probe beyond topical descriptions about the culture outside of their comfort zone in their
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experience, there were others able to speak directly to the reflective process based upon initial
dissonance. Several participants seldom heard from in class discussion cited discomfort that they
worked through in the field experience. Dan, for example, felt:
As an American walking around a Thai market, I felt out of place and not sure what
exactly to do, but I made conversation with some of the volunteers and sat in on a
Buddhist tour guide lecture; at the end of my trip I never felt more welcomed to a
community so hidden in Sandydale.
Several others visited the Thai market, including Steve and Aaron.
For Will, he was able to consider his initial reactions and think deeply about the rationale
behind the religious ceremony he encountered: “As an irreligious person, I surprised myself by how
strongly I was moved by the service. People in the room knelt and cried during prayer, something I
had never been able to witness.” Later in the paper, Will takes up the issue of religion and
existential rationale,
It was very easy at first to dismiss these rules and regulations as silly and trivial,
especially when I consider myself irreligious. However, once I forced myself to
examine what I was witnessing from a purely objective, global point of view, it was
very easy to see why the religion has stood the test of time. It was evident that the
religion provided its followers a feeling of peace from their daily lives.
Bryan, another student seldom heard from in class discussion, attended an orthodox Jewish
service, and stated:
Chabad and Orthodox Judaism is different from how I view religion, but immersing
myself in their culture taught me more about my faith…I learned more about my
own faith and culture by immersing myself in another culture. Although the faiths
are the same the cultural perspective differed greatly.
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Dave felt encouraged by his experience meeting with a practitioner of Orisha:
This experiment into another culture has only increased my enthusiasm towards
faiths that are considered outside the norm. I encourage anyone who has never done
so, to step out of their comfort zone and immerse themselves in new possibilities
and ideas of cultures that are on the periphery of society.
Joy attended a meal with her Muslim friends, and they engaged in a conversation about
perceptions of gender in Islam:
A lot of the things that we associate with Islam, like wearing the hijab, is more of a
cultural norm than a religious requirement. My friend who was raised in the U.S. said
that there is nothing in the Quran about wearing the hijab and that it is mostly
practiced by people trying to carry out the cultural traditions of their countries or
families. Additionally, there are some views in Islam that provide more protection
for women than Christianity. My friend told me that in Islam, it is the men’s
responsibility to look away from women if they are going to lust after them, while in
Christianity it is women’s responsibility to cover themselves. We also talked about
other instances where our religious texts overlap and differ. There seemed to be a lot
more similarities between Islam and Christianity than I’d ever thought possible. This
discussion taught me that my perceptions are often wrong and that it’s never really
possible to generalize ideas and stereotypes about people’s beliefs to an entire group.
On the whole, the majority of the participants interpreted the field experience assignment
through the lens of faith and religion, which coincided with the reflections from the Albatross
simulation.
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Conclusion
As part of the increasingly global, interconnected world there is a need for curricular
gatekeepers such as Tripani to consciously engage curriculum and pedagogical choices that address
cross-cultural awareness. In the case of her story, she was one who embodied the dissonance of
changing social fields in New York and Greece, returning to guide students through dealing with the
discomfort and fear that may stem from engagement with the unknown. Her experiences abroad,
and the discomfort and fear that she experienced, continue to inform her educational philosophy.
In her case, her decisions to engage cross-cultural awareness drew the ire of culturally conservative
forces and provided significant resistance and personal vitriol – but she was not daunted.
As can be seen throughout this chapter, controlled discomfort and fear permeated
discussions within the confines of the classroom community. Without the engagement of
participants, the simulations, conversations, and experiential dimensions of the course may have
chartered a different narrative course.
With this engagement, the controlled nature of both simulated and real cultural and linguistic
dissonance could be maximized. Perhaps not to the level of cultural immersion abroad, these
experiential activities mimicked facets of such experiences. In many cases this process of dissonance
and analysis prompted reflection on culturally normative assumptions, behaviors, and
understandings. In simulation, the dissonance was “safe,” and through careful debriefing, the
simulated experiences provided a reflective tool for analysis of self and for perhaps framing future
behavior and actions.
Though guest speakers are important for understanding the experiences of others, it was the
personal stories and testament of classmates and the instructor that provided a richer tool for
reflection and processing of experience during the semester in both class discussion and written
reflection. I believe this in part was due to the de-contextualization of the presenters. The class did
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not have a relationship with the presenters brought into class, and the presenters did not necessarily
engage the participants.
In the end, however, this differentiation of approaches in developing cross-cultural
awareness provided multiple paths for students to engage critical reflection on their cultural lenses of
self and the unknown other. Under the guidance of a seasoned instructor, these different
experiential activities offered a means to mimic dimensions of the cultural and linguistic dissonance
of immersion in another country and culture. Through careful planning and community building,
students reflected on their assumptions as related to making meaning from their socialized
perspective in relation to others. The connections they felt may reframe understandings from the
socialized past to better inform their future actions from a more culturally aware place.
However, the question for me still remained: Was Tripani’s story a cautionary tale or a heroic
narrative of perseverance? Was it both? Does her story inhibit or inspire these future teachers to
address issues that may cause discomfort or dissonance in their future classrooms? These questions
and other aspects of the course are discussed in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER FIVE:
DISCUSSION
Introduction
While reflecting upon my memories of Multicultural and Global Perspectives in Education and on
facets of my own cross-cultural awareness, I came to several conclusions about this research
endeavor that deserved further attention. Some of these realizations were arrived at away from the
desk, while taking walks across campus with my infant son, or on Sunday mornings when my
attention wandered during sermons at church. Other realizations came through writing, through
conscious and focused analysis, through molding and arranging text on the computer screen,
shaping a story of research that I felt satisfied with.
In so doing, I was able to answer the research questions I posed at the outset: Through
portraying the perceptions and experiences of Tripani and her perceptions of the experiential crosscultural activities within the course, aligning with research question one. I was able to describe and
contextualize the process of participant engagement with experiential activities and assignments. The
participant voices within the class narrative highlighted best practices for guiding students toward
participation in cognitively dissociative cross-cultural activities, answering research question two.
At the same time, the narrative demonstrates examples of dissonance, discomfort, and
resistance in the activities and conversations in the course, and how such moments were used by
Tripani for educative benefit, answering research question three. Through this narrative, the
differential impact of cross-cultural simulations, interactions with guest speakers, and field
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experiences was demonstrated and discussed, including the connections participants drew from
personal narratives in light of the Albatross cultural simulation, addressing research questions four
and five. Lastly, the impact of participant lived experiences in diverse field a setting on crosscultural awareness was described and discussed as well in response to research question number six.
However, it was the unforeseen realizations of the research process in relation to Tripani that
surprised me most and provided the nuanced understanding I was seeking.
The first realization about this research was personal. Although it seemed to me perfectly
understandable in hindsight, and perhaps blatantly obvious to others, I realized that a major
motivation for this research was rooted in my process of cultural awareness as related to my life
partner, an immigrant woman of color. Over time in my doctoral studies I picked up hints while
listening to others that most research seemed to come from a personal place, that there was a
correlation between research agendas and researchers’ lived experiences. It took me quite a while to
connect the dots, but over time this made more and more sense as I reflected on how seldom
boredom or disinterest creeped into the research, analysis, or writing process for me. Perhaps this
was due to making sense of my own experiences in the analysis, exploring facets of this research that
I had not paid sufficient attention to.
After realizing the connections between my research study and my partner, the narrative
presented of the I-Kiribati healer in Chapter One took on new meaning. My partner is a woman of
color born in a foreign land, and I began to think more about the socialized and culturally bound
assumptions that I impose on her actions in our daily lives. I wondered how I could get beyond
that, to widen my perspective like in the story I had crafted with the healer? Such thoughts about
this narrative brought me back to the concepts of Mazzei’s (2008) social desirability, the possibility
of change in general, and Becker’s (2007) notion of the hero.
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In the case of social desirability, I wondered if could know that the story of the healer was
true, or if it was a tale crafted to frame the possibility of changing my deep seeded assumptions that
stood in the way of greater awareness and perhaps less dissonance. Were such stories part of my
willed veil of ignorance? Was this change possible? Could I un-learn some of those cultural
assumptions?
Through the lens of Becker (2007), I interpreted the narrative of the healer as writing a piece
of my own symbolic myth of self-worth. Within the research process itself, I created a hero in my
own likeness. Becker (2007) states: “His sense of self-worth is constituted symbolically, his cherished
narcissism feeds on symbols, on an abstract idea of his own worth, an idea composed of sounds,
words, and images, in the air, in the mind, on paper” (p. 1).
As I reviewed my notes and my findings, it seemed clear that I was crafting a narrative in
which I was the hero, the exemplar to demonstrate how and what the development of cross-cultural
awareness may look like, an abstract idea of my own worth and the worth of this research. This
reflection troubled me, and spoke to the constitutive effect of such narratives. In the story with the
healer, which frames this dissertation, I wrote myself into a distinctly performative place (Riessman,
2008). On reflection, there was a person on the page who could change their worldview due to
immersive educational experience. I began to wonder if the re-framing of cultural socialization
presented in the narrative was possible, or just a heroic story I told myself and others. This question
throughout the past months drove me deeper in reflection. I wondered about my relationship to
personal narrative representation. I considered the difficulties inherent in change of perspective
with more gravity – could we un-learn cultural socialization at the cognitive level to the point where
our behaviors changed?
I know that my worldview drove how the episodic events in the story with the healer were
arranged, and how these were both consciously and tacitly edited, revised, and sorted for maximum
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effect. This process forged and molded shards of information into a discernable story of self and
worldview and, according to Becker (2007), was an exercise in creating heroic illusions that provided
existential meaning. For Becker, we all live under illusions to one degree or another as a means to
transcend our personal mortality.
Following this thinking, I wondered if I was reifying my present interpretation of what was
right and valuable, in this narrative of cultural awareness and change, through selectively picking
revised memories. Did this story of change with the healer really exist, or is it a heroic salve I tell
myself while operating under Freeman’s (2010) veil of willed ignorance? In other words, would I
behave differently with the healer if put in the same situation again? Or is this narrative of potential
change a socially desirable canard?
Beyond the realization that this research was fundamentally personal, I began to engage the
story with the healer and the curricular decisions in the course from a critical ethical perspective
which I did not have when undertaking this research. I began weighing the ethics of representing
Tripani’s narrative and that of the class participants. What were the repercussions of reconstructing
and extracting meaning from that experience?
I began to grapple with the ethics of appropriating narratives within the course and
representing them. Participants signed informed consent documents granting permission, but this
ethical qualm I had was with representation, with the continued reinforcing of certain tropes that
inform the narrative. For example, Steve takes on the narrative trope of a Marine veteran who is
politically conservative, while Anthony is the African-American male and Luis the Hispanic man
who grew up in poverty. I know these are the realities that students in the course presented, but I
still had nagging ethical issues with perpetuating this representation in the narrative, because the
ways in which the discourse around these descriptors circulate between the lines delivers knowledge
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in tacit ways. The process left me wondering about other possibilities for telling these stories
without tapping into the discursive connotations wrapped up in these representations.
My ethical issues with representation relate to the healer as well. Was I perpetuating
colonizing narratives where faraway lands are mined for knowledge to further enrich the powerful?
I wondered if my goal in bringing such lived experiences out of the world and into the classroom
through experiential activities could offset some of this perpetuation – but the narrative itself
represented this power dynamic, and it gave me pause.
Lastly, in terms of ethical scruple, I struggled with the question of Tripani’s decision to
present her story to pre-service teachers. Am I, in (re)presenting this story, aligning with the very
forces that sought to shut her down? For example, if the purpose of the community agitators was to
ban guest Muslim speakers from entering public school classrooms, does the telling of this story
inhibit future teachers from doing just that? Are they less prone to make such a decision in the
future?
These different questions are why, in part, this section is a discussion of the ethical
deliberations and decisions I have made as researcher in representing the narrative facets of the
course and of myself as represented and rationalized through a teleological utilitarian ethical
framework.
In reflecting upon the course, my ethical rationale for including the narratives of the course
relates to how Islamic cultures may or may not be represented in democratic spaces such as
classrooms. This rationale highlights how classes such as Tripani’s model and support democratic
institutions and multicultural civic identity. Banks (2008) speaks to the importance of such spaces at
the local, national, and global levels to frame cross-cultural awareness as essential to the public good.
To reflect on one’s cultural self in relation to others is a cornerstone of multicultural and global
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education. According to Banks (2008) when this is accomplished through appropriate strategies in
classrooms, it also strengthens democratic institutions and representation.
These critical reflections on the findings of this research and the discussions of ethical and
representational validity of the narratives presented in this dissertation should inform the process of
teacher education on a variety of fronts. For teacher educators seeking to engage cross-cultural
awareness in their classrooms, the finding that simulations provide substantive room for controlled,
safe levels of dissonance that can be harnessed in debriefing for reflective potential is a practical
tool.
To conclude the chapter, I present my thoughts on future directions for this research. In
wondering how to escape the relational iron cage of social desirability and narrative performativity as
related to cross-cultural awareness, I present a rationale for exploring the implicit association tests as
a way to problematize and gauge cognitive “change.” The work of cognitive psychologists
investigating implicit bias, tied to cultural socialization, and the curricula developed for mitigating
such bias in the cognition of participants is presented. Given the analogous processes that are
entailed within many of the experiential activities of Global and Multicultural Perspectives in Education,
the rationale for this future direction of research seems warranted.
Summary of Major Findings
The valuable exchange of personal narratives on behalf of students and the instructor in
dialogical discussion was the result of certain instructional decisions. The process by which these
relational exchanges created a community within the class paved the way for Tripani to push
students and their metacognitive thought processes deeper in simulation. This dynamic created
effective means for expanding cross-cultural awareness of Global and Multicultural Perspectives in
Education.
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Under Tripani’s skillful approach, a classroom community was established for an open and
safe atmosphere. Due in part to this, students felt comfortable and empowered to discuss “hot
button” issues tied to racism, power, ethnocentrism, cultural bias, knowledge construction, and their
personal history of classroom experiences. Tripani’s seasoned use of higher order questioning, in
conjunction with her emphasis on civil discourse, provided guidance to move students beyond
topical discussion of culture, a phenomenon that can, according to Ladson-Billings (2006) be
“randomly and regularly used to explain everything” (p. 104). This topical application of culture can
mean that the term is used to obfuscate issues of class, “race”, and power – where culture becomes
everything and nothing at the same time.
With these structures, and the instructor’s guidance through questioning, the dialogue grew
rich and reflective as the semester wore on. The instructor was able to draw connections between
knowledge, power, and assumptions as related to socialization, media, and education.
The course, the instructor, and the findings highlight that cross-cultural awareness and the
development of a global perspective are iterative processes at their root. This process is analogous
to a Socratic method of continual analysis and acknowledgement that there are layers upon layers of
competing symbolic representations and meanings empowered through socialization surrounding us.
These meanings shift across contexts and need to be considered at the local, national and
international levels to make informed decisions.
To realize and participate in this analysis, and one’s role in the process, is to be engaged in a
cultural awareness that is never ending. Similar to Tripani, who guided the class to critically examine
each assumption brought to the fore in discussion, this habit of questioning, problematizing, and
weighing assumptions is reflective of the process she herself identified and continues to model as a
global educator. Concomitantly, I too engaged in this critical self-examination as I analyzed the
course dynamics and my role in it.
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Dimensions of the Social Field in Global and Multicultural Perspectives in Education
University classrooms can be sites of ideological power struggles, though ideally these
struggles can be negotiated safely within a classroom environment where democratically created
boundaries and rules carry the day. Through planning to address these situations in discussion of
power, “race”, class, history, and ethnicity, Tripani was able to establish a structure from day one
that embraced civil discourse and dissent from others, explaining this allowed for the creation of
new ideas and perspectives.
Tripani engaged specific strategies for democratically establishing rules, established protocols,
and structured activities aimed at creating trusting relationships amongst members of the class.
During the first class meeting, students were tasked with creating rules that were posted to the
online course splash page. To structure democratic space in discussion, Tripani assigned roles in
timed protocols that allowed each voice to be heard in small group discussion. Lastly, she used
collaborative learning strategies such as class wide dialogic discussion to foster greater student
interaction and discussion while engaging with class content. For those students that were perhaps
shy, she differentiated through the use of reflection logs that allowed all students to express their
views in a more private fashion, to which she responded in written form.
Tripani reiterated on numerous occasions that teachers are arbiters and gatekeepers of
knowledge communicated to students in classrooms (Thornton, 1991). By emphasizing the
curricular and pedagogical choices that teachers had the autonomy to make, she highlighted the
responsibility that teachers have framing how their students think about the world. She insisted that
as gatekeepers, teachers have the power to approach their craft through the lens of global and
multicultural education and experiential strategies such as simulations, guest speakers, and
assignments in the community.
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This relational groundwork was essential in promoting difficult dialogue that was
constructive and not combative. Through these sometimes difficult but engaging interactions,
students experienced how a democratic classroom was established and fostered while at the same
time building relationships with classmates.
Through the lens of Bourdieu’s (1986) forms of capital, Tripani as the curricular gatekeeper
made the decisions to create and model a democratic and inclusive social field. It was through these
mechanisms that the narratives posed in the classroom could be embraced and engaged for critical
examination, and not as part of conflicting ideological power struggles.
For teacher educators, these findings highlight the importance of modeling democratic and
inclusive strategies for establishing an engaged student centered dialogical classroom. For teacher
educators wondering how to create an atmosphere of inclusive engagement, these findings as related
to the social field of the Tripani’s course demonstrate a successful process.
Socio-Political Field of the Class
Within the democratic social field structured by Tripani in the classroom, the majority of
students in the class were White and male. As an elective, students chose to take the course, and
were not mandated to enroll in it. Due to this latter fact, there was some “preaching to the choir”
within this class. In my experience as instructor with the course, this is not always the case. There
have been a number of past students, all of whom were White, who took the class and were by no
means a part of the “choir.” One student ran for national elected office as a Tea Party candidate,
while another self-identified as a white nationalist in written reflection, and I recall another female
who wore various politically conservative t-shirts to class. Such students spewed vitriol against
multiculturalism and global perspectives in their reflection logs and at times in clss discussion. These
students resisted in their written reflections, in their contributions to discussion, and in their nonverbal communication to concepts related to the course. Most notably resisted, time and again, were
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the works of critical race theorist Gloria Ladson-Billings (2000, 2003) and the concept of White
privilege.
However, the semester in which the class was held seemed politically positioned for the
most part in agreement with cultural pluralism, multiculturalism, and global education from the
course’s inception. Conservative voices were slightly apparent in the class, and for students who did
hold such views, this dynamic may have led to self-censorship. Such a phenomenon is emblematic
of illiberal liberalism, a paradoxical situation in which the inclusive and democratic tenets of
multicultural and global education are undermined by tacitly excluding culturally conservative and
nationalist voices. This paradox is something that as an instructor and citizen I find problematic. If
the goal of education is interdependent democratic processes, and expanding perspectives, there
needs to be spaces for countervailing opinions. These voices help expand the conversation within
dialogical classes when a system of rules, norms, and expectations guide civil discourse.
In the case of the class, Steve served in this perspective-expanding role. He was not “in the
choir.” It became evident over the weeks that when he raised his hand to contribute, Steve was
going to respectfully challenge points. Students such as Dave and Luis, who sat next to each other
in the back, would get visibly excited when he raised his hand – they knew Steve was going to bring
some tension to the air, some dissonance to the discussion. Though this outspokenness was
perhaps a testament to Steve’s disposition and older age in comparison to his classmates, he did not
feel the need to self-censor or create a socially desirable narrative to align with everyone else.
He was not disrespectful outside of calling the Spanish version of the Star Spangled banner
“garbage” in front of the class (something he later reflected on and thought deeper about in his log,
due to what seemed to be embarrassment), and though he may have resisted aspects of
multiculturalism, his points generally helped further the conversation at hand instead of creating
barriers.
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Steve’s willingness to expand the discussion may also have been a testament to Tripani’s
decisions as a seasoned educator, of her ability to create a community in which civil discourse was
emphasized, where rules were democratically chosen to govern conversation, and enforced when
need be. However, the fact that a student like Steve was able to engage in civil discourse within a
class where the field was slanted towards pluralistic and transformational multicultural tenets is
something that I found encouraging, an example of what may be missing in working towards
political interdependence and civil exchange at all levels.
The paradoxical nature of illiberal liberalism within teacher education courses should be
addressed by instructors in their planning processes. Though not explicitly addressed by Tripani,
through her curricular planning, democratic processes, and willingness to engage countervailing
perspectives, the process by which she created space for those “not in the choir” were apparent.
Safe Tension
To accomplish creating an equitable socio-political field from the confines of a university
classroom involves integrating challenges and countervailing viewpoints to promote and model a
pluralistic understanding. As can be seen in chapter four, reflections on culture, knowledge,
representation and power were central to discussion and course content and were expanded by Steve
and Tripani’s resistance and by the narratives of others, as this tension was affective and evocative –
it was awkward and memorable.
In situations when students enrolled in the class are ideologically opposed to the tenets of
cultural pluralism, or in other cases, uncomfortable dealing with these issues, tension arises. This
tension parallels the realities that future teachers will face outside of the university classroom, when
they are practicing in schools, and is in part why safe levels of dissonance should be integrated into
the curriculum – to tease out assumptions and debrief them with others undergoing the same
process. This is one reason why it is important to represent the realities of the world in the course,
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such as with Tripani’s story with the Imam. This served as an opportunity for students to think
through the myriad contingencies that exist in schools and communities across the country when
engaging cultural awareness.
This is where the use of simulations is also a valuable pedagogical tool – there is an
equalizing effect, a collective dissonance that can be introduced into the classroom. In some ways
this mitigates the myriad variables wrapped up in perceptions of “the other.” For short bursts of
time, all students are interacting with a mysterious social field that they struggle to make sense of.
Instead of reflecting the positionalities of “race,” politics, ethnicity, and religion in interaction,
activities such as the Albatross and Barnga are collective phenomena in which all participants are
equally clueless and for a brief moment strangers in a strange land.
For teacher educators, the combination of affective pedagogical strategies and higher order
questioning in debrief presents an ethical rationale for introducing safe levels of controlled cognitive
dissonance in curriculum and instruction. Through moments of awkward and uncomfortable
instruction, greater grist is produced for debrief. Ideally this can lead future teachers to reflect
deeply and remember how their cognition and behaviors are connected to cultural socialization.
Cross-Cultural Awareness as Global Perspective in Simulation
Through the use of cultural simulations, the students experienced and reflected upon aspects
of their culturally informed meaning-making process in a controlled context. Under the careful
guidance of Tripani, the affective dissonance induced in the cultural simulation was debriefed to
provide a dynamic reflection on how cultural frames of reference function to shape the meaning
imposed upon unfamiliar behavior, symbols, and language.
The affective dimensions of participation in such simulations link memorable lessons on
perspective to “feeling” the controlled frustration, bafflement, and confusion associated with costly
international travel and culturally immersive experiences. This affective dimension has been recently
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linked to facilitate encoding and retrieval of information by cognitive psychologists (Tyng, Amin,
Saad, & Malik, 2017). In other words, these feelings of discomfort, confusion, and frustration help
students learn in ways they can remember and retain.
Beyond the affective dimensions of the simulations, Tripani explicitly guided students to
greater levels of Hanvey’s third dimension of cross-cultural awareness. Through the creation of a
conflict situation in which dissonance was induced, students were placed into a different social field
that they had not experienced before, where foreign symbolic capital (language, ritual, customs)
revealed the process by which meaning making could be laid bare as reactionary socialized response.
Tripani was able to discuss afterwards the feelings and assumptions that participants carried
into the “safe” conflict to extend the conversation by debriefing. In this discussion, she guided
students through higher order questioning to reflect on how their reactions correlated to the lenses
through which their normative understandings of social behavior. This process helped to move
students towards greater cultural awareness of self from the confines of a classroom.
Beyond this personal reflection on cultural socialization, Tripani also guided students
towards greater understanding of the culture of schools. As a veteran teacher, with over three
decades of classroom experiences, she pushed students to consider the culture of schools from a
critical place that resisted idealism. For participants who reflected on their own experience in
secondary classrooms as devoid of multicultural or global perspectives, Tripani problematized their
assumptions that they could step right in and become that curricular gatekeeper. In some ways,
through resisting their idealism she was creating cognitive dissonance, and forcing participants to
really think about what they may be facing in the future, and the steps they would need to take to be
prepared. Tripani and her story of resistance with the Imam pushed this dissonance to the
maximum, which is where my ethical question about the effect of sharing her narrative with preservice teachers is rooted.
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As Hanvey (1976) stipulated in his third dimension for cross-cultural awareness, there is a
certain amount of conflict that can send people to a place of reaction and resistance to the “other”. I
envision Tripani’s story with the Imam serving as that cautionary tale of resistance for some, where
their idealism is shot full of holes by such a tale to the point that they do not move deeper in their
understanding about the benefits of engaging controversial topics or speakers in their future
classrooms. Is hers a cautionary tale?
Empathizing and Reflecting on the Narratives of “the Other”
This suffering in the other can only be witnessed as unpardonable. This suffering
solicits me and calls me, eliciting in me “a suffering for the suffering.” Thus a second order
of suffering begins: “a just suffering in me for the unjustifiable suffering of the other.” This
just suffering can take on a meaning. This meaning is “attention to the other…the very bond
of human subjectivity, even to the point of being raised to a supreme ethical principle”
(Levinas, 1988, p. 159).
I will say, ultimately, that there was a degree of suffering circulating in the narratives
exchanged in chapter four. This realization reminded me of comments from years ago, when my
middle school students told me that they thought my class was “depressing,” because my lessons
tended to focus on terrible things happening in the world. This concordance of my memories, and
the narrative through line of suffering in the narrative of the class made me wonder – what was I
doing focusing on the suffering of others? Was this the preferred self I presented in my depictions
of the course, and the narratives included? Was it ethical to “bring people down”? And was this the
most effective way to get future teachers to reflect and grow as educators?
Though these questions followed me, the fact that participants felt comfortable enough to
tell of their personal experiences that may have been traumatizing is a testament to the cooperative
learning measures, boundaries, rules, and expectations that Tripani established. These planned
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pieces allowed students to build relationships, trust, and ultimately share. Though this could not be
said for all students in the context of the classroom, the reflection logs allowed written means for
further expression in dialogue with the teacher.
Also, through Tripani’s guidance, the discussion avoided the “hierarchy of oppression” that
can sometimes take place in such conversations (Lorde, 1983). In this scenario, classroom
discussion devolves into a one-upping of shared traumas, delegitimizing the previous trauma as each
shares, creating a competition of “saddest stories.” Tripani was able to keep the discussion attuned
to specific learning objectives, and within the dynamics of the classroom community, no narratives
were placed into such a hierarchy.
This being said, the weight of personal testimony in class was often more palpable at certain
times than others. From Anthony speaking to his pressures carrying representation with him as an
African American male in a homogenous White school, to Steve’s description of taking fire in a war
zone, to the Syrian refugee story of the CAIR speaker, and Tripani’s own description of her
experiences with Islamophobia and conservative forces, the narratives exchanged in class were
powerful, moving, and certainly in line with the Levinas quote opening this section. I felt empathic
connection in each of the cases above, and it is something that I do not think I will easily forget, and
perhaps it is due to the affective and evocative dimensions of the stories.
Though the inclusion of narratives detailing suffering served an empathic purpose, it also
made me think about my decisions as researcher and the pertinent ethical considerations that I
needed to further explore about representing these stories. Was the Levinas quote part of a
rationalization? How and why were these narratives circulated within the context of the classroom?
Was I performing as researcher and extracting meaning while overlooking important ethical points?
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Dialogical Performance Analysis as Researcher and Interpreter
One question lingered, and it concerned the ethical dimensions of the classroom context in
relation to how the narratives of those in class, of Tripani, and of the guest speakers were presented.
Was the ethical case for including these narratives in this research warranted? Who am I to
appropriate and represent their traumas?
In reflecting on the narratives presented in chapter four, and the ethical questions of my role
in appropriating and representing them, I find it important to discuss the findings through the
dialogical performative lens of Riessman (2008). Through this lens I am interested in “who an
utterance may be directed to, when, and why, that is, for what purposes?” (Riessman, 2008, p.105).
According to Riessman (2008), dialogical performance analysis of narrative is rooted in Goffman’s
(1961/2017) anthropological notion of social performance. In social performance analysis, the
narrative is read to reveal the “preferred self” being presented.
As the arbiter of the findings, I am interested not only in the narratives of the participants
and what they represent, but also in reflecting on how I have interpreted and presented the
narratives written about the class. Therefore this is a discussion not only of how the participant
narratives and utterances are directed, but also how I as researcher interpret and compose the
representation of performance (or its obfuscation) in the findings.
One striking example of what I see as occupying this role in a unique way, something that I
will call a “double performative utterance” was realized after reading, coding, and re-storying the
transcripts of observations. At a certain point I came to the conclusion that I was placing Anthony
into my narrative in a similar fashion to that of what he alluded to during class, as a representation
of all African-American males. The piece involved an utterance observed from Anthony when he
spoke while choking back tears, of the burden of representation during a class discussion. “I was
often the only black student in honors classes. I was in a tough spot where I had to be bigger than
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just my individual self. I had to represent all Black people. For me, I have to confront that every
day.”
I struggled with the implications of portraying him in the same essential performative role in
the presented context of the class. This made me wonder about how my decisions as “preferred
self” as researcher and narrative inquirer had placed Anthony in exactly the same representative role
that he found excruciatingly burdensome in actual life.
Anthony took on the “burden” of representation in the findings, as the voice that provided
knowledge and representation of this minority group to the dominant racial group in the class. Was
my inclusions of Anthony’s testament to his experience as an African American male a part of a
colonizing narrative in which the dominant group extracts painful memories that do nothing to
actually help relieve that burden from him? Was I perpetuating this, and not doing anything to
relieve that burden from him?
Paradoxically, I also felt that this representation of Anthony was true to the reality of the
class. He spoke to his experience as an African-American male on a number of occasions to a class
of predominantly White students in difficult conversations. But it still bothered me – was he being
mined for this narrative by the composition of the course, by its curriculum? As researcher I was
torn – was this representation of Anthony ethically permissible given that I placed him in the same
performative role in the narrative that he felt was exhausting in reality, the colonized story “brought
in” to educate the dominant culture?
Along similar performative questions for me as researcher was Steve. As opposed to the
colonization of Anthony’s narratives, I wondered if Steve had been cast as “the villain” in the
narrative, if he had been “colonized” for a role in my findings. I reflected on the canonical narrative
structure where dramatic tension was provided by a foiling force. I recalled interpreting Steve’s
work from a critical perspective, reading into his words and actions more so perhaps than I did
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others. I viewed and portrayed him through the performative role of “the White male,” though once
again, in many ways he occupied this role and my representation was true to what I observed and
analyzed about his reflections.
Both of these examples exemplify the paradoxical nature of representation in narrative. In
writing and revising the findings, I sought to write close to the experience of the class, and in doing
so, echoed representations that were reductive and simplified versions of reality. I wondered again –
was this ethical? This ethical question concerning the appropriation of narratives took on further
dimensions when I considered guest speakers in the context of the classroom.
Colonizing the “Other” in Guest Speaking
While presenting at a roundtable seminar at an academic conference in November of 2017, I
found myself debating the role of guest speakers in classrooms for expanding cross-cultural
awareness. Several scholars in global education brought to my attention the perpetuation of
colonialism in relation to “bringing in” guest speakers to speak to classes about foreign cultural
groups. The scholars did not offer many practical solutions. I became a bit defensive and proffered
that guest speakers who volunteered to educate as part of their organizational mission were not
being colonized. However, the tension of the conversation prompted me to reflect on
considerations that I had not taken into account before.
This discussion helped me to develop an ethical argument for “bringing in” guest speakers
to classrooms as a means for cross-cultural awareness, outlined below. In the case of the class, the
finding that the outside speakers and assignments did not provoke the same reflection on cultural
self that the classroom discussions and simulations made the argument for their necessity less
urgent, but problematized other curricular dimensions upon reflection. I say problematic because
there are pieces of the curriculum I began to consider as “colonial”. This phenomenon has been
investigated by researchers of global education at the international level (De Oliveira Andreotti &
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De Souza, 2012). In the researcher’s argument, they critiqued the expanding of cultural awareness in
teacher education through study abroad programming and service learning as examples of colonial
projects. This was where foreign lands or experiences were exploited to raise the consciousness of
the dominant group, but do little to address systemic inequities or affect transformational change.
Thinking about this colonization at the programmatic level lent to reflecting on the findings
in chapter four at the personal level of the class and curriculum. The structure of assignments in the
course provided extrinsic motivation by means of assignment, reflection log, discussion, and
incentive. Did the curriculum tacitly present expectations for participants to present narratives and
to socially perform? Was the curriculum coercive? Were the narratives that were exchanged, and
the speakers “brought in” colonial projects? The question of colonizing narrative experience to
educate the dominant group is an ethical issue that is addressed below.
I wondered if there was a case for “bringing in” guest speakers to educate students about
areas such as Islam where the teachers or curriculum provide little to no knowledge base. Similarly,
I wondered if the prompting and sharing of stories within classrooms as part of empathic
relationship building outweighed the negative colonizing dimensions of such a practice.
The questions of perpetuating performative representation in narrative, of colonizing the
others experience to educate the powerful, and of censoring cautionary tales attest to the important
ethical dimensions of the “where” and “how” that narratives are presented. The ethics of
developing cross-cultural awareness are an important facet to be considered by teacher educators in
their pedagogical descisions.
Are these questions of colonizing, appropriating, and interpretation the experiences of
others for the benefit of the dominant group ethical? I lay out my case for including these pieces in
the following section.
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Deontological and Teleological Ethical Frameworks in Narrative Exchange
To visualize the ethical dimensions of how “bringing in” speakers from the outside, or
“bringing in stories” of participants in this class are ethically permissible, I have a placed my position
regrding the different actions on a spectrum ranging between deontological and consequentialist
ethical stances.
On the side of deontological reasoning, there would be no cases in which colonial curricular
decisions are permissible (Frankena, 1973). In assuming this stance, a teacher must accept that there
be no extrinsic demands for students or speakers. For example, under this deontological
assumption, the instructor would not reach out into the community to bring in speakers, as this
would place oppressive burden on a spokesperson of a community to come and educate the
dominant group. The same position would also limit how narratives were exchanged in discussion
due to the same burden being assigned, such as what Anthony described.
The absolutism of deontological reasoning is a difficult ethical stance to envision when
dealing with such actions. There are many instances when an instructor’s decision is valid. Tripani
described such as example in her choice inviting the Imam to come to her class to address the lack
of knowledge about Islam that she saw in her students in an advanced placement course.
Furthermore, in the case of organizations such as the Center for American Islamic Relations
(CAIR), this community education initiate is part of their mission. At the class level, without these
pieces students may not have been able to consider new perspectives in light of abstract course
content and simulations without hearing the lived experiences of others. To assume a deontological
position in the above examples would be a disservice to cross-cultural awareness in this classroom,
and a detriment to student reflection.
That being said, thinking and wrestling with the absolutism of a deontological ethical stance
in relation to how guest speakers, classmates, or neighborhoods can be “colonized” by the dominant
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group is important to consider. To slide too easily towards utilitarianism in rationalizing bringing in
community members as guest speakers, or sending students into communities for the extraction of
knowledge, can be overly paternalistic on behalf of a teacher or student. Such actions could
potentially perpetuate cycles in which schools and communities turn again and again to the same
spokespeople to bear the role of “educator” to the dominant group without considering the greater
common good.
Teleological Consequentialism
On the other side of the ethical spectrum lies consequentialism, where the use of guest
speakers, student narratives, and place based assignments in courses is permissible if the outcomes
for the many are desirable (Frankena, 1973). In this sense, the ends justify the means. Classic
utilitarianism, as a form of consequentialism, state that the degree of acceptable use of guest
speakers, representation, or extrinsic classroom assignments is proportionally related to the amount
of benefit it brings to the greater good.
Thus, if the guest speaker only benefits a few, then it is not as ethically just. However, if the
guest speaker or the narrative shared in question benefits the class or a number of people, then it
can be rationalized. However, who determines what is of benefit is also another ethical issue
wrapped up in power and paternalism, or telling others what is in their best interests. Such power is
presented by the curriculum and appropriated by the curricular gatekeeper.
The arguments against utilitarian and paternalistic claims are that the rights of the individual
are devalued to the greater good of the collective, as opposed to the inverse deontological claim
where the rights of the individual trump the collective good. In individualistic and competitively
meritocratic societies such as the United States, the collective cultural “we” pales in comparison to
the powerful “I” (Hofstede, Hofstede, & Minkov, 2010).
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Thinking about this made me wonder how this individualistic cultural facet informs my
ethical framework for decision making. It reminded of what I consider the nefarious teleological
ethical cousin of classic utilitarianism, a stance known as ethical egoism. From this perspective,
whatever benefits the individual, the “I”, and not the common good, is ethically valid. This is
important for any instructor (and researcher) to reflect on – Does what I am asking of students and
of participants benefit the common good? Or is it just benefitting myself?
In weighing how narratives such as those presented with the healer, within the classroom,
from students, and guest speakers were used to educate the dominant group I find it ethically
rigorous to consider points from this spectrum ranging from deontological absolutism to teleological
ethical egoism. This process highlights a number of variables that an instructor must weigh in
designing curriculum and building classroom culture.
Lastly, these ethical quandaries illuminate the relatively ethical quandary-free exercise of
cultural simulations in the classroom. Using such strategies and activities eases some of these
concerns if cross-cultural awareness and reflection is the learning objective.
The Veiled Original Position or Veil of Willed Ignorance?
In looking where to turn in establishing an ethical stance as a curricular gatekeeper, there are
other options outside of deontology and utilitarianism. Another position one might operate from is
the veiled “original position” put forth by Rawls (1974), wherein morally constructed factors such as
ethnicity, gender, class, “race”, or nationality are set aside in the search for basic understanding of
human law and human rights (Rawls, 1974). Another way to put this would be to employ the golden
rule.
However, this position is problematic as well. To take such an ethical position, especially as
a White male, I am able to set aside the legacy of historical and systemic inequalities quite easily,
because I have not had to suffer from this legacy of inequity. On reflection, the Rawls (1974) veiled
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original position is similar to the “color-blind” stance which ignores the history and legacy of the
past that informs how we discuss a global perspective and issues of multiculturalism. This brings me
back to thinking with Freeman’s (2011) notion of the “veil of willed ignorance”, where by focusing
on the idealized “golden rule” outside of myriad intersectionalities, I am simplifying and reducing
my decisions as a curricular gatekeeper by ignoring the suffering of others.
Ethical Conclusion
There are no easy answers for such questions, but perhaps the process of deliberation is in
and of itself a tool of value. Can I weigh what good comes from including these narratives here
against the weight of perpetuating the burden of representation? This is the same ethical dilemma
that arises when weighing the good of “bringing in” of guest speakers to classrooms to speak. Does
the greater good produced by the knowledge they bring to the classroom rationalize perpetuating the
colonial relationship of educating the dominant culture?
For me as researcher, I have reflected on the question of: Who benefits from this research?
Through considering a utilitarian stance, I feel that the potential heuristic benefit of this research
supports the common good. The practical “how” the course modeled civil discourse, experiential
activities, and democratic dialogical spaces for exchange is important and of the moment. I believe
the greater good benefits from this representation, from the exchange of narratives that may be
colonizing, because I perceive from experience a lack of knowledge. I continue with a greater
rationale for the research presented below.
So What?
An essential question of any research endeavor to keep in mind is “so what?” For me, the
answer to the question touches upon the ethical discussion outlined above while also illuminating
and discussing a number of narrative threads and findings presented in these chapters.
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In a nutshell, these structures, practices, and modelling of democratic spaces within
classrooms by Tripani is a valuable practice. To describe this process demonstrates to future
educators how to create representative space for students in a dialogical and interactive setting in the
classroom.
A classroom represents one of the few avenues for creating civic spaces that embrace
cultural pluralism (Banks, 2008). Though this may not be easy to effectively accomplish, there are
not many spaces in American society where the diverse elements enter into the same social field on a
consistent basis. It is the teacher as gatekeeper who creates the boundaries and curricular decisions
whereby students are able to construct the habitas, or worldview, of the classroom that draws upon
disparate forms of cultural capital.
Though there is no definitive causative link, it is worth exploring the idea that students who
are provided membership, representation, and socialization in a democratic community such as
Tripani’s classroom may eventually assign meaning to that community in relation to their lives – a
phenomenon that ideally transfers to greater civic identity based upon inclusive democratic ideals.
I couldn’t help but return to the story of the Syrian refugee family, their lone surviving child
concussed at school, shunned, and without advocates. What kind of meaning, membership, and
community, existed? According to Maslow (1943), these fundamentals are essential to human
motivation and meaningful self-actualization.
I imagine the alienation and fear of this Syrian refugee student, and know that there are
multicultural and global spaces such as those modeled by Tripani where perhaps such students are
embraced in classrooms instead of beaten. This is where my discussion of “so what?” and my
ethical rationale of the greater good related to this research, and for including the narratives of
outside speakers and those of the class. The modeling and dissemination of such practices put forth
by Tripani are a small piece of strengthening our democratic institutions. This is especially
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important as population demographics shift and nationalist reactionaries, such as those discussed in
Tripani’s story, seek to reify the dominant culture.
Citizenship, Nationalism, and Radicalism
After I heard the story of the concussed child from the Syrian refugee family, and of
Tripani’s struggle to bring Muslim representation to students in schools, I was listening to a local
radio station when a story caught my attention. A male Muslim Uzbek immigrant, who had at one
point lived in the same Sandydale neighborhood as the Syrian refugee family, had allegedly plowed a
rented moving van onto a sidewalk near Battery Park in Manhattan. He killed eight innocent people,
including school children, on the sidewalks of New York City in the name of Islam.
Putting myself in the shoes of the family who had lost their children, sibling, or spouse made
me disgusted, and I wondered how the man who had killed innocent children arrived at that point. I
could not help but think of the Syrian refugee family described in class. I wondered how these
stories made sense together, and I sought to assemble these different pieces as part of a coherent
narrative.
I reflected on the student concussed in school. If I were this student, or a member of his
family, I imagine that there would be hope for a better life in the United States. They had lost
siblings, their homeland, and much of everything else. I would assume that at the lowest expectation
the family hoped for a cessation of violence in their lives and community. I imagine the profundity
of having this hope dissolve would be gut wrenching.
I reflected on the child’s story in relation to the reported life of the accused man in
Manhattan, who had immigrated to the United States from Uzbekistan as an older adolescent.
Perhaps he too held hopes for a good life, or else why leave? How could this hope for the good life
veer into the murder of innocent children? How could he find meaning in that? The reports
alluded to the fact that he had struggled in finding a community in Ohio and later in Sandydale.
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For me listening to the radio, I thought of Tripani’s narrative with the Imam, marginalized
Islamic communities, and the various ways in which we strive to make meaning. How is this
meaning and civic membership attached to the ways in which cross-cultural awareness and
multicultural education are coneceived for schools?
To pull these facets into a singular discussion of “so what?” in relation to these narratives
threads, I turn to Banks’ (2008) model for multicultural citizenship education and Kymlyka’s (1995)
work on multiculturalism to make sense of these disparate and yet connected narratives.
Modeling Civic Meaning, Community, and Representation
Historically, education in the United States in regards to immigration has been dominated by
liberal assimilationist views (Banks, 2008; Kymlicka, 1995). As can be seen in the protest of
Tripani’s decision to bring in the guest speaker to a Sandydale high school, this view continues in
certain parts of the country. Assimilation tacitly pressures immigrant groups to drop their first
languages, cultures, and group affiliation in the name of social efficiency.
In conceiving liberal assimilationist education, group identity was construed as a detriment to
the rights of the individual and divisive to a unifying national identity (Banks, 2008). In the United
States, civic identity has historically been closely tied to the dominant power structures, culture, and
language of the White Anglo majority. For example, in the United States the English language,
though never the official language of the nation, is often assumed to be the language of civic identity
due to its entrenched hegemony.
Banks (2008) argues that mainstream education, especially related do civic education,
reinforces the assimilationist status quo of the dominant group (Banks 2008). This status quo reifies
a traditional narrative of civic identity, and is intimately linked to how power is negotiated in society.
Community members in the dominant group may see multicultural reforms as a threat to their
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personal identity, as this closely mirrors that of the assimilationist civic identity. Beyond this,
dominant groups are afforded more resources and social capital, and are more powerful politically.
It is this history of power differential between the dominant culture and immigrant
populations that roots Banks (2008) argument for multicultural education. As levels of diversity
increase in the United States, ethnic groups need to retain their languages and culture while at the
same time contributing to an inclusive dominant culture. In a multicultural democratic society, the
integration of the myriad cultural and linguistic aspects of ethnic and racial groups foster increased
levels of civic and social interdependence, and recognition between these different groups.
Through this reformation of education, a richer version of democracy, which embraces
culture along with politics and economics, can be realized. Schools are on the frontlines of issues
dealing with diversity, as students from disparate contexts such as Syria and Uzbekistan, are brought
together into the same classroom with other cultural groups. These issues provide challenges for
educators, but these challenges also provide opportunities to expand cultural awareness if framed as
such.
Assimilation and Civic Identity in Schools
Before the 1960s, schools were charged with guiding students towards a veneration of the
United States, its heroes, and its history (Banks, 2008). This educational legacy served nationalism
and the dominant culture. Students who did not share the language, culture, color or worldviews of
the dominant group were both forced to assimilate and at the same time were marginalized based
upon racist structures (Banks, 2008). The conservative reactionaries who bought billboard space to
protest and offer a reward for reporting Tripani are a legacy of status-quo liberal assimilationists,
who resist demographic change and multicultural reforms, instead stoking nationalist appeals to
assimilationist hegemony (Banks, 2008).
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For groups such as Muslim immigrants, not incorporated or reflected in the values and
beliefs of this nationalist discourse, their disengagement and alienation from finding meaning in civic
identity and the social field of the educational community is furthered. This structural isolation of
immigrant groups in education, specifically Muslims in this narrative, highlights the problematic
implications for liberal democracies such as the United States.
This underscores the difficult task that Multicultural societies are faced with in the creation
of a nation-state that will reflect and incorporate the diverse values, languages, worldviews and
beliefs of the citizenry (Kymlicka, 1995). There is the fine line upon which unity and diversity must
be walked. Unity without diversity, as seen in the past, yields oppression and inequities. Diversity
without unity yields isolation and a fractious society. How to walk this line? According to Gutmann
(1987), the answer lies in democratic education.
To take this out of the abstract, I imagine the difference at the local level in the narratives
presented in the chapter four. I can envision a Muslim student in Tripani’s classroom as opposed to
the classroom of the Syrian refugee on the other side of Sandydale. This spectrum pits democratic
choices of representation, inclusion in the curriculum, and education about Islam (Tripani’s class),
against the Syrian refugee’s classroom where he was beaten. Where one is included, the other now
displays symptoms of post-traumatic stress disorder from a concussion, and was left to call his
parents by the administration. Tripani’s class seems to walk the line of diversity with multicultural
unity, where the latter is another matter.
Tripani as Exemplar
This is where Tripani as exemplar teacher aligns with Banks’ (2008) theory. Both see the
roles of schools as helping students to interpret and identify how cultural, national, regional and
global identifications are interrelated, complex, and evolving. As part of the global community,
students must develop an understanding of the need to take action and make decisions to help solve
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the world’s problems and promote democracy and equality (Banks, 2008). All of these dimensions
align with Hanvey’s (1976) framework for a global perspective.
Tripani’s curricular choices asked students to clearly conceive and reflect upon their own
cultural identity, and be able to situate it in relation to their community, nation, and the world at
large through a variety of experiential assignments. By doing this, Banks would argue that these
participants in Tripani’s class would be further be encouraged to examine how their identity was
related to their classmates, and how each has been constructed through history.
This is one reason why narratives such as Anthony’s need to be represented in classes –
educators cannot assume that students “know” this story. In this sense, through engaging with the
ideas in the way that Tripani encouraged, each cultural identity in the classroom could be validated
and recognized (Banks, 2008). It is this type of education that provides future teachers with the
information, skills, and values necessary to challenge inequality in their future classrooms,
communities, nation, and the world (Banks, 2008).
Such potentially transformative classrooms create conditions where students from different
cultural, religious, and linguistic groups can interact in a social field that enables them to consider
content from multiple perspectives, where power is distributed democratically. Tripani’s use of
pedagogical choices such as multicultural video clips, simulations, materials and readings, roleplaying, arts, music, and discussion about “race” align with what Bank’s (2008) claims are proven to
have positive effects on the racial attitudes of students.
The aspect of Bank’s argument that I find especially reflective of Tripani’s course is the
focus on developing a clear and reflective conception of one’s cultural identity (beliefs, worldviews,
and values) and how this identity relates in complex ways to those of others. Understanding one’s
cultural identity in relation to others is foundational to reflecting on the underlying power structures
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of social problems at the local, national, and global level. Bank’s (2008) argument, in one way, is an
iteration of Hanvey’s (1976) third dimension mapping the process of cross-cultural awareness.
Exemplars of Social Stability in the Face of Nationalism?
Given the levels of cross-cultural tensions seen at the local, national, and global levels, there
is a need for putting forward models for interdependence. Due to increased human migration, rapid
information flow, and increased levels of cross-cultural interaction, there is a need to resist
nationalism and embrace multiculturalism in the pragmatic interest of social stability and liberal
democracy. This is the utopian “so what” argument that I feel also rationalizes from a utilitarian
stance the inclusion of colonized narratives and points to the need for guest speakers from the
community to educate where traditional assimilationist curricula do not have built-in places to
expand awareness – such as related to Islam.
These models of democratic, dialogical, experiential, and affective simulations promote the
skills teachers and students need in our increasingly diverse and interconnected world. As one
component of this complex and dynamic future, the classroom is where knowledge, behaviors, and
norms for future citizens are developed.
So, the question remains: are the traditional dominant groups capable of sharing power in an
equitable way? From Tripani’s story, this does not seem to be the case at the present. This tension
is further exemplified by the rise of domestic nationalism and continued calls for rigid liberal
assimilationist views of citizenship. By stoking the fires and fears of dominant culture, and entering
into the local decisions of educators and school districts, these powerful nationalist forces can
alienate and marginalize advocates of global and multicultural perspectives such as Tripani. Through
creating staunch divisions along culture, class, language, and religion lines the conservative forces
highlighted in Tripani’s story threaten social stability through division of civic institutions and
suppressing democratic representation and public faith in education and the civic arena.
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In thinking with the narrative strands from the course, I find the description of Tripani’s
classroom in concert with Banks’ (2008) argument as effectively and rigorously pairing the esoteric
“why?” with the practical “how?” Teacher educators benefit from tracing how their local actions
relate to the greater national and global conceptions of citizenship in increasingly interdependent
times.
The classrooms represented in the narrative are not generalizable – not every Syrian refugee
student is assaulted in school, and not every Muslim guest speaker is protested for years after their
thirty minute presentation, and not every teacher has the skills of Tripani. However, I could not
help arranging these narrative threads as a way to make meaning of Tripani’s experience, of this
radio report of the Uzbeki immigrant, of classrooms in Sandydale. As Freeman (2010) states, “We
tend to be historical simplifiers, even reducers, who often skate over the relevant facts in order to lay
blame somewhere rather than everywhere or nowhere” (p. 40).
In the end, sitting in the parking lot, I saw the accused driver of the rented moving van in
Manhattan as someone seeking membership, community, and representation over the years, but not
finding it in local institutions. These episodes of violence, and the meaning he may have found in
them, are barometers of democratic representation and inclusion in civic institutions such as
education.
Conclusion
I return to the kia-kia in the republic of Kiribati and think of the healer reaching into my
throat for unknown reasons, the pain shuddering through my body. Did the dissonance have to be
that pronounced for me to change? Does change always have to be painful? Is this another
canonical narrative at play in how I construe reality?
Beyond the pain and suffering of moving out of our cultural comfort zones, is change
actually a possibility or is it a healing narrative that rationalizes inaction, a “veil of willed ignorance”?
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I find myself returning to these questions again and again. It is to this fundamental question of
change where this research and discussion has led. I wonder about the aspirations of global and
multicultural education in transforming civic and democratic spaces for the better. I hope that it isn’t
just a healing salve I tell myself, all the while watching as divisions grow and power is hoarded in
nationalist fervor at the local, national, and global levels.
I am not content to write myself into a position of action, where I tell myself soothing
stories – there needs to be more, there needs to be comprehensive transformative programming that
takes awareness out of the university classroom and into the schools and the community – in the
vein of Tripani.
Ultimately, I know that writing is but one facet of addressing the question of change, that
cross-cultural awareness is nothing without transformative behaviors. In the end, my discussion has
come back to the original questions I came to ask myself – is it possible to change? This question is
what I hope to take up in future research, as outlined in the next section.
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CHAPTER SIX:

Introduction

FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

In the future, I am interested in tracing the implications of the activities presented in global
and multicultural education curriculum in relation to the cognitive and behavioral changes
experienced by students. As highlighted in the discussion, I still wonder about these possibilities
moving forward. One such future direction involves designing research where measures of
cognitive change can seek to link activities to measures gauging how and if participants can “unlearn” socialized preferences.
Beyond this test, I am interested in the longitudinal process of participants in relation to
global and multicultural teacher education courses – do these preservice teachers, who write about
the professed importance of such perspectives, end up using the strategies, activities, and theory
modeled in a class such as Tripani’s? Do some concepts or ideas cross the theory to practice divide
more so than others, and if so, why? Is the course of their future curricular and instructional
decision-making changed by the what they have reflected upon and practiced?
Beyond the subject of change, there is promise for exploring the pedagogical strategies for
grounding abstract post-structural philosophical concepts such as those put forth by Foucault and
Bourdieu in the simulation of Barnga. This process of integrating these concepts with the Barnga
simulation was effective in guiding students towards deepening their critical reflection on
epistemology and its relation to culture, knowledge, and power.
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Lastly, in relation to narrative epistemology, I am interested in exploring alternative
representations as a researcher. Although the process of writing has been personally useful, I am
still troubled by some of the ethical issues related to authentic representation and communication.
For me, the crux of this future direction involves crafting evocative narratives that can engage the
reader in thought-provoking, uncomfortable, frustrating, and ultimately dissonant experiences to
perhaps point to a greater cultural understanding of themselves and others.
Implicit Association Test
The Implicit Association Test (IAT) is a computer based multifactor test gauging a number
of issues related to implicit measures of bias, many of which underscore cognitive dimensions of
cross-cultural awareness. The IAT is a tool for measuring unconscious attitudes and stereotypes by
calculating reaction times of participants as they are tasked with organizing images and words
through paired associations in a software based graphic interface (Greenwald, McGhee, & Schwartz,
1998). Participants place their left finger on the E key, and their right finger on the I key. Before
the IAT begins, a primer allows participants to become familiar with the test through a practice trial.
Each pairing that participants are tasked with includes on target category (e.g., images of Black or
White faces) and one evaluative phrase (good or bad). The multi-factor IAT process can generate
implicit attitude measures of six pairs from four target categories (i.e. White faces versus Black
faces). Participants are directed to make associations as fast as possible, working through a series of
like and unlike-valence pairs.
The instrument is based upon social cognition theory, which posits that the human brain
connects associations at differing speeds purportedly based upon the underlying cognitive map of
the participant. The rates of these associations are brought to light through how long participants
take in responding to the IAT. This has been demonstrated to minimize the threat of social
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desirability in relation to sensitive issues such as “race” and ethnic bias in participant response
(Nosek, Hawkins, & Frazier, 2011).
Though the IAT has consistently assessed the strength of word associations, there has been
great debate about “what” is being measured through the test, and if there is any predictable
behavior rooted in the results (Devine et. al, 2012). Regardless of the causal connection between
IAT scores and behavior, cultural bias is a reality in the social world, and has been studied in a
number of contexts outside of the IAT.
Given that implicit bias is something that is automatic and is in many cases unintentional,
there is great need to explore how changing the underlying dimensions of the behaviors can be
affected. In this case there have been a number of studies that have linked implicit bias to real world
discriminatory behaviors. These links range from the subtle, such as poorer interactions between
“races” (McConnell & Leibold, 2001), to the severe, as related to discriminatory hiring practices
based upon names on resumes (Bertrand & Mullainathan, 2004) and those less likely to receive
emergency medical treatment in life and death situations (Green et al., 2007).
In part, theorists have posited that one reason discriminatory practices have continued in
society despite many people’s explicitly stated best intentions, is due to the fact that they are not
aware that these biases are at work in the first place (Devine et al., 2012). This fundamental
realization is the starting point for confronting and conceiving of strategies for decreasing the
behavioral dimensions of implicit bias. Devine and colleagues (2012) state that overcoming this
prejudicial bias requires significant effort towards that goal, that it is a habit one must unlearn. This
indicates a similar willingness to engage the process as expressed by Hanvey (1976) in his framework
for cross-cultural development.
According to Devine and colleagues (2012), one must “break the habit” of acting
prejudicially. Aside from initial willingness to set personal goals in this respect, the intervention the
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researchers developed was rooted in the assumption that for anyone to “break the habit,” they
needed to acknowledge that they “had a habit,” and that this unconscious behavior had real world
consequences. To “break the habit”, the intervention developed first addressed how participants
thought about the contexts in which their bias was triggered. For example, a student might reflect
on a situation in the present where bias may have emerged in their past.
Next in the process of breaking the habit was feeling out how to substitute their biased
mental images and thoughts with unbiased ones that explicitly counteracted stereotypical
connotations. Guiding this overall process of practice in the intervention were the participants
personal goals, as a reminder of what they were working towards.
With this overall framework in mind, Devine et al. (2012) designed a 12-week educational
intervention where the goal was to provide introductory psychology students strategies and time for
practice in reducing measures of the skin tone IAT.
The 12-week course drew upon the disciplinary areas of health behavior change, cognitive
behavior therapy, and adult learning in its comparison between a control group and treatment group.
The components of the intervention were training in strategies for bias reduction that could be used
in everyday life, through the strategies were not tried in separate conditions to provide comparative
data on efficacy. Participants were told to reflect and report the way in which they used the
strategies in the time between implicit bias assessments.
The strategies involved in the intervention were: stereotype replacement, counter-stereotypic
imaging, individuation, perspective taking, and increasing opportunities for contact. It should be
noted that these pedagogical strategies align closely with Hanvey’s (1976) framework for crosscultural awareness. In regard to stereotypic replacement, this involved a student recognizing their
biased response and reflecting upon why the bias occurred. The next step in this strategy involves
metacognitive dimensions, considering how such a response could be avoided in the future and what
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type of response it could be replaced with. This type of cognitive training is certainly applicable to
teacher education, and could be inserted into coursework addressing issues of cross-cultural
awareness through reflective exercises and assignments.
The next strategy in the intervention was counter-stereotypic imaging. Through this,
students were directed to visualize counter stereotypic images when conscious of an instance of bias.
This strategy allowed for students to practice countering their bias in immediate ways, bringing to
the fore of their consciousness the “narrative” playing in the background.
After this, the strategy of individuation involved getting to know specific people from the
“other” on a personal level. Through the development of individual relationships, this was designed
to counter some of the broad strokes attached to group based bias. Through the individuation of
the “other”, perhaps it would be harder to paint “the whole group”. Within the context of diverse
classrooms, this has long been advocated as an essential piece of multicultural education, advocated
by the likes of Banks (2008).
Next, the perspective taking strategy involves students practicing taking the point of view of
the person in the group of the “other”. This type of pedagogical strategy is tied to classroom based
simulations in which students are placed in unfamiliar positions where they may experience
profound cognitive dissonance that may be debriefed to provide a transformational educative
episode. One such example of this is Jane Elliot’s well-known “blue eye and brown eye” diversity
trainings where participants often get quite perturbed (Anand & Winters, 2008).
Lastly, through increasing opportunities for contact, participants or students are prompted
to create positive interactions with “others,” through a familiarization with groups that they may not
have encountered before. These experiential and real-world interactions touch a rich variety of
behavioral, cognitive, and emotive dimensions that in concert with the other strategies were
demonstrated to significantly reduce IAT scores in the treatment group.
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Beyond instructing and providing opportunities to practice these strategies, the researchers
asked the participants to employ these strategies throughout the course of the intervention and
reflect on them each week. Overall, Devine (2012) proctored three administrations of the IAT
throughout the course of 12 weeks. Although the results of the study were promising, the
researchers noted that the connection between measures of IAT reduction and behavior outcomes is
still an area for further research. For example, would pre-service teachers who have undergone a
similar treatment make less biased disciplinary decisions for their students based upon “race”?
In a more recent meta-analysis of 426 studies involving 72,063 participants, Forscher, Lai,
Axt, Ebersole, Herman, Nosek, and Devine (2016) surveyed the research landscape in investigating
practices and strategies that sought to change implicit bias. From the results of this analysis, the
research team surmised that implicit bias is malleable and that many of the strategies offered in the
literature affect small changes. In common amongst these strategies is practicing new sets of mental
associations and the importance of personal goals in relation to the process. In the analysis, it was
found that the strategies that tax people’s mental processes and create cognitive dissonance have the
greatest impact. As opposed to this, practices that created feelings of threat tended to have a smaller
impact.
Some of the limitations within the research have corresponded to sample demographics.
Most studies have taken place with introductory psychology courses in higher education, the makeup
of which is primarily White and female. These sample demographics parallel the current
homogeneity of the teacher workforce (National Center for Education Statistics, 2016).
Of these 426 studies analyzed, only 22 assessed any type of longitudinal study of reducing implicit
bias. This reflects a preponderance of research solely addressing one-off interventions that do not
look at how IAT measures, or other metrics addressing implicit bias, occurred over time.
Perhaps most importantly, the meta-analysis concluded there was scant evidence connecting
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improved implicit bias scores to behavioral or explicit outcomes. In one interpretation of why this
may be, the researchers bring the problematic nature of implicit nature’s role in behavior to the fore:
Are these biases a “cognitive monster” pulling the levers of discriminatory behavior, or are they
simply an imprint of social associations and nothing more? This remains an area of important
research in addressing whether strategies to mitigate implicit bias have behavioral, observable
outcomes. And this would surely relate to future participants in the class, and the direction of such
courses in the future to know to what degree there is a connection between change of cognition
related to cultural awareness and change in behavioral action.
Does Tripani’s Narrative with the Imam Discourage Future Global Educators?
In reflecting on snippets of conversation from students in relation to Tripani’s powerful
narrative of resistance by conservative forces, I was caught wondering if telling her story functioned
in the form of a cautionary tale. For teachers with ambitions to teach from a global perspective,
would the real world implications and fear expressed in such a story be too much for some to
overcome? Does telling this story help conservative forces limit the scope of educational curricular
choices? I was not sure what the outcomes of such a story would be on the behaviors and decisions
of the participants. This tied into my questions about what else might cross the chasm separating
theory and practice in teacher education, and what helps or hinders bridning the gap.
Following this, I wonder what strategies and activities connect between the teacher
education classroom and the field. Do affective activities such as the Albatross “stick” longer in
terms of memory? Given the results of recent research, it seems that these activities would be
remembered more so than others over the long term, and therefore be useful tools to anchor
curriculum around. This longevity of cognition may help inform future directions of research as
related to not only cross-cultural simulations, but also to other curricular choices that engage
students in controlled affective classroom activities.
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Deepening Epistemology
In analysis, I realized that the process of the Barnga simulation not only mirrored the crosscultural immersion cycle of dissonance and ideally deeper reflection, but at the same time deepened
participant analysis of their epistemological assumptions. Students took up the question of how
truth is valued within certain contexts, and that what is agreed upon as truth manifests itself as
power within the exchanges of the game. The connection that students drew between the
simulation and the readings were clear due to what I believe is the experiential nature of engaging
with the concepts. Through pairing the concepts such as discursive formations and symbolic capital
to the affective dimensions of the simulation, Barnga helped to frame how knowledge was discussed
for many students throughout the remainder of the semester. For educators intent on engaging
students with post-structural philosophical positions, this combination seemed effective at tying
esoteric pieces to experiential classroom activities where students could make connections.
This deepening of epistemology helps tease out deeper analysis of culture, something alluded
to by Ladson-Billings (2006) in her discussion of the “poverty of culture.” By this, Ladson-Billings
explains that culture is used as a catch all, a euphemism that obfuscates and covers up issues related
to power, “race,” class, gender, ethnicity and the myriad intersectionalities tied to connotations of
“culture.” I found this to be an apt description at times while reading through participants’
assignments, where the topicality of culture did not lead to deeper understanding of how knowledge
and power related to cultural socialization.
One way to address this could be through an existential anthropological approach to
thinking about culture. In the future, I would like to explore the function of culture as a way to think
about how and why meaning might be attached to such constructs. According to Becker (2007),
culture is an outgrowth of human mortality, as a larger heroic myth we can find meaning in as a way
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to transcend our inevitable death. For future students, this may help understand a different facet of
why culture plays such a prominent role in lives across the globe.
Lastly, as related the Barnga, the discussion of gender behaviors during the simulation
would be a future direction to explore. Without language and agreed upon rules, socialized gender
roles seemed to be expressed in ways that could have been debriefed further than they were during
the class, and can highlight some behaviors that perhaps could be teased out. For example, there
was a clear pattern of physical manifestations of power and aggression by males in the simulation,
with several females reporting that they felt like not playing, or just going along with the game.
Conclusion
Cultural narratives are composed, shared, represented, co-opted, appropriated,
(mis)understood, and charged with meaning within a given social field such as Tripani’s classroom.
As a researcher, I was troubled by the contingencies of memory, social desirability, canonical
narrative structures, and social performance in representation through the re-storing process. These
myriad facets lent themselves to contingencies that posted ethical, logistical, and epistemological
questions for teachers, students, and researchers.
With these points in mind, I thought hard about how these narratives could be capitalized
upon for greater self-reflection, wider perspective, and ultimately change towards a culturally
pluralistic democratic ideal. These points, I believe, have been taken up by this dissertation. The
“why” of Tripani’s curricular choices are discussed in conjunction with the “how” presented in the
Chapter Four findings. Tripani modeled to participants the value of process, of considering
contingencies in engaging cross-cultural awareness.
Some of the ethical choices that educators and researchers might grapple with have also
been presented. The rationale to include these narratives take into account both benefits and risks,
with an eye on what might benefit the common good. As researcher, this “good” is supported by
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documenting and describing how an exemplary global educator can engage students in meaningful
ways, by providing representation of difficult narratives, and through demonstrating what
democratic multicultural and global education looks like. Perhaps in the future this may inform the
curricular decisions of educators hoping to expand cross-cultural awareness in their classrooms.
In the end, I realized that composing this narrative was but a part of a greater process of my
own development, reflection, and narrative. It is by no means and end in and of itself. My
narrative speaks to the possibility of change, and this change is contingent upon an iterative process
of dissonance and reflection – for students, for teachers, and for researchers.
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APPENDIX A:
Student Informed Consent Document

Informed Consent to Participate in Research Involving Minimal Risk
Pro # 32052
You are being asked to take part in a research study. Research studies include only people who
choose to take part. This document is called an informed consent form. Please read this information
carefully and take your time making your decision. Ask the researcher or study staff to discuss this
consent form with you, please ask him/her to explain any words or information you do not clearly
understand. The nature of the study, risks, inconveniences, discomforts, and other important
information about the study are listed below.
We are asking you to take part in a research study called:
Contingent Narratives: Exploring Facets of Cross-Cultural Awareness in a Experiential
Global Education Course
The person who is in charge of this research study is Nick Bardo. This person is called the Principal
Investigator. However, other research staff may be involved and can act on behalf of the person in
charge. He is being guided in this research by Dr. Barbara Cruz.
The research will be conducted in the USF College of Education room 316, embedded within your
experiences as a member of the course SSE 4380: Global and Multicultural Perspectives in
Education.
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Purpose of the study
The purpose of this study is to explore how participants in this course perceive experiential crosscultural activities. These perceptions include exploring student reflections on classroom-based,
experiential cross-cultural activities in light of their lived experience and cultural worldview.
This study is being conducted by a graduate student for completion of a doctoral dissertation.

Why are you being asked to take part?
We are asking you to take part in this research study because you currently a member of the course
SSE 4380: Global and Multicultural Perspectives in Education.

Study Procedures:
If you take part in this study, you will be asked to:
•

Allow the researcher to access your course assignments for analysis over the course of
the semester

To maintain confidentiality, you will be assigned a pseudonym to be used in all data organization and
you will not be identified by name at any point in the research. The Instructor for the course will
not know the status of your participation in the project, and will be asked to leave the room during
administration of the tests to protect the anonymity of student participants. This step is taken to
avoid undue influence of the research study within the regular instructor/student dynamic of the
course. I will transcribe the observations notes in in a Word document on a laptop computer.
The observation notes and all data gathered from course assignments will be saved in a password
protected data repository. I will be the only one with access to the stored data. These data will
remain in my possession and will be destroyed five years after the publication of the dissertation.

Total Number of Participants
A total of number of 20-25 participants will be involved in the research

Alternatives / Voluntary Participation / Withdrawal
You do not have to participate in this research study.
You should only take part in this study if you want to volunteer. You should not feel that there is
any pressure to take part in the study. You are free to participate in this research or withdraw at any
time. There will be no penalty or loss of benefits you are entitled to receive if you stop taking part in
this study.
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Benefits
We are unsure if you will receive any benefits by taking part in this research study.

Risks or Discomfort
This research is considered to be minimal risk. That means that the risks associated with this study
are the same as what you face every day. There are no known additional risks to those who take part
in this study.

Compensation
If you do choose to be a part of this study, you will be entered into a raffle for two (2) $50 Amazon
gift certificates amongst participants in the course at the end of the semester.

Costs
It will not cost you anything to take part in the study.

Privacy and Confidentiality
We will keep your study records private and confidential. Certain people may need to see your study
records. Anyone who looks at your records must keep them confidential. These individuals include:
•

The research team, including the Principal Investigator, study coordinator, and all other
research staff.

•

Certain government and university people who need to know more about the study, and
individuals who provide oversight to ensure that we are doing the study in the right way.

•

Any agency of the federal, state, or local government that regulates this research
including the Office for Human Research Protection (OHRP).

•

The USF Institutional Review Board (IRB) and related staff who have oversight
responsibilities for this study, including staff in USF Research Integrity and Compliance.

We may publish what we learn from this study. If we do, we will not include your name. We will
not publish anything that would let people know who you are.

You can get the answers to your questions, concerns, or complaints
If you have any questions, concerns or complaints about this study, or experience an unanticipated
problem, call Nick Bardo at 603-491-9049.
If you have questions about your rights as a participant in this study, or have complaints, concerns
or issues you want to discuss with someone outside the research, call the USF IRB at (813) 974-5638
or contact by email at RSCH-IRB@usf.edu.

Consent to Take Part in this Research Study
I freely give my consent to take part in this study. I understand that by signing this form I am
agreeing to take part in research. I have received a copy of this form to take with me.
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_____________________________________________
Signature of Person Taking Part in Study

____________
Date

_____________________________________________
Printed Name of Person Taking Part in Study

Statement of Person Obtaining Informed Consent
I have carefully explained to the person taking part in the study what he or she can expect from their
participation. I confirm that this research subject speaks the language that was used to explain this
research and is receiving an informed consent form in their primary language. This research subject
has provided legally effective informed consent.
_______________________________________________________________
Signature of Person obtaining Informed Consent
_______________________________________________________________
Printed Name of Person Obtaining Informed Consent
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___________
Date

APPENDIX B:
Instructor Interview Protocol
Initial Course Instructor Interview Protocol – Demographic and educational background
•

How long have you been teaching? How long have you taught at your current school?

•

Would you describe yourself as a global educator? Why?

•

Do you feel you are cross-culturally aware? Why?

•

When did you start considering yourself cross-culturally aware?

•

What experiences contributed to the development of your own cross-cultural awareness?

•

What beliefs contributed to the development of your own cross-cultural awareness?

•

How many times have you taught this course? Was it at the undergraduate or graduate
level?
Post-Activity Instructor Interview Protocol

•

What did you feel was effective about the activity?

•

What would you change if you were to use this activity again?

•

What is a lived experience that you could connect to something that was touched upon
in this activity? Could you describe that experience?

•

How do you feel students reacted to this activity? Could you describe to a specific
episode that supports your observation?
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•

How do you feel students are changing from before? Could you describe to a specific
episode that supports your observation?

•

How does this activity relate to your teaching philosophy?

•

In what ways does this activity not align with your teaching philosophy?

•

How did participants react to the activity?
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APPENDIX C:
Instructor Informed Consent Document

Informed Consent to Participate in Research Involving Minimal Risk
Pro # 32052
You are being asked to take part in a research study. Research studies include only people who
choose to take part. This document is called an informed consent form. Please read this information
carefully and take your time making your decision. Ask the researcher or study staff to discuss this
consent form with you, please ask him/her to explain any words or information you do not clearly
understand. The nature of the study, risks, inconveniences, discomforts, and other important
information about the study are listed below.
We are asking you to take part in a research study called:
Contingent Narratives: Exploring Facets of Cross-Cultural Awareness in a Experiential
Global Education Course
The person who is in charge of this research study is Nick Bardo. This person is called the Principal
Investigator. However, other research staff may be involved and can act on behalf of the person in
charge. He is being guided in this research by Dr. Barbara Cruz.
The research will be conducted in the USF College of Education room 316, embedded within your
experiences as a member of the course SSE 4380: Global and Multicultural Perspectives in
Education.
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Purpose of the study
The purpose of this study is to explore how participants in this course perceive experiential crosscultural activities. These perceptions include exploring student and instructor reflections on
classroom-based, experiential cross-cultural activities in light of their lived experience and cultural
worldview.
This study is being conducted by a graduate student for completion of a doctoral dissertation.

Why are you being asked to take part?
We are asking you to take part in this research study because you currently the instructor of the
course SSE 4380: Global and Multicultural Perspectives in Education.

Study Procedures:
If you take part in this study, you will be asked to:
•
•
•
•

Allow the researcher to recruit participants from your Fall 2017 Section of Social Science
Education 4380: Global and Multicultural Perspectives in Education
Allow the researcher to observe class sessions over the course of the semester
Grant the researcher access to participant course assignments for analysis
Participate in four separate 15-30 minute interviews over the course of the semester.
These interviews will take place after class sessions in EDU 316 on the dates of, October
19th, November 9th, and November 30th
Sample of Interview questions:






What did you feel was effective about the activity?
What would you change if you were to use this activity again?
What is a lived experience that you could connect to something that was
touched upon in this activity? Could you describe that experience?
How do you feel students reacted to this activity? Could you describe to a
specific episode that supports your observation?
How do you feel students are changing from before? Could you describe
to a specific episode that supports your observation?

To maintain confidentiality, you will be assigned a pseudonym to be used in all data collection,
organization, and analysis. You will not be identified by name at any point in the research. During
interviews, you will be digitally recorded. I will transcribe the observations notes and interview
transcripts in in a Word document on a laptop computer. Further, to maintain confidentiality of
student participant identity, you will not know who has consented to participate in the research
project. This step is taken to minimize the undue influence of instructor knowledge of student
participation in the research process on the regular student/instructor dynamic of the course. This
will ensure that students are participating of their own free will, and not to please the instructor.
The observation notes, transcribed interviews, and all collected participant data will be saved in a
password protected data repository. I will be the only one with access to the stored data. These data
will remain in my possession and will be destroyed five years after the publication of the dissertation.
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Total Number of Participants
A total of number of 20-25 participants will be involved in the research

Alternatives / Voluntary Participation / Withdrawal
You do not have to participate in this research study.
You should only take part in this study if you want to volunteer. You should not feel that there is
any pressure to take part in the study. You are free to participate in this research or withdraw at any
time. There will be no penalty or loss of benefits you are entitled to receive if you stop taking part in
this study.

Benefits
We are unsure if you will receive any benefits by taking part in this research study.

Risks or Discomfort
This research is considered to be minimal risk. That means that the risks associated with this study
are the same as what you face every day. There are no known additional risks to those who take part
in this study.
As the lone instructor of the course, there is a risk to your confidentiality in this research process.
Even though you will be assigned a pseudonym in the research process, your identity could be
ascertained as the lone instructor involved in the research.

Compensation
If you do choose to be a part of this study, you will receive (1) $25 Amazon gift card.

Costs
It will not cost you anything to take part in the study.

Privacy and Confidentiality
We will keep your study records private and confidential. Certain people may need to see your study
records. Anyone who looks at your records must keep them confidential. These individuals include:
•

The research team, including the Principal Investigator, study coordinator, and all other
research staff.

•

Certain government and university people who need to know more about the study, and
individuals who provide oversight to ensure that we are doing the study in the right way.

•

Any agency of the federal, state, or local government that regulates this research
including the Office for Human Research Protection (OHRP).

•

The USF Institutional Review Board (IRB) and related staff who have oversight
responsibilities for this study, including staff in USF Research Integrity and Compliance.
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We may publish what we learn from this study. If we do, we will not include your name. We will
not publish anything that would let people know who you are.

You can get the answers to your questions, concerns, or complaints
If you have any questions, concerns or complaints about this study, or experience an unanticipated
problem, call Nick Bardo at 603-491-9049.
If you have questions about your rights as a participant in this study, or have complaints, concerns
or issues you want to discuss with someone outside the research, call the USF IRB at (813) 974-5638
or contact by email at RSCH-IRB@usf.edu.

Consent to Take Part in this Research Study
I freely give my consent to take part in this study. I understand that by signing this form I am
agreeing to take part in research. I have received a copy of this form to take with me.
_____________________________________________
Signature of Person Taking Part in Study

____________
Date

_____________________________________________
Printed Name of Person Taking Part in Study

Statement of Person Obtaining Informed Consent
I have carefully explained to the person taking part in the study what he or she can expect from their
participation. I confirm that this research subject speaks the language that was used to explain this
research and is receiving an informed consent form in their primary language. This research subject
has provided legally effective informed consent.
_______________________________________________________________
Signature of Person obtaining Informed Consent
_______________________________________________________________
Printed Name of Person Obtaining Informed Consent
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___________
Date

APPENDIX D:
Field Experience Assignment Description and Grading Rubric
Visit a place of interest (outside of where you work and study) where the culture is different from
your own. During the visit(s) you will generate data through field-notes based on observations and
conversations with those invested/involved in that place. Your written account should utilize those
data to describe the culture (norms, traditions, belief, values, patterns of organization, rituals, use of
tools, social relationships and meanings) as you explain the similarities and differences between your
own cultural worldview and what you are witnessing. In conclusion, discuss the experience (your
reaction) in a way that illustrates multicultural or global perspectives. Experience should be analyzed
through one of the theoretical frameworks discussed in class.
Rubric for Field Experience Analysis
Name:
Description of Place: The
location, locale, feel,
interactions

3
Description of Place
(3) described
(location, sense,
locale)

Author’s own cultural
worldview (beliefs, values,
normative behaviors)
Different cultural worldview
(beliefs, values, normative
behaviors)
Analysis of experience in
relation to multicultural or
global perspectives in
education
Correct spelling, grammar,
editing, APA format
Total

1
Description of Place
(1) described
(location, sense,
locale)

o
No Description
of Place
described

Author’s Cultural
Worldview discussed
complexly

2
Description of
Place (2)
described
(location, sense,
locale)
Author’s Cultural
Worldview
discussed

Author’s Cultural
Worldview discussed
simplistically

Different Cultural
Worldview discussed
complexly

Different Cultural
Worldview
discussed

Different Cultural
Worldview discussed
simplistically

Author’s
Cultural
Worldview Not
discussed
Different
Cultural
Worldview Not
discussed
No analysis of
experience in
relation to
MC/G
perspectives
Absent

Deep analysis of
Some analysis of
Topical analysis of
experience in relation experience in
experience in relation
to MC/G perspectives relation to MC/G
to MC/G
perspectives
perspectives.
Thorough

Detailed

Comments:
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Intermittent

APPENDIX E:
Institutional Review Board Approval Letter

10/2/2017

Nicholas Bardo
RE: Expedited Approval of Amendment IRB#:
Ame1_Pro00032052
Title: Contingent Narratives:
Exploring Facets of Cross-Cultural Awareness in a Experiential Global Education Course
Dear Mr. Bardo:

On 10/2/2017, the Institutional Review Board (IRB) reviewed and APPROVED your Amendment. The
submitted request and all documents contained within have been approved, including those outlined
below, as described by the study team.
Due to the previously scheduled plan for the data collection process in this research project, the
administrations of the quantitative instruments (the Global Perspective Inventory and Skin-tone Implicit
Association Test) will not be taken during this time. Thus, instead of a mixed-methods approach to the
research, this will now be a qualitative research study.

Specifically, within the amendment, this will mean that study measures will be removed, there will be a
reduction in time commitment for student participants, and there will be an increase in terms of
anticipated sample size due to this reduction in time commitment and study measures. Due to this, the
consent forms and the protocols for the research plan will reflect this change in research approach.
Approved Item(s):
Protocol Document(s):
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Version 2 9.14.17 Clean.docx

Consent Document(s)*:
Version 2 9.14.17 Instructor Informed Consent Form Clean.docx.pdf Version 2
9.14.17 Student Informed Consent Form Clean.docx.pdf
*Please use only the official IRB stamped informed consent/assent document(s)
found under the "Attachments" tab on the main study's workspace. Please note, these
consent/assent document(s) are valid until they are amended and approved.

The IRB does not require that subjects be reconsented.

As the principal investigator of this study, it is your responsibility to conduct this study in accordance
with USF HRPP policies and procedures and as approved by the USF IRB. Any changes to the approved
research must be submitted to the IRB for review and approval via an amendment. Additionally, all
unanticipated problems must be reported to the USF IRB within five (5) calendar days.

We appreciate your dedication to the ethical conduct of human subject research at the University of South
Florida and your continued commitment to human research protections. If you have any questions
regarding this matter, please call 813-974-5638.

Sincerely,

Mark Ruiz, PhD, Vice Chairperson
USF Institutional Review Board
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR
In thinking about the process of the past four years, I imagine a coalescing of personal lived
experience with a body of literature. This slow amalgamation process, capped with this dissertation,
yielded a discernable and purposeful educational philosophy that I hope to live by in my future
classrooms, research, and life.
When I entered the doctoral program under the guidance of Dr. Bárbara Cruz in the
summer of 2014, I was unaware of what global education could mean. Before then I taught in
multiple countries and states, immersed myself in relational differences of these various contexts,
and reflected on these experiences in fits and starts. Though this changed who I thought I was and
what my role as a teacher could be, I did not have the tools to assemble the disparate parts. I did not
have a guide, or a way to organize and process all of these experiences in ways that might be
meaningful to students and other teachers.
While at USF, under the mentorship of Dr. Cruz, I found someone who had the tools, and
who knew the process to help me. She directed me towards a body of literature and pointed me
toward observing exemplary global educators in action. I began to reflect on the habits of mind and
practice that she put forward, and how this related to what defined global educators in the literature.
Over time I realized that a global perspective was not a static reality on the page, but a living and
breathing embodiment of a worldview that transcended the classroom. Those who were global
eduactors lived in the shadow of this philosophical commitment, modelling in their example what
meaningful education looked like in relation to others and to the planet. After four years at USF, I
hope to be such a guide, to act and teach from a global perspective, to continue this process for a
meaningful future.

